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Synopsis
Lie theory for the integration of Lie algebroids to Lie groupoids, on the one hand,
and of Poisson manifolds to symplectic groupoids, on the other, has undergone
tremendous developements in the last decade, thanks to the work of Mackenzie-
Xu, Moerdijk-Mrcˇun, Cattaneo-Felder and Crainic-Fernandes, among others.
In this thesis we study - part of - the categorified version of this story, namely
the integrability of LA-groupoids (groupoid objects in the category of Lie algebro-
ids), to double Lie groupoids (groupoid objects in the category of Lie groupoids)
providing a first set of sufficient conditions for the integration to be possible.
Mackenzie’s double Lie structures arise naturally from lifting processes, such as
the cotangent lift or the path prolongation, on ordinary Lie theoretic and Poisson
geometric objects and we use them to study the integrability of quotient Pois-
son bivector fields, the relation between “local” and “global” duality of Poisson
groupoids and Lie theory for Lie bialgebroids and Poisson groupoids.
In the first Chapter we prove suitable versions of Lie’s 1-st and 2-nd theorem for Lie
bialgebroids, that is, the integrability of subobjects (coisotropic subalgebroids) and
morphisms, extending earlier results by Cattaneo and Xu, obtained using different
techniques.
We develop our functorial approach to the integration of LA-groupoids [65] in
the second Chapter, where we also obtain partial results, within the program,
proposed by Weinstein, for the integration of Poisson groupoids to symplectic
double groupoids.
The task of integrating quotients of Poisson manifolds with respect to Poisson
groupoid actions motivates the study we undertake in third Chapter of what we
refer to as morphic actions, i.e. groupoid actions in the categories of Lie algebroids
and Lie groupoids, where we obtain general reduction and integrability results.
In fact, applying suitable procedures a` la Marsden-Weinstein zero level reduction
to “moment morphisms”, respectively of Lie bialgebroids or Poisson groupoids,
canonically associated to a Poisson G-space, we derive two approches to the inte-
gration of the quotient Poisson bivector fields.
The first, a kind of integration via symplectic double groupoids, is not always ef-
fective but reproduces the “symplectization functor” approch to Poisson actions of
Lie groups, very recently developed by Fernandes-Ortega-Ratiu, from quite a diffe-
rent perspective. We earlier implemented this approach successfully in the special
case of complete Poisson groups [64].
The second approach, relying both on a cotangent lift of the Poisson G-space and
on a prolongation of the original action to an action on suitable spaces of Lie al-
gebroid homotopies, produces necessary and sufficient integrability conditions for
the integration and gives a positive answer to the integrability problem under the
most natural assumptions.

Zusammenfassung
Im letzten Jahrzehnt hat sich die Lie-Theorie insbesondere aufgrund ihrer Wichtig-
keit fu¨r die Integration von Lie Algebroiden nach Lie Gruppoiden, einerseits, und
von Poisson Mannigfaltigkeiten nach symplektischen Gruppoiden, andererseits,
enorm weiterentwickelt. Arbeiten von Mackenzie-Xu, Moerdijk-Mrcˇun, Cattaneo-
Felder und Crainic-Fernandes haben diese Entwicklung unter anderem entschei-
dend beeinflusst.
In der vorliegenden Dissertation interessieren wir uns diesbezu¨glich fu¨r den ka-
tegorientheoretischen Aspekt der Integration von LA-Gruppoiden (na¨mlich von
Gruppoid-Objekten in der Kategorie der Lie Algebroide) nach doppelten Lie Grup-
poiden (na¨mlich von Gruppoid-Objekten in der Kategorie der Lie Gruppoide). Hier
erhalten wir hinreichende Bedingungen fu¨r die Integration.
Mackenzies doppelte Lie-Strukturen entstehen dabei ganz natu¨rlich aus Hochhe-
bungsprozessen, wie der kotangentialen Hochebung oder der Pfad-Prolongation auf
gewo¨hnlichen Lie-theoretischen oder Poisson-geometrischen Strukturen. Mit ihrer
Hilfe werden wir die Integrabilita¨t der Quotienten-Poisson-Bivektorfelder, die Be-
ziehung zwischen lokaler und globaler Dualita¨t der Poisson-Gruppoide sowie die
Lie-Theorie der Lie-Bialgebroide und der Poisson-Gruppoide untersuchen. Im er-
sten Kapitel beweisen wir gewisse Varianten des ersten und zweiten Satzes von
Lie u¨ber Lie-Bialgebroide, d.h. , u¨ber die Integrabilita¨t von Unterobjekten (den
ko-isotropischen Unteralgebroiden) und ihren Morphismen. Hier verallgemeinern
wir fru¨here Resultate von Cattaneo und Xu.
Im zweiten Kapitel entwickeln wir unseren funktorialen Ansatz zur Integration
der LA-Gruppoide[65]. Hier erhalten wir positive Teilergebnisse zur von Wein-
stein vorgeschlagenen Integration der Poisson-Gruppoide nach doppelten symplek-
tischen Gruppoiden.
Der Untersuchung der sogenannten morphischen Wirkungen, also Gruppoid-Wir-
kungen in der Kategorie der Lie Algebroide und der Lie Grupppoide, widmen wir
uns im dritten Kapitel. Hier erhalten wir Reduktions- und Integrabilita¨tsresultate
und wir gehen die Aufgabe an, Quotienten von Poisson-Mannigfaltigkeiten in Be-
zug auf Wirkungen von Poisson-Gruppoiden zu integrieren.
Tatsa¨chlich erhalten wir durch die Anwendung geeigneter Varianten des Marsden-
Weinstein-Reduktions-Verfahrens zwei Ansa¨tze zur Integration der Quotienten von
Poisson-Bivektorfeldern.
Der erste Ansatz, eine Art von Integration durch doppelte symplektische Grup-
poide, ist nicht immer erfolgreich. Dennoch gibt er im speziellen Fall der Wirkun-
gen von Lie-Gruppen Fernendes-Ortega-Ratius Symplektisierungsfunktor-Ansatz
wieder. Dieser Ansatz wurde schon zuvor von uns erfolgreich im speziellen Fall
der Wirkungen von Poisson-Gruppen angewendet (siehe [64]). Der zweite Ansatz
basiert schliesslich auf einer kotangentialen Hochhebung der Wirkung und ihrer
Pfad-Prolongation nach einer Wirkung auf geeigneten Ra¨umen von Lie-Algebroid-
Homotopien. U¨ber ihn erhalten wir notwendige sowie hinreichende Integrabilita¨ts-
bedingungen, womit wir unter kanonischen Voraussetzungen das Integrationspro-
blem vollsta¨ndig lo¨sen.
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Preliminary remark
The first few pages of each chapter, “section zero”s, can be read separately, as an
introduction to each chapter, or together as an introduction to the whole disser-
tation.
i
ii
Notations and conventions
Most of the notations and conventions are introduced in the main text, or should
be clear from the context; we list below a few remarks:
· The symbol “•” is used with various meanings throughout the text. It can
stand for the one point manifold, an unassigned variable, the multiplication
of the tangent groupoid, etc . . . ; it shall be clear from the context which
meaning is intended.
· For any function f ∈ C∞(M) we denote with Xf = { f , · } the associated
Hamiltonian vector field, when M is symplectic or Poisson. The Poisson
brackets are defined as {f, g} := π(df, dg), respectively {f, g} := ω(Xg, Xf).
· The symbol 〈 · , · 〉 is used for the natural pairing of a vector bundle with its
dual.
· £ denotes the Lie derivative.
· All manifolds are real smooth C∞ manifolds, unless otherwise stated (but not
necessarily Hausdorff); Γ(M,E) or simply Γ(E) is the space of C∞ sections
of a vector bundle. We use the symbols Γ(f), respectively Γ(∼), to denote
the graph of a map f (with respect to the standard ordering) or of an
equivalence relation ∼.
· If X ∈ Γ(E−⊗E+), X♯ : E∗− → E+ is the associated vector bundle map, for
all vector bundles E±.
·
∮
i,j,k
Xijk is the sum over cyclic permutations.
· The symbol ∆ is used with different meanings: to denote both singular
and regular distributions, diagonal subsets and also the inclusion map of a
diagonal subset in a direct product.
· The symbol ϕ is typically used to denote a morphism of Lie groupoids, φ
instead to denote a morphism of Lie algebroids.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
Lie-Poisson duality
Poisson algebras first arose in the mid 19-th century from Jacobi’s algebraic
study of mechanical systems, embarked to understand the relation of the brackets
earlier discovered by Poisson with constrained dynamical systems and conservation
laws (see e.g. [73, 76] and references therein for an historical review). The study
of the geometry of these brackets later led Lie to discover what nowadays we call
Lie algebras; in fact, the dual of a Lie algebra is one of the fundamental exam-
ples of a Poisson manifold. After a very long dormancy, Poisson manifolds were
rediscovered across the 1960s and 1970s in the work of Berezin, Kirillov, Kostant
and Lichnerowicz, among others. After the introduction of Poisson cohomology by
Lichnerowicz in 1977 [33], the unraveling of the local structure of Poisson mani-
folds by Weinstein in 1983, and the discovery of symplectic groupoids towards the
end of 1980s independently by Karase¨v [26], Weinstein [71] and Zakrzewski [77], a
form of “duality” between Poisson brackets and Lie brackets begun to emerge in a
more general setting, linking Poisson geometry to the theory of Lie groupoids-Lie
algebroids started earlier by Pradines in a series of papers [54, 55, 56, 57].
Instances of this duality were further investigated in the late 1980s and through
the 1990s to the present day, especially via Weinstein’s coisotropic calculus, in the
study of Poisson group-oids, Poisson homogeneous spaces, symplectic realizations,
generalized moment(um) maps and the integrability of Lie algebroids.
In the first two Sections of this mostly introductory Chapter we shall introduce,
the preliminary material we will need in the rest of this dissertation, by review-
ing well known facts about Poisson manifolds, Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids,
respectively their morphisms, with emphasis on the duality issues.
In Section 1.3 we define actions of Lie groupoids and their infinitesimal counter-
part.
In Section 1.4 we discuss the integrability of Lie algebroids to Lie groupoids and
its dual counterpart, namely the realization of a Poisson manifold via a symplectic
groupoid. We choose to follow there a logical, rather then historical, order. A brief
historical account of the tremendous developments of Lie theory that took place in
the last decade is nevertheless in order. The integrability of morphisms of Lie alge-
broids is due to Mackenzie and Xu [48]. After that Moerdijk and Mrcˇun provided
in [51] every Lie groupoid with a source 1-connected “covering” groupoid, given
by the quotient of the monodromy groupoid of the associated source foliation, and
proved the integrability of Lie subgroupoids, also by foliation theoretic techniques.
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About at the same time, a reduction a` la Marsden-Weinstein of the phase space of
a topological field theory known as the Poisson sigma model, performed by Catta-
neo and Felder in [12], produced a topological model for the symplectic groupoid
of a Poisson manifold; in the integrable case the construction yields the desired
symplectic groupoid. Soon after Crainic and Fernandes adapted Cattaneo and
Felder’s model, following an approach foreseen by Sˇevera in [68], in order to char-
acterize Moerdijk and Mrcˇun’s “covering groupoid” in terms of the Lie algebroid
data only and obtained, by connection theoretic means, necessary and sufficient
conditions for the integrability of Lie algebroids [16] and Poisson manifolds [17].
Crainic and Fernandes’ topological model, the so calledWeinstein groupoid, was in
turn recovered via the reduction of the Poisson sigma model for the dual Poisson
structure in [11] by Cattaneo, where an integration of coisotropic submanifolds to
Lagrangian subgroupoids, namely the dual phenomenon to the integrability of Lie
subalgebroids and Lie algebroid morphisms, was also given.
The original contributions presented in this Chapter can be found in the last Sec-
tion. After introducing Lie bialgebroids and Poisson groupoids, in a sense self-dual
objects in the intersection of the Lie and Poisson worlds, we adapt Mackenzie and
Xu’s approach for the integration of Lie bialgebroids to Poisson groupoids [48]
in order to prove the integrability of coisotropic subalgebroids to coisotropic sub-
groupoids:
Theorem (1.5.9). Let (G,Π)→→M be a source 1-connected Poisson groupoid with
Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗) and C→→N a source 1-connected Lie subgroupoid with Lie
algebroid C. Then C ⊂ G is coisotropic iff so is C ⊂ A for the dual Poisson
structure induced by A∗.
From this result it is then easy to derive the integrability of morphisms of Lie
bialgebroids to morphisms of Poisson groupoids and the equivalence of the category
of Lie bialgebroids to that of source 1-connected Poisson groupoids.
1.1. Poisson manifolds, Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids
In this Section we introduce the main definitions and basic facts
about Poisson manifolds, Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids. The
geometric study of the Poisson brackets of classical mechanics leads
naturally (and led historically) to Lie algebras and Poisson mani-
folds. In fact, Lie algebras are dual to linear Poisson bivector fields
and in turn the dual object to a general Poisson manifold can be
understood as a Lie algebroid, the infinitesimal invariant of a Lie
groupoid. We also discuss standard examples in some detail; a num-
ber of those actually plays a role in the general theory of Poisson
geometry and Lie theory (see also, for instance, [45, 67, 10]).
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A Poisson bracket on an associative algebra is given by a Lie bracket for which
the adjoint representation takes values in the derivations of the associative product.
The definition applies for any ground field, the algebra can be graded and the
associative product need not be commutative; still graded commutativity is a
desirable property.
Definition 1.1.1. A Poisson structure on a manifold M is a Poisson algebra on
C∞(M), i.e. a Lie bracket { , } such that the Leibniz rule
{ f , g · h } = g · { f , h }+ { f , g } · h
holds for all f, g, h ∈ C∞(M).
The above Leibniz rule is equivalent to asking { , } to be a skewsymmetric bideriva-
tion of the pointwise product of C∞(M), therefore setting
π(df, dg) := { f , g } , f, g ∈ C∞(M) ,
defines a bivector field π ∈ Γ(∧2TM), which we shall call a Poisson bivector. A
bivector field π ∈ X2(M) is the Poisson bivector of a Poisson structure iff the
trivector field [ π , π ] ∈ Γ(∧3TM), locally defined by the components
[ π , π ]αβγ =
∑
µ
∮
α,β,γ
παµ∂µπ
βγ
in a coordinate patch, vanishes identically on M1refer to the vector bundle map
π♯ : T ∗M → TM induced by a Poisson structure as the Poisson anchor. The image
Im π♯ of the Poisson anchor of a Poisson manifold M, regarded as a submodule
of the local vector fields over M , defines an integrable singular distribution in
the sense of Sussmann [66] and Stefan [63]. That is, the points reached by the
sequences of local flows of vector fields taking values in Imπ♯, can be assembled
in a partition of M in connected immersed submanifolds (not necessarily of the
same dimension), the leaves of π♯, which can be pasted nicely (see [67, 3] for
details). The vector fields Xf := π♯ ◦ df , f ∈ C∞(M), spanning the leaves of
the distribution are called Hamiltonian vector fields in analogy with the classical
Hamiltonian dynamics, since also in the Poisson case Xf = { f , · }, as a derivation
of C∞(M), and the subspace of Hamiltonian vector fields is easily seen to be a Lie
subalgebra of X(M). Moreover, the restriction of π♯L : T
∗
LM → TL to a leaf L has
maximal rank equal to dimL, by definition and one can check that setting
ωL(π♯α+, π
♯α−) := π(α−, α+) , α± ∈ Ω
1(M) ,
yields a well defined nondegenerate closed 2-form on L. Probably, this is the most
important property of a Poisson manifold, namely, being foliated in symplectic
1The notation is not incidental. The graded commutative algebra X•(M) = (Γ(∧•TM),∧)
of multivector fields, carries a unique graded Lie bracket of degree -1 extending the bracket of
vector fields and making it a graded Poisson algebra [60, 61, 52]
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leaves [27] and might be regarded as global a manifestation of the Weinstein-
Darboux local structure theorem [70]. Clearly, a symplectic manifold is a Poisson
manifold with only one leaf or equivalently a Poisson manifold for which the sharp
map has maximal rank. Poisson manifolds are quite general objects interpolating
between arbitrary manifolds and symplectic manifolds.
Example 1.1.2. Poisson manifolds
i) Every manifold is a Poisson manifold for the zero bivector field, each point is a
symplectic leaf.
ii) Every constant bivector field B on Rn is a Poisson bivector, the dimension of
the symplectic leaves is the rank of the matrix representing B.
iii) The sharp map of a Poisson bivector of maximal rank is the inverse of the
sharp map of a symplectic form, the whole manifold is the only symplectic leaf.
iv) Every smooth function f on R2, yields a Poisson structure by setting { x , y } :=
f(x, y) for the coordinate functions x and y on R2; the symplectic leaves are each
point in the zero set Z(f) of f and the connected components of R2\Z(f). For
instance, the symplectic leaves of
f(x, y) := exp
(
−
1
(1− (x2 + y2))2
)
are the interior of the unit disk, the complement of its closure and each point on
the unit circle.
Morally speaking, Poisson manifolds are nonlinear Lie algebras. In fact, the very
idea of a Lie algebra emerged from Sophus Lie’s [34] attempt to understand Poisson
brackets in a geometric fashion, by examining the simplest nontrivial examples.
Consider a linear Poisson structure on Rn:
{ xi , xj } =
∑
k
f ijkx
k , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n ,
for some constants {f ijk}, with f ijk + f jik = 0. The condition for { , } to be a
Poisson bracket bracket writes
n∑
l=1
∮
i, j, k
f ij lf
lk
m = 0 , i, j, k,m = 1, . . . , n ,
that is, of course, the requirement for the f ’s to be the structure constants of a Lie
algebra. Replacing Rn with a finite dimensional vector space V , one can see that
Lie algebras on V are in bijective correspondence with linear Poisson structures
on V ∗ by the formula
〈 ξ , [ v , w ] 〉 = {Fv , Fw }(ξ) , v, w ∈ V ≃ C
∞
lin(V
∗) , ξ ∈ V ∗ ,
where we identify a vector v ∈ V with the associated linear functional Fv on V ∗.
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Example 1.1.3. For any Lie group G with Lie algebra g, the symplectic leaves
of the dual Poisson structure on g∗ are the connected components of the coadjoint
orbits of G. Recall that the coadjoint action Ad∗ : G→ Diff(g∗) is defined by
〈Ad∗gξ , x 〉 := 〈 ξ , Adg-1x 〉 = 〈 ξ , dCg-1x 〉 , g ∈ G , ξ ∈ g
∗ and x ∈ g ,
for the conjugation map Cg : G → G. It is a basic exercise in classical Lie theory
to see that the induced infinitesimal action ad∗ : g→ X(g∗) is
〈 ad∗xξ , y 〉 = 〈 ξ , [ y , x ] 〉 = {Fy , Fx }(ξ) , x, y ∈ g and ξ ∈ g
∗ ,
therefore the fundamental vector fields of the action are Hamiltonian, i.e. ad∗(x)ξ =
XFxξ , and span the symplectic foliation of g
∗.
The Poisson bivector of a Poisson manifold (M,π) may be regarded as a C∞(M)-
bilinear operation ∧2Ω1(M) → C∞(M); according to the above discussion, it ap-
pears natural to ask, whether it is possible to linearize π in such a way to obtain
a Lie bracket on Ω1(M). The answer is positive: set
〈 [ θ+ , θ− ] , X 〉 = (£Xπ)(θ+, θ−) + π
♯θ+(〈 θ− , X 〉)− π
♯θ−(〈 θ+ , X 〉) ,
for all θ± ∈ Ω1(M), X ∈ X(M) or equivalently,
[ θ+ , θ− ] = dπ(θ+, θ−) + ιπ♯θ+dθ− − ιπ♯θ−dθ+ (1.1)
= £π♯θ+θ− − £π♯θ−θ+ − dπ(θ+, θ−) ;
note that the C∞(M)-bilinearity is replaced by the Leibniz rule
[ θ+ , f · θ− ] = f · π[ θ+ , θ− ] + π
♯θ+(f) · θ− , f ∈ C
∞(M) ,
and [ , ] makes Ω1(M) a Lie algebra over R. This bracket we shall call the Koszul
bracket, is very natural, for it is the unique extending
[ df+ , df− ] = d{ f+ , f− } ,
f± ∈ C
∞(M), according to the Leibniz rule above and therefore generalizing the
Lie bracket dual to a linear Poisson bracket on a vector space to the nonlinear
case.
The Koszul bracket, together with the Poisson anchor endows T ∗M , with a Lie
algebroid structure.
Definition 1.1.4. A Lie algebroid structure on a vector bundle A → M is given
by a R-bilinear Lie bracket [ , ] on the space of sections Γ(A) and a vector bundle
map ρ : A→ TM such that the Leibniz rule
[ a+ , f · a− ] = f · [ a+ , a− ] + ρ(a+)(f) · a−
holds for all a± ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ C∞(M).
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Before turning to examples and introducing the main features of Lie algebroids,
we will show how the duality between Lie algebras and linear Poisson structures
generalizes to a duality between Lie algebroids and fibrewise linear Poisson struc-
tures. The space of functions on A∗ is the completion of the subspace of fiberwise
polynomial functions, which in turn is the associative algebra generated by the
space C∞lin(A
∗) ⊕ C∞cst(A
∗) of fiberwise linear functions C∞lin(A
∗) ≃ Γ(A) and fibre-
wise constant functions C∞cst(A
∗) ≃ C∞(M). In order to endow A∗ with a Poisson
bracket { , }A it is then sufficient to define it on C∞lin(A
∗)⊕ C∞cst(A
∗) and extend it
according to the Leibniz rule: setting, for all ξ ∈ Γ(A∗),
{Fa+ , Fa− }A(ξ) := 〈 ξ , [ a+ , a− ] 〉 , a± ∈ Γ(A) ,
in analogy with the case M = •, where Fa±(ξ) = 〈 a± , ξ 〉 are the associated
fibrewise linear function on A∗, { , }A extends to C∞lin(A
∗) ⊕ C∞cst(A
∗) compatibly
with the Leibniz rule is given by
{Fa , pr
∗
A∗f }A = ρ(a)(f) ◦ prA∗ and { pr
∗
A∗f , pr
∗
A∗g } = 0 , (1.2)
for all a ∈ Γ(A), f, g ∈ C∞(M). To check that the bivector πA on A∗ defined by
equations (1.2) is Poisson, for example in the local coordinates induced a choice
of dual frames for A and A∗, is then straightforward. Poisson structures of this
kind are called fibrewise linear, in the sense that so is the restriction of the cor-
responding Poisson bivector to the vertical subbundle of ∧2A∗. Clearly, inverting
the construction, a fibrewise linear Poisson structure on a vector bundle induces a
Lie algebroid on the dual bundle.
Lie algebroids generalize various classes of differential geometric structures.
Example 1.1.5. Lie algebroids
i) Every vector bundle is a Lie algebroid for the zero bracket and anchor. A
regular distribution on a manifold M , i.e. a smooth subbundle ∆ → M of TM
or, equivalently, a singular distribution of constant rank, is a Lie algebroid iff it
is integrable, i.e. iff the space of sections of ∆ is closed under the Lie bracket of
vector fields. Notably, the tangent bundle itself is a Lie algebroid.
ii) Lie algebras are Lie algebroids over the one point manifold: the anchor cannot
be anything but zero. If a Lie algebroid has zero anchor, setting
[x+ q, x−] := [ x˜+ , x˜− ]q , x± ∈ Aq ,
for any sections x˜± ∈ Γ(A) with x˜±(q) = x±, yields a bundle of Lie algebras, i.e. a
smooth family of Lie algebras {Aq, [ q, ]}q∈M on the fibres of A, parameterized by
M .
iii) Let σ : g→ X(M) be an infinitesimal action on a manifoldM (i.e. a morphism
of Lie algebras). Then the flat bundle g × M carries a canonical Lie algebroid
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structure, the action Lie algebroid g ⋉M . Note that Γ(g ×M) ≃ C∞(M, g) and
setting
〈 ξ , X˜(F ) 〉 := X(〈 ξ , F 〉) , ξ ∈ g∗ , F ∈ C∞(M, g) ,
allows extending a vector field X ∈ X(M) to a linear endomorphism of C∞(M, g).
The bracket of g⋉M is defined by
[F⋉, G](q) := [F (q) , G(q) ] + (σ˜ ◦ F )q(G)− (σ˜ ◦G)q(F ) , F, G ∈ C
∞(M, g) ,
q ∈ M , inducing the evaluation ρ⋉ of σ as an anchor map: ρ⋉(x, q) = σ(x)q,
(x, q) ∈ g×M .
iv) A Lie algebroid on a flat line bundle L ≃ R×M is fully encoded by a vector
field: one can see, by fibrewise linearity of the Lie algebroid anchor, that { f , g } =
f ·X(g)− g ·X(f), where X ∈ X(M) is defined by X = ρL(1).
Analogously to the case of the Lie algebroid of a Poisson manifold, it is true in
general that the image Imρ of the anchor of a Lie algebroid A → M , induces an
integrable singular distribution. On each leaf L of the anchor, ρ has constant rank,
thus there is a short exact sequence
0 // gL // A|L
// TL // 0
of vector bundles over L, for gL := kerLρ. One can check that the Lie algebroid
bracket on Γ(M,A) restricts to Γ(L, A|L) and induces a bundle of Lie algebras
on gL; the fibres of gL are called isotropy Lie algebras. Generalizing the Poisson
case, the anchor foliation on the base manifold, together with the associated short
exact sequences, is to be regarded as a global picture of Fernandes’ local structure
theorem for Lie algebroids [20].
We describe below the leaves of the Lie algebroids of example 1.1.5.
Example 1.1.6. Lie algebroid foliations.
i) The leaves of the distribution ∆: each point of M , respectively the whole of M ,
in the extreme cases;
ii) All the points of the base manifold;
iii) The orbits of the infinitesimal action;
iv) The flows of X .
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Historically, Lie algebroids were discovered in the late sixties of last century by
Pradines [53, 54]. Lie algebroids are the infinitesimal invariant of suitably smooth
groupoids, just as Lie algebras are for Lie groups, and an understanding of such
structures was necessary to develop a geometric study of groupoids endowed with
a suitable smooth structure.
Definition 1.1.7. A Lie groupoid G→→M is a groupoid, i.e. a category all of whose
arrows are invertible, such that both the total space G and the base space M are
smooth manifolds. Moreover the the unit section ε : M → G, the map assigning
to each object the identity arrow, the inversion map ι : G → G, the composition
of arrows, regarded as a map µ : G s× t G → G and the source and target maps
s, t : G → M are required to be smooth. For G s× t G to be a manifold and the
regularity condition on µ to make sense it is further assumed that the source map
be submersive.
It follows directly from the definition that the inversion map ι : G → G is a dif-
feomorphism and the target map t : G → M can be written as t = s ◦ ι, therefore
it is also submersive; by applying the inverse function theorem one can show that
the unit section is a closed embedding.
The Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid G→→M is obtained through the following con-
struction. Since the groupoid multiplication is only partially defined, so is the
right translation rg : s
-1(t(g))→ s-1(s(g)) by g ∈ G and one cannot hope to repro-
duce the differentiation of Lie groups to Lie algebras directly; however, mutatis
mutandis, the procedure extends naturally. Being the source map submersive, its
fibres are smooth submanifolds of G, actually (G, s) is a simple foliation, and the
vectors tangent to the source fibres T sG := ker ds→ G form a smooth vector sub-
bundle. The total space of the Lie algebroid A of G is the restriction T sMG to M .
Right translation is well defined in T sG and the vector fields which are tangent to
the source fibres are self-related under right translation, called right invariant vec-
tor fields, form a s∗C∞(M)-submodule
−→
X (G) of X(G), isomorphic to the C∞(M)-
module on Γ(A). Analogously to the case of Lie groups and Lie algebras, one can
easily show that
−→
X (G) ⊂ X(G) is a Lie subalgebra, endowing A with a Lie alge-
broid bracket; the anchor is the restriction of tangent target dt to A, compatibility
with the Lie bracket follows from the Leibniz rule for TG.
The orbit Oq of a Lie groupoid G→→M through q ∈ M is by definition Oq =
t(s-1(q)) and one can show that each source fibre is a smooth principal Gq-bundle
t : s-1(q)→ Oq for the isotropy group Gq := s-1(q) ∩ t-1(q). By construction of the
Lie algebroid A of G, for all p ∈ Oq, Impρ = TqOp, therefore the leaves of A are
connected components of the orbits of G. We shall denote the orbit space of the
foliation induced by G with M/G.
We describe below the classic examples of Lie groupoids and their Lie algebroids
in some detail.
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Example 1.1.8. Lie groupoids
i) Any manifoldM is trivially a Lie groupoidM→→M over itself. Since necessarily
s = idM = t, the only possible multiplication is the identification ∆M → M . On
the other hand, the pair groupoid M ×M→→M , given by s = pr2, t = pr1, the
diagonal M → ∆M as unit section and
(x, y) · (y, z) = (x, z) , (x, y)-1 = (y, x) , x, y, z ∈M ,
for the multiplication and inversion, is a nontrivial Lie groupoid associated with
every manifold. More generally, to the graph Γ(∼) of any equivalence relation ∼
on a smooth manifold M one can associate a subcategory of the pair groupoid
M×M in the obvious way and conversely every subgroupoid ofM×M→→M with
base M is the graph of an equivalence relation; Γ(∼) is a Lie groupoid iff ∼ is a
regular equivalence relation, i.e. if Γ(∼) is smooth and the restriction of the first
and second projection are submersive. The trivial groupoid over a manifold is the
graph of the trivial equivalence relation, for the pair groupoid all points on the
base are equivalent; the induced Lie algebroids are the trivial Lie algebroid and
the tangent bundle, respectively.
ii) A Lie group is a Lie groupoid over the one point manifold. The anchor of a
groupoid G→→M is the map χ = (t, s) : G → M ×M . The image of χ always
contains the diagonal submanifold; if Imχ = ∆M , G is a smooth bundle of Lie groups,
in the sense that there are no arrows connecting different points and G =
∐
q∈M Gq.
Smooth bundles of Lie groups differentiate to bundles of Lie algebras.
iii) Let σ : G×M → M be the action map of a Lie group action. Then the product
G×M carries a (unique) Lie groupoid structure overM , the action groupoidG⋉M ,
whose orbits coincide with the orbits of the action. Source and target maps are
s⋉(g,m) = m and t⋉(g,m) = g ∗m = σ(g,m), (g,m) ∈ G×M , thus composable
pairs are those of the form [(h, g∗m); (g,m)], h ∈ G; the multiplication µ⋉ is given
by (h, g ∗m) ◦ (g,m) = (hg,m), hence the unit section ε⋉ and inversion ι⋉ must
be ε⋉(m) = (e,m) and ι⋉(g,m) = (g
-1, g ∗m) for the unit element e of G. The
Lie algebroid of G⋉M is the action algebroid of the induced infinitesimal action.
The isotropies of (g⋉M) G⋉M , are precisely the isotropies of the (infinitesimal)
action.
iv) For any left principal G-bundle pr : P → M the quotient (P × P )/G for the
diagonal action is a Lie groupoid over M , known as the gauge groupoid. Target
and source maps are [p+, p−] 7→ pr(p±), the multiplication is
[p+, p−] · [q+, q−] = [g ∗ p+, q−] ,
for the unique g ∈ G such that p− = g ∗ q+, unit section and inversion are defined
accordingly. The Lie algebroid of (P ×P )/G can be identified with the Atiyah Lie
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algebroid (TP )/G filling the short exact sequence
0 // (P × g)/G // (TP )/G // TM // 0 (1.3)
for the adjoint bundle (P×g)/G (see [45] for details). IfM is a connected manifold
with universal cover M˜ , one can apply the above construction to the covering
projection pr : M˜ → M for the monodromy action of the fundamental group
π1(M) and obtain the fundamental groupoid Π(M)→→M . Since π1(M) is discrete
the Atiyah sequence (1.3) yields an identification of Lie algebroids (TM˜)/π1(M) ≡
TM . An alternative characterization of Π(M) can be given in terms of continuous
paths in M up to homotopy relative to the endpoints; in this description the
groupoid multiplication is induced by path-concatenation. The construction easily
extends to a disconnected manifold M .
Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid. Since the source map is submersive, For a
small enough open neighbourhood U ′ ⊂ M there always exists a smooth section
Σ′ : U ′ → Σ′(U ′) of the source map; by linear algebra, Σ′ can be perturbed to a
new smooth section Σ : U → Σ(U), for some smaller neighbourhood U ⊂ U ′, such
that t◦σ′ is a diffeomorphism. In the above construction source and target can be
exchanged and we shall call a local bisection of G a rank s = rank t-codimensional
submanifold, on which both source and target restrict to diffeomorphism to their
images; when the domains of a local bisection Σ, regarded as a section either way,
coincide with M , hence so do the images of s ◦ Σ and t ◦ Σ, Σ is called a (global)
bisection.
Example 1.1.9. Global bisections
i) The base manifold of any Lie groupoid is a bisection. Every section of a vector
bundle pr : E →M is a bisection for the abelian groupoid (s =pr= t and µ = +).
ii) Bisections of a pair groupoid are in one to one correspondence to diffeomor-
phisms of the base.
iii) The set of a bisections of a group is the group itself.
iv) See example 2.3.13 for a groupoid with points not admitting any global bisec-
tion.
Introducing local bisections allows one to deal with left and right translation of
arbitrary tangent vectors. For any local bisection Σ there are well defined diffeo-
morphisms
LΣ : t-1(s(Σ))→ t-1(t(Σ)) , h 7→ Σ(t(h)) · h ,
where Σ is regarded as a section of the source map, and
RΣ : s-1(t(Σ))→ s-1(s(Σ)) , h 7→ h · Σ(s(h)) ,
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where Σ is regarded as a section of the target map. For any Lie groupoid G→→M ,
there is a canonical splitting
TMG ≃ T
s
MG ⊕ TM , δg = δg − dsδg ⊕ dsδg ,
where we identify M ≃ ε(M); such a splitting extends to each point g ∈ G off the
base manifold, by picking a local bisection Σ through g:
TgG ≃ T
s
gG ⊕ TgΣ , δg = δ
sg ⊕ δσg ,
where δσg = dLΣgdsδg and δ
sg := δg − δσg. Similarly, splittings subordinated
to the target map can be obtained via right translation. One can check that the
composition
Σ+ · Σ− := µ(Σ+ × Σ− ∩ G
(2))
of local bisections Σ± and the inverse bisection Σ
-1 := ι(Σ) of a local bisection
Σ are also local bisections; as a consequence left and right translations by local
bisections form a pseudo group of transformations:
LM = idG RM = idG
LΣ+·Σ− = LΣ+ ◦ LΣ− RΣ+·Σ− = RΣ− ◦ RΣ+
LΣ
-1
= (LΣ)-1 RΣ
-1
= (RΣ)-1
,
the equalities in the second row hold, provided both sides are defined. In partic-
ular, restricting to global bisections defines the group of bisections Bis(G). In the
following, we shall often implicitly make use of local bisections, especially in order
tocount dimensions.
A morphism of Lie groupoids is simply a smooth functor; in other words, a
morphism of Lie groupoids is given by a pair of smooth maps ϕ : G− → G+,
f : M− → M+, which are equivariant with respect to the groupoid structural
maps in all possible ways, in particular so are the operations of left and right
translations: on the domains were the expressions below are defined,
φ ◦ lg = lφ(g) ◦ φ and φ ◦ rg = rφ(g)
hold for all g ∈ G−. Note that, in general, morphisms of Lie groupoids do not map
bisections to bisections.
Remark 1.1.10. For any Lie groupoids G±→→M±, a smooth map ϕ : G− → G+
is a morphism of Lie groupoids over the uniquely determined base map f : M− →
M+, f = s+ϕ ◦ ε− = t+ϕ ◦ ε− iff
(ϕ× ϕ× ϕ) Γ(µ−) ⊂ Γ(µ+) ,
i.e. if ϕ preserves the graph of the partial multiplications.
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A smooth submanifold of a Lie groupoid which is also a subcategory is a Lie
subgroupoid iff the restriction of the source map remains submersive; a Lie sub-
groupoid H of a Lie groupoid G→→M is called a wide subgroupoid if the source
map (hence the target map) of G is surjective onto M , i.e. if it is a Lie groupoid
over M . The direct product of Lie groupoids is defined in the obvious way.
Example 1.1.11. Subgroupoids and morphisms of Lie groupoids
i) Let N be a manifold and G→→M be a (Lie) groupoid. By picking an arbitrary
point no ∈ N , every morphism of (Lie) groupoids ϕ : N ×N → G over f : N → M
is of the form ϕ(n+, n−) = ψ(n+) · ψ(n−)-1, n± ∈ N , where ψ(n) = ϕ(n, no),
n ∈ N . Conversely, given (smooth) maps ψ : N → G and f : N → M , such that
s◦ψ(n) = no, n ∈ N , inverting the procedure yields a morphism of (Lie) groupoids
over t ◦ ψ.
ii) The anchor χ : G → M ×M of any Lie groupoid is a morphism to the pair
groupoid over the identity. When it is surjective (thus, as one can check by diagram
chasing, submersive), G is said transitive, in the sense that the base foliation is the
base manifold itself. On the other hand, when Imχ = ∆M , the base foliation
consists of all the points of M and G is said totally intransitive.
iii) For any Lie groupoid G→→M , the manifold G s×s G defines a wide subgroupoid
G ⊙ G of the pair groupoid G × G→→G. It is a Lie subgroupoid with source fibres
s-1⊙ (g) = s
-1(s(g)) × {g}, g ∈ G; to see this, consider that, for all δg ∈ TgG
and h ∈ s-1(s(g)), δh := (dL′Σ ◦ dL
-1
Σ )δg, is a tangent vector at h such that
dsδh = dsδg, for any choice of local bisections Σ through g and Σ′ through h,
therefore (δh, δg) ∈ T(g,h)G ⊙ G and ds⊙(δh, δg) = dpr2(δh, δg) = δg, i.e. s⊙ is
submersive. The division map δ : G ⊙G → G, (g, h) 7→ g · h-1, is a morphism of Lie
groupoids over the target map of G.
iv) For any morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G− → G+ over f : M− →M+, the kernel
groupoid kerϕ→→M− is kerϕ := ϕ-1(ε+(M+)). It is always a wide subgroupoid of
G−, though, in general not a Lie subgroupoid. The kernel of the anchor χ of a
groupoid G, is a (topological) bundle of Lie groups G = χ-1(∆M) =
∐
q∈M Gq. A
kernel groupoid N of a Lie groupoid G→→M is a normal subgroupoid, in the sense
that it is wide and, for all g ∈ G
g · n · g-1 ∈ Nt(g) , for all n ∈ Ns(g) ;
in fact, one can show that, taking the quotient of G by the equivalence relation
g ∼ h, if g = h ·n for some n ∈ N , g, h ∈ G, induced by such a subgroupoid, yields
a quotient groupoid G/N →→M/N over the orbit space of N . A subgroupoid of a
Lie groupoid is normal iff it is the kernel of a morphism of groupoids, since the
quotient projection G → G/N is a morphism of groupoids by construction.
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Some constructions in the category of smooth manifolds extend straightforwardly
to that of Lie groupoids; for an instance, consider the next example.
Example 1.1.12. The tangent prolongation groupoid. If G→→M is a Lie groupoid,
then so is the tangent prolongation TG→→TM for the tangent structural maps of
G. Since the construction is functorial and a groupoid structure is fully described
in terms of diagrams, TG→→TM is clearly a smooth groupoid; to further check that
the tangent source map is submersive is a basic exercise in differential geometry
(see also remark 2.2.8). Computing the Lie algebroid of TG→→TM yields the
tangent prolongation Lie algebroid TA→ TM (see [43, 40] for the Lie algebroid
anchor and bracket).
Many other interesting constructions require an understanding of morphisms in
the categories of Lie algebroids and Poisson manifolds and duality therein.
1.2. Morphisms and coisotropic calculus
In the first part of this Section we first review (following [24, 45])
the notion of morphism and the basic constructions in the category
of Lie algebroids, such as direct products and pullbacks. The sec-
ond part is devoted to recall nowadays standard facts about Poisson
maps and coisotropic submanifolds of Poisson manifolds; finally we
discuss the dual Poisson-geometric characterization of morphisms of
Lie algebroids and Lie subalgebroids in terms of coisotropic subman-
ifolds.
1.2.1. Morphisms, pullbacks and direct products of Lie algebroids.
Consider Lie algebroids A± → M± over different bases and a vector bundle
map φ : A− → A+ over f : M− → M+. For such a map to be a morphism of Lie
algebroids, the compatibility with the anchors is expressed by the natural condition
ρ+ ◦ φ = df ◦ ρ−; this way leaves of A
− are mapped to leaves of A+. Whenever
M+ = M− and f is the identity map, the bracket compatibility condition is also
clear: the induced map of sections Γ(A−) → Γ(A+) has to be a morphism of
Lie algebras. The main complication encountered in defining morphisms of Lie
algebroids over different bases is met in not having at disposal a natural way of
mapping sections of A− to sections of A+. Let us first consider a special case:
suppose the vector bundle fibred product TM− df×ρ+ A
+ exists; upon identifying
the base manifold M− f× M+ ≃ Γ(f) with the graph of f , yields a vector bundle
f++A+ : TM− df×ρ+ A
+ → M−.
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Proposition 1.2.1. Let A± → M± be Lie algebroids and φ : A− → A+ a vector
bundle map over f : M− → M+. Then there exists a unique Lie algebroid on the
vector bundle f++A+, whose anchor ρ++ is the restriction of the first projection
TM− ×A+ → TM−.
Last proposition is a restatement of some of the results contained in [24]; we shall
only present the idea of the proof.
Sketch of proof of proposition 1.2.1. A section a++ of f++A is given
by a pair (X, a˜) ∈ X(M−) ⊕ Γ(f+A), satisfying df ◦ X = ρ+ ◦ a˜; on the other
hand, the space sections of the pullback bundle2 f+A+ → M− is isomorphic to
C∞(M−) ⊗C∞(M+) Γ(A
+) as a left C∞(M−)-module, where the tensor product is
taken for the right C∞(M+)-module on C∞(M−) induced by precomposition with
f . Then for any a++1,2 ∈ Γ(f
++A) there exist decompositions of the form
a++1,2 = X1,2 ⊕
∑
k1,2
u
k1,2
1,2 (a
k1,2
1,2 ◦ φ) ,
in terms ofX1,2 ∈ X(M
−), {uk1,k21,2 }k1,k2 ⊂ C
∞(M−) and {a
k1,2
1,2 }k1,k2 ⊂ Γ(A
+), which
can be used to define
[ a++1 , a
++
2 ]
++ := [X1 , X2 ]
⊕
{∑
k1,k2
uk11 · u
k2
2 ([ a
k1
1 , a
k2
2 ] ◦ φ) +
∑
k2
X1(u
k2
2 )(a
k2
2 ◦ φ)
−
∑
k1
X2(u
k1
1 )(a
k1
1 ◦ φ)
}
.
It turns out that the above bracket does not depend on the choice of the decom-
positions and yields a well defined bilinear skewsymmetric operation on Γ(f++A);
the definition is tailored to have the Leibniz rule satisfied and one can check that
also the Jacobi identity holds.
The Lie algebroid structure on f++A+ → M− is that of a pullback Lie algebroid
along f . When such a Lie algebroid exists, for instance when f is submersive or
ρ has maximal rank, it results then natural to ask the induced map Γ(A−) →
Γ(f++A+), a 7→ ρ− ◦ a⊕ φ ◦ a, to preserve the Lie brackets in order for φ to be a
morphism of Lie algebroids over f ; provided the anchor compatibility holds, this
requirement amounts to
ρ− ◦ [ a1 , a2 ] = [ ρ− ◦ a1 , ρ− ◦ a1 ] , (1.4)
2Recall that, for any smooth map f : N → M and smooth vector bundle pr : A → M , the
space {(a, n) | pr(a) = f(n)} is canonically a smooth vector bundle over M−.
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for all a1,2 ∈ Γ(A−), on the X(M−) component and
φ ◦ [ a1 , a2 ] =
∑
k1,k2
uk11 · u
k2
2 ([ a
k1
1 , a
k2
2 ] ◦ φ) +
∑
k2
ρ−(a1)(u
k2
2 )(a
k2
2 ◦ φ)
−
∑
k1
ρ−(a2)(u
k1
1 )(a
k1
1 ◦ φ) (1.5)
on the Γ(f+A+) component, for any choice of decompositions
φ ◦ a1,2 =
∑
k1,2
u
k1,2
1,2 (a
k1,2
1,2 ◦ φ) , (1.6)
in terms of {uk1,k21,2 }k1,k2 ⊂ C
∞(M−) and {a
k1,2
1,2 }k1,k2 ⊂ Γ(A
+). Even if the pull-
back Lie algebroid along f does not exist, condition (1.5) still makes sense and
does not depend on the choice of decompositions, provided the anchor compati-
bility condition holds. This leads to the general definition of a morphism of Lie
algebroids.
Definition 1.2.2. Let A± → M± be Lie algebroids and φ : A− → A+ a vector
bundle map over f : M− → M+ which is compatible with the anchor maps in
the sense that ρ+ ◦ φ = df ◦ ρ−. Then (φ, f) is a morphism of Lie algebroids
if the bracket compatibility (1.5) holds for all a1,2 ∈ Γ(A−) and any choice of
decompositions (1.6) of φ ◦ a1,2.
This notion of morphism is consistent with that of a category of Lie algebroids;
even though it might seem quite intractable, this definition is sufficiently effective
to deal with general constructs such as subobjects and direct products, as it was
shown in [24].
Example 1.2.3. Morphisms of Lie algebroids. We list below some fundamental
examples; the details, which can be found in [45], are left to the reader as an
exercise.
i) If φ : A− → A+ is morphism of Lie algebroids over the identity map for M− =
M+, the induced map of sections Γ(A−) → Γ(A+) is required to preserve the
Lie brackets; in particular for, morphisms of Lie algebras are morphisms of Lie
algebroids (M− =M+ = •).
ii) For any smooth map f : M → N , df : TM → TN is a morphism of Lie
algebroids; this can be checked using decompositions and equating the sides bracket
compatibility condition, regarding vector fields as derivations.
iii) The inductor f++ : f++A→ A, (X, a) 7→ a, for the pullback of a Lie algebroid
of A→M along f : N → M , is a morphism of Lie algebroids.
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iv) For any morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G− → G+ over f : M− → M+, setting
φ := dϕ|T s−
M−
G− : A
− → A+
yields a well defined vector bundle map over f . The anchor compatibility holds,
since
(ρ+ ◦ φ)(a) = (dt− ◦ dϕ)(a) = (df ◦ dt−)(a) = (df ◦ ρ−)(a) , a ∈ Γ(A
−) ,
and the bracket compatibility follows from the properties of right invariant vector
fields.
Last example shows that there exist a Lie functor from the category of Lie groupoids
to that of Lie algebroids extending the classical Lie functor.
Remark 1.2.4. Let A± → M± be Lie algebroids and φ : A− → A+ a vector
bundle map over f : M− →M+ which is compatible with the anchor maps in the
sense of definition 1.2.2. Then one can pick any connection ∇ for A+ → M+ to
express the bracket compatibility more intrinsically. Denote with ∇ the pullback
connection induced by ∇ on f+A+ → M−, with τ∇ ∈ Γ(A ⊗ ∧2A∗) the torsion
tensor
τ∇(a, b) := ∇ρ+(a)b−∇ρ+(b)a− [ a , b ] , a, b ∈ Γ(A)
and with f+τ∇ its pullback to f
+A+. Then (φ, f) satisfies the bracket compatibility
condition (1.5) iff
φ ◦ [ a1 , a2 ] = ∇ρ−(a1)φ ◦ a2 −∇ρ−(a2)φ ◦ a1 − f
+τ∇(a1, a2)
holds for all a1,2 ∈ Γ(A
−) [24].
Let us now turn to subobjects (see [45] for details).
Definition 1.2.5. Let A → M be a Lie algebroid and N ⊂ M an embedded
submanifold. A Lie algebroid B → N on a vector subbundle of A → M is a
Lie subalgebroid if the inclusion B →֒ A is a morphism of Lie algebroids over the
inclusion N →֒ M .
From the last definition it is clear that restrictions of morphisms of Lie algebroids
to Lie subalgebroids yield morphisms of Lie algebroids.
As it is to be expected, Lie subalgebroids are precisely those vector subbundles for
which the algebraic operations of the ambient Lie algebroid suitably restrict.
Lemma 1.2.6. A vector subbundle B → N of a Lie algebroid A → M is a Lie
subalgebroid iff the following conditions hold
1. The anchor ρ : A→ TM restricts to a bundle map B → TN ;
2. For all a± ∈ Γ(A) such that a±|N ∈ Γ(B), [ a+ , a− ]|N ∈ Γ(B);
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Remark 1.2.7. It is always possible to restrict a Lie algebroid to a open sub-
manifold of the base. Since the conditions of lemma (1.2.6) are local, they can
always be checked on some neighbourhood U , open in M , of an arbitrary point
of N . Note, in particular, that for all a± such as in condition 2. above, it follows
that [ a+ , a− ]|N = 0, whenever a−|N = 0; that is, the bracket of sections of Γ(B)
can be computed using arbitrary extensions. Since for any frames {eα}, {eα} in
duality for A and A∗ on (a restriction of) U , the Leibniz rule implies
[ a1 , a2 ] =
∑
α
a2α[ a
1 , eα ] + ρ(a1)(a2α)e
α
=
∑
α
a2α[ a
1 , eα ] + 〈 da2α , ρ(a
1) 〉 ,
where a2α := 〈 eα , a
2 〉 ∈ C∞(U) vanishes on U∩N for all α’s, thus 〈 ρ(a1) , da2α 〉 also
vanishes on U ∩N , since the anchor restricts to a bundle map B|U∩N → T (U ∩N).
Bearing condition (1.5) in mind the proof of last lemma is straightforward by
working locally and picking extensions. As a consequence of example (1.2.3, iv)
Lie subgroupoids differentiate to Lie subalgebroids. There is a useful corollary to
lemma 1.2.6.
Corollary 1.2.8. Given Lie algebroids A, B, C and a sequence of vector bundle
inclusions A ⊂ B ⊂ C, if A ⊂ C and B ⊂ C are Lie subalgebroids, then so is
A ⊂ B.
Lie subalgebras are obviously Lie subalgebroids over the one point manifold; we
list a few other examples.
Example 1.2.9. Lie subalgebroids.
i) An integrable regular distribution is a Lie subalgebroid of the tangent bundle.
More generally, the tangent bundle of a submanifold is a Lie subalgebroid of the
ambient manifold.
ii) Let P be a Poisson manifold and C ⊂ P a submanifold; then the conormal
bundle N∗C ⊂ T ∗P is a Lie subalgebroid iff C is coisotropic. We shall discuss this
example in the next Section.
iii) For any Lie algebroid A and leaf L of the anchor distribution the restriction
A|L → L is a Lie subalgebroid.
iv) Let A→M and B → N be Lie algebroids and φ : A→ B a vector bundle map
of constant rank, so that its kernel is a vector subbundle of A; then, ker φ → M
is a Lie subalgebroid whenever φ is a morphism of Lie algebroids. In particular
the bundle of isotropy Lie algebras gL of a leaf L of a Lie algebroid A is a Lie
subalgebroid of A|L.
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Pullback Lie algebroids are not only useful to understand morphisms of Lie
algebroids, but also play an essential role to produce general constructs, such as
direct products, described below, in the category of Lie algebroids, thanks to the
following universal property.
Proposition 1.2.10. Let A → M be a Lie algebroid and f : M ′ → M be a
smooth map. Assume that the pullback Lie algebroid f++A→ N exists. Then for
any morphism of Lie algebroids φ : B → A over g : N → M factoring through
h : N → M ′ there exists a unique morphism of Lie algebroids ψ : B → f++A,
such that f++ ◦ ψ = φ.
Next, consider Lie algebroidsA1, A2 andB over the same base M ; given morphisms
of Lie algebroids φ1,2 : A
1,2 → B over the identity, such that the fibred product
A1 φ1×φ2 A
2 → ∆M ≃M is a vector bundle, it is possible to introduce the product
Lie algebroid, over B in this case, for the vector bundle structure over M . The
anchor is given by
ρ(a1 ⊕ a2) = ρB ◦ φ1(a1) = ρB ◦ φ2(a2) , a1 ⊕ a2 ∈ A
1
φ1×φ2 A
2 ;
the bracket is defined componentwise:
[ a1 ⊕ a2 , b1 ⊕ b2 ] = [ a1 , b1 ]⊕[ a2 , b2 ] , a1⊕a2, b1⊕b2 ∈ Γ(M,A
1
φ1×φ2 A
2) .
Last construction is a straightforward generalization of the fibred product of Lie
algebroids over the same base in [24], which is recovered replacing B with TM
and φ1,2 with ρ1,2. General fibred products shall be studied later on in Section 2.1.
Given Lie algebroids A1,2 → M1,2, denote with M12 the direct product M1 ×M2
and with pr1,2 the projections onto M
1,2. Since the pullback algebroids pr++1,2A
1,2
always exist and the fibred product of manifolds pr++1 A
1
ρ1++
×ρ2++ pr
++
2 A
2 is to be
identified with the vector bundle A1 × A2 → M1 ×M2, there is always a fibred
product Lie algebroid over TM12, the direct product Lie algebroid (denoted simply
as A1 × A2) of A1 and A2; applying proposition 1.2.10, it is straightforward to
check that it is indeed a direct product in the category of Lie algebroids, satisfying
the relevant universal property.
The Lie bracket on A1 × A2 can be described explicitly as follows. Note that
Γ(A1 ×A2) = Γ(pr+1 A
1)⊕ Γ(pr+2 A
2); for any choice of decompositions
α1,2 =
∑
k1,2
u1,2k1,2(a
1,2
k1,2
◦ pr1,2) and β1,2 =
∑
l1,2
v1,2l1,2(b
1,2
l1,2
◦ pr1,2)
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of α1,2, β1,2 ∈ Γ(pr
+
1,2A
1,2) with {u1,2k1,2}, {v
1,2
l1,2
} ∈ C∞(M1×M2) and {a1,2k1,2}, {b
1,2
l1,2
} ∈
Γ(A1,2), the components of [α1 ⊕ α2, β1 ⊕ β2] are given by (i = 1, 2)
[α1 ⊕ α2, β1 ⊕ β2]i =
∑
ki,li
uikiv
i
li
([ aiki , b
i
li
] ◦ pri)
+
∑
li
(ρ1(α1)× ρ2(α2))(v
i
li
)(bili ◦ pri)
−
∑
ki
(ρ1(β1)× ρ2(β2))(u
i
ki
)(aiki ◦ pri) . (1.7)
1.2.2. Poisson maps and coisotropic calculus.
Morphisms in the category of Poisson manifolds are smooth maps inducing
morphisms of Poisson algebras.
Definition 1.2.11. Let P± be Poisson manifolds; a smooth map P− → P+ is called
a Poisson map if its pullback C∞(P+)→ C
∞(P−) is a morphism of Lie algebras.
Remark 1.2.12. Not every notion in the category of Poisson manifolds extends
some symplectic notion: a symplectomorphism is not a Poisson map, and vice
versa, unless it is a local diffeomorphism.
The notion of Poisson submanifold is also fully established and natural, namely
a submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold P , such that the Poisson bivector field
of P restricts to a Poisson bivector field on P ′; equivalently, a Poisson manifold
Q, Q ⊂ P is Poisson if the inclusion is a Poisson map. However, in relation
with duality issues, the role played by subobjects is often inherent to coisotropic
submanifolds, in a sense we are to specify.
Definition 1.2.13. A submanifold C of a Poisson manifold (P, π) is called a
coisotropic submanifold if π♯N∗C ⊂ TC.
A coisotropic submanifold C of a Poisson manifold (P, π) comes equipped with a
characteristic distribution ∆C spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields of functions
in the vanishing (associative) ideal IC = {f ∈ C∞(P ) | f |C = 0}, i.e.
∆Cc = span{π
♯
cdf | f ∈ IC} .
The same symbol for ∆C and the corresponding subset of TC shall occasionally
be used. It is well known that ∆C is always integrable and we shall denote with C
the leaf space of the associated singular foliation; if C is a smooth manifold, one
can show that C∞(C) ≃ NIC/IC , where
NIC = { f ∈ C
∞(P ) | X(f) = 0 , X ∈ ∆C }
is the normalizer of IC , i.e. the smallest Poisson subalgebra of C∞(P ) making IC
an ideal for the Poisson bracket.
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Proposition 1.2.14. Let (P, π) be a Poisson manifold and C ⊂ P be a submani-
fold. Then, the following are equivalent:
i) The conormal bundle N∗C is a Lie subalgebroid of the Koszul algebroid T ∗P ;
ii) The characteristic ideal IC is a Poisson subalgebra of C∞(P );
iii) The characteristic distribution ∆C is tangent to C;
iv) C is coisotropic.
Proof. (ii)⇒ (iii)⇒ (iv): obvious. (i)⇒ (ii): f± ∈ IC iff df±|C ∈ Γ(N∗C),
then { f+ , f− } = 〈 df− , π♯df+ 〉 vanishes on C, since π♯ is the anchor of T ∗P . (iv)
⇒ (i): for all θ ∈ Ω1(P ) and X ∈ X(P ), such that θ|C ∈ Γ(N∗C) X|C ∈ X(C),
θ(X) ∈ IC and, by Cartan’s magic formula ιXdθ ∈ Γ(N∗C); use formula (1.1), to
check condition 2. of lemma 1.2.6 (see also remark (1.2.7)).
Note that the direct product P1×P2 of Poisson manifolds (P1,2, π1,2) is canonically
endowed with a product Poisson tensor π1×π2; the Poisson bracket on C∞(P1×P2)
can be expressed as
{F , G }P1×P2(p1, p2) = {F
1
p2
, G1p2 }P1(p1) + {F
2
p1
, G2p1 }P1(p2) ,
for all F,H ∈ C∞(P1 × P2) and p1,2 ∈ P1,2. Here H1,2x ∈ C
∞(P1,2) denotes the
restriction to the P1,2-direction of any H ∈ C∞(P1 × P2), x ∈ P1,2.
For any Poisson manifold (P, π), denote with P the Poisson manifold (P,−π).
Corollary 1.2.15. Let P± be Poisson manifolds and λ : P− → P+ a smooth map.
Then λ is Poisson iff Γ(λ) ⊂ P− × P+ is coisotropic.
Example 1.2.16. For any Poisson manifold P , the diagonal ∆P ⊂ P × P is the
graph of the identity, therefore it is coisotropic, according to last corollary; on the
other hand it is straightforward to check coisotropicity directly.
In fact, coisotropic submanifolds of direct products are to be thought of as gener-
alized morphisms of Poisson manifolds.
Definition 1.2.17. [72] Let P± be Poisson manifolds. A coisotropic relation
R : P− → P+ is a coisotropic submanifold R ⊂ P−×P+. For any Poisson manifolds
P1,2,3, the composition of coisotropic relations R12 : P1 → P2 and R23 : P2 → P3 is
R12 ◦R23 = pr1 × pr4(R12 × R23 ∩ P1 ×∆P2 × P3) ⊂ P1 × P3 .
Coisotropic relations R12 : P1 → P2 and R23 : P2 → P3 are in very clean position if
1. R123 := (R12 × R23 and ∆123 := P1 ×∆P2 × P3 intersect cleanly;
2. The restriction of the projection ∆123 → P1 × P3 has constant rank;
3. R12 ◦R23 ⊂ P1 × P3 is a smooth submanifold;
4. The projection R123 → R12 ◦R23 is a submersion.
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Note that the composition of coisotropic relations is not, in general a smooth
submanifold. The fundamental theorem of coisotropic calculus, which we give
without proof, is due to Weinstein.
Theorem 1.2.18. [72] For any coisotropic relation R12 : P1 → P2 and R23 : P2 →
P3 in very clean position the composition R23 : P2 → P3 is a coisotropic relation
P1 → P3.
Corollary 1.2.19. If j : P− → P+ is a Poisson or anti-Poisson submersion and
C ⊂ P+ a coisotropic submanifold, then so is j-1(C) ⊂ P−.
Proof. j-1(C) × • = Γ(j) ◦ (C × •) ⊂ P+ × •, where Γ(j) is a coisotropic
relation either P− → P+ or P− → P+ (note that C is coisotropic also in P+) and
submersivity of j implies the cleanliness conditions.
Lie subalgebroids and morphisms of Lie algebroids can be characterized in the dual
picture in terms of coisotropic submanifolds.
Proposition 1.2.20. [75] Let A → M be a Lie algebroid and B → N a smooth
vector subbundle. Then B is a Lie subalgebroid iff the annihilator Bo of B is a
coisotropic submanifold of A∗.
Proof. Suppose B is a Lie subalgebroid; then, under the identification of
Γ(A) with the space of fibrewise linear functions C∞lin(A
∗), condition (2.) of lemma
(1.2.6) is equivalent to
2∗. For all F,G ∈ C∞lin(A
∗) ∩ IBo =: I linBo , {F,G} ∈ I
lin
Bo ,
for the induced Poisson bracket on A∗ and the vanishing ideal IBo . Since IBo is
generated by I linBo as a C
∞(A∗)-module, 2∗ implies
{IBo , IBo} ⊂ IBo
by the Leibniz rule, i.e. Bo is coisotropic. Conversely, to each f ∈ C∞(M),
associate the fibrewise constant function pr∗A∗f , on A
∗; pr∗A∗f ∈ IBo iff f ∈ IN .
For any a ∈ Γ(A), such that a|N ∈ Γ(B),
{Fa, pr
∗
A∗f} := pr
∗
A∗(ρ(a)(f)) = 〈d f, ρ(a)〉 ◦ prA∗
if Bo ⊂ A∗ is coisotropic, ρ(a)(f) ∈ IN , for all f ∈ IN , equivalently, ρ(a) is a
section of TN = (N∗N)o, since the conormal bundle N∗N is spanned by d IN .
That is, the anchor of A restricts to B. Conditions (2.) and (1.) follow straight-
forwardly from the fact that IBo is closed of the Poisson bracket and I linBo ⊂ IBo a
Poisson subalgebra, since the dual bracket on A∗ is fibrewise linear.
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Corollary 1.2.21. Let A± →M± be Lie algebroids and φ : A− → A+ a morphism
of vector bundles over f : M− → M+. Then the following are equivalent:
i) φ is a morphism of Lie algebroids;
ii) Γ(φ) ⊂ A− ×A+ is a Lie subalgebroid;
iii) Γ(φ)o ⊂ A−∗ × A+∗ is coisotropic for the induced linear Poisson structure.
Moreover, if φ is base bijective, so that the transpose map φ t is well defined the
three statements above are equivalent to
iv) φt : A+∗ → A−∗ is Poisson.
Proof. For the equivalence of the first three statements, it suffices to show
the equivalence of (i) and (ii); this can be checked by picking decompositions.
When the transpose map is well defined Γ(φ)o coincides with the vector bundle
(−idA−∗ × idA+∗) Γ(φ
+) → Γ(f), up to the exchange of A− with A+; then Γ(φ)o is
coisotropic in A−∗×A+∗ iff Γ(φ+) is coisotropic in A+∗×A−∗, equivalently, iff φ+
is Poisson.
We conclude this Subsection with a few examples of coisotropic submanifolds.
Example 1.2.22. Coisotropic submanifolds
i) Consider any Poisson bivector on R3; it is a straightforward exercise to show that
all submanifolds of the form {z = c(x, y)}, for some smooth function c ∈ C∞(R2)
are coisotropic.
ii) Recall that a submanifold C of a symplectic manifold (M,ω) is coisotropic if
T ωC ⊂ TC, for the symplectic orthogonal bundle
T ωc C = {δc ∈ TcM | ωc(δq, δc) = 0 , δc ∈ TcC} , c ∈ C .
Since T ωC = (ω♯TC)o, the condition is equivalent to N∗C = T oC ⊂ ω♯TC, i.e.
a submanifold of a symplectic manifold is coisotropic iff it is coisotropic for the
inverse Poisson structure π♯ = ω♯−1.
iii) The symplectic leaves of a Poisson manifold are, essentially by definition,
coisotropic submanifolds.
iv) Let M be a symplectic manifold and C a smooth submanifold defined by
constraints fi = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, fi ∈ C∞(M). The constraints are first class in the
sense of Dirac if
{ fi , fj } = cij
kfk
for some smooth functions {cijk} on M . Since N∗C is spanned by the differentials
{dfi}, the constraints are first class iff C is coisotropic.
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1.3. Actions of Lie groupoids and action Lie groupoids
We describe in this Section how Lie group actions and infinitesimal
actions can be generalized replacing Lie groups–algebras with Lie
groupoids–algebroids; we also present the natural conditions for the
existence in the smooth category of quotients with respect to such
actions. We conclude by introducing principal bundles with struc-
ture groupoid, which prepresent a handy tool in the study of the
integrability and reduction of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids.
The main difference between the actions of Lie groups and those of Lie group-
oids consists in the fact that a Lie groupoid G→→M acts on maps to M rather
than on manifolds.
Definition 1.3.1. Let G→→M be a groupoid and consider a map j : N → M . A
left groupoid action of G on j is given by a map σ : G s× j N → N , (g, n) 7→ g ∗ n,
such that, for all n ∈ N ,
1. j(g ∗ n) = t(g) , whenever g ∈ s-1(j(n));
2. ε(j(n)) ∗ n = n;
3. (gh) ∗ n = g ∗ (h ∗ n), whenever (g, h) ∈ G(2) and h ∈ s-1(j(n)).
The map j is called a moment map.
The action of a group on a set M is a groupoid action with trivial moment map
M → •. Just like the case of group actions, to any left groupoid action one can
associate an action groupoid G ⋉ N→→N with total space G s× j N , the source
map s⋉ is the restriction of the second projection, the target t⋉ is the action map
σ itself, and the multiplication µ⋉ maps any composable pair [(g, h ∗ n); (h, n)],
(g, h) ∈ G(2) and h ∈ s-1(j(n)), to
(g, h ∗ n) · (h, n) = (gh, n) ,
thus unit bisection ε⋉ and inversion ι⋉must be ε⋉(n) = (ε(j(n)), n) and (g, n)
−⋉ =
(g-1, g ∗ n).
In what follows we shall consider mostly actions of Lie groupoids on smooth maps;
note that, in this case, the domain of the action map is always a smooth manifold
and such an action is called a Lie groupoid action if the action map is also smooth.
Note that the source fibres s-1
⋉
(n) = s-1(j(n))×{n}, n ∈ N , of an action groupoid
G ⋉ N have the same homotopy type as suitable source fibres of G. The proof of
the following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 1.3.2. The action groupoid of a Lie groupoid action is a Lie groupoid.
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Next, we shall explain the denomination “moment map”3. Consider an Hamil-
tonian action of a Lie group G (which we assume to be connected here) on a
Poisson manifold (M,π), i.e. a Lie group action for which there exists a moment
map j : M → g∗, characterizing the induced infinitesimal action as σ(x) = Xj
∗Fx,
x ∈ g. Such a map is equivariant for the coadjoint representation on the nose iff
it is Poisson or, equivalently, the diagram
g X(M)
C∞(M)
σ
//
j∗
DD
X•
6
66
66
6
commutes in the category of Lie algebras, where X• is the map that assigns to each
function on M the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field. When M is symplectic
this is equivalent to the classical notion of an equivariant momentum map [49] for
an Hamiltonian G-space (see, for example, [9] for more details).
Lie groupoid actions and moment maps are indeed a natural generalization of
Hamiltonian actions and the momentum maps of classical mechanics. Consider
the tangent prolongation groupoid T ∗G→→ g∗ defined by the structure maps
sˆ(θg) = lg
∗θg tˆ(θh) = rh
∗θh µˆ(θg, θh) = rh-1
∗θg = lg-1θh
(unit section and inversion are defined accordingly)4. An Hamiltonian action of G
on M (symplectic or Poisson) can be lifted to a groupoid action of the T ∗G→→ g∗
along j by a trivial fibrewise extension: set θg ∗ˆm := g ∗ m, for all m ∈ M and
θg ∈ T ∗G, with rg-1
∗θg = j(m). By equivariance,
〈 j(θg ∗ˆm) , x 〉 = 〈 j(m) , Adg-1x 〉 = 〈 sˆ(θg) , drg ◦ dlg-1x 〉 = 〈 tˆ(θg) , x 〉 , x ∈ g ,
the remaining property of a groupoid action are manifest.
Example 1.3.3. Groupoid actions and action groupoids.
i) For any Lie groupoid G→→M there is a left action on the target map t : G → M
and a right action on the source map s : G →M , the action map being the groupoid
multiplication in both cases. In the latter case the corresponding action groupoid
is easily identified with the groupoid G ⊙ G of example 1.1.11, in the former, with
the same groupoid associated with Gop (i.e. the Lie groupoid corresponding to the
opposite category).
ii) The action of a Lie group G on a manifold M always tangent lifts to an action
of the tangent group TG on TM and TG ⋉ TM is canonically isomorphic to
T (G⋉M).
3 The “controversy” on the denomination moment vs momentum is well known. From now
on we shall use mostly the term moment map.
4For any Lie groupoid G with Lie algebroidA, it is possible to define a cotangent prolongation
groupoid T ∗G→→A∗; we shall discuss the construction in section 1.4.2.
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iii) [45] For any closed Lie subgroup H ⊂ G the action groupoid G ⋉ G/H is
canonically isomorphic to the gauge groupoid (G×G)/H .
Consider a general Lie groupoid action such as above and let A be the Lie
algebroid of G. The action map induces a morphism of Lie algebras Γ(A)→ X(N),
a 7→ Xa
Xan := dσ(aj(n), 0n) , n ∈ N .
Note that the vector bundle underlying the Lie algebroid of G⋉N is the pullback
j+A→ N and the space of sections Γ(j+A) ≃ C∞(N)⊗C∞(M)Γ(A) can be endowed
with a Lie bracket by picking decompositions Γ(j+A) ∋ α1,2 =
∑
k1,2
u
k1,2
1,2 (a
k1,2
1,2 ◦φ)
and setting
[α1 , α2 ] =
∑
k1,k2
uk11 · u
k2
2 ([ a
k1
1 , a
k2
2 ] ◦ j) +
∑
k2
dσ ◦ (α1 × 0)(u
k2
2 )(a
k2
2 ◦ j)
−
∑
k1
dσ ◦ (α2 × 0)(u
k1
1 )(a
k1
1 ◦ j) . (1.8)
One can check that the above expression is well defined and makes j+A a Lie
algebroid for the obvious anchor. Moreover such a Lie algebroid is canonically
isomorphic to the Lie algebroid of G ⋉N .
We shall remark that it is possible to make sense of actions of Lie algebroids
without making reference to actions of Lie groupoids.
Definition 1.3.4. Let A→M be a Lie algebroid and consider a map j : N →M .
A Lie algebroid action of A on j is given by a map σ : Γ(A)→ X(N), such that
1. σ is a morphism C∞(M)-modules, for the natural module on X(N) induced by
j via pullback;
2. σ is a morphism of Lie algebras;
Note that, thanks to condition 1., σ induces a well defined bundle map j+σ :
Γ(j+A)→ X(N), which is required to be compatible with j in the sense that
3. dj ◦ j+σ = ρ ◦ j!
Using the data in the above definition in the same way as those produced by a
Lie groupoid action one can obtain a Lie algebroid A⋉N , we shall refer to as the
action Lie algebroid, with anchor ρ⋉ := j+σ on the pullback j+A. Essentially by
construction the natural map j! : j+A→ A is a morphism of Lie algebroid.
Example 1.3.5. Action Lie algebroids
i) An infinitesimal action g→ X(M) is a Lie algebroid action on M → • and the
corresponding action Lie algebroid is the flat bundle g×M with the usual action
Lie algebroid structure.
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ii) The action of a Lie groupoid G→→M on t : G → M by left translation induces
an action Lie algebroid on t+A; the Lie algebroid anchor t+A → TG is easily
computed as (at(g), g) 7→ drgat(g) and it is easy to identify such Lie algebroid with
the action Lie algebroid A⋉ G for the infinitesimal action Γ(A)→
−→
X (G) by right
invariant vector fields.
By definition, an equivalence relation ∼ on a smooth manifold M is regular if
the quotient space M/∼ carries a smooth topology (the quotient topology) making
the quotient projection M → M/∼ a submersion; the graph of an equivalence
relation is Γ(∼) := {(x, y) |x ∼ y } ⊂M ×M . We shall repeatedly make use of the
classical
Theorem 1.3.6 (Godement’s criterion). An equivalence relation ∼ on a manifold
M is regular iff
1. Γ(∼) is a submanifold of M ×M ;
2. The restriction of the first or, equivalently, of the second projection Γ(∼)→ M
is submersive.
As a consequence the natural conditions for the orbit space M/G of a Lie group
action to be smooth consists in asking the groupoid anchor G⋉M → M ×M to
be an embedding, namely the action by right or left translation of G ⋉M on M
to be free and proper. This motivates the following
Definition 1.3.7. A Lie groupoid G→→M is called (isotropy) free, respectively
proper, if one of the following equivalent conditions is fulfilled:
i) The action of G on M by left translation is free, respectively proper, i.e.
t× idM : G s× M → M ×M
is an injective immersion, respectively a proper map;
ii) The action of G on M by right translation is free, respectively proper, i.e.
idM × s : M × t G →M ×M
is an injective immersion, respectively a proper map;
iii) The groupoid anchor χ : G → M ×M is an injective immersion, respectively
a proper map.
Accordingly, a Lie groupoid action of shall be called free, respectively proper,
if so is the associated action Lie groupoid. Note that the orbit space N/G and
N/(G ⋉N) coincide.
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Lemma 1.3.8. For any free and proper Lie groupoid action of G→→M on j :
N → M the orbit space N/G carries a unique smooth topology making the quotient
projection N → N/G a submersion.
Proof. Condition 1. for of theorem 1.3.6 holds by hypothesis; to check con-
dition 2. pick a bisection of G ⋉N .
Since action Lie groupoids differentiate to action Lie algebroids, the connected
components of a G-orbit OG on N are the leaves of the associated action Lie
algebroid, thus
TnO
G = dσ(Aj(n) × 0n) , n ∈ O
G ,
and it is straightforward to see that the quotient N/G, when smooth, has dimension
dimN/G = dimN + dimM − dimG . (1.9)
Example 1.3.9. For any isotropy free and proper Lie groupoid G→→M , the anchor
χ is a closed embedding, and so is the tangent anchor dχ : TG → TM × TM .
That is, the tangent prolongation groupoid is also isotropy free and proper.
Apart from Lie group actions, many other differential geometric constructions
extend to Lie groupoids; in the following we shall need principal bundles with
groupoid structure.
Definition 1.3.10. A left principal G-bundle is given by a fibre bundle τ : P → N ,
a groupoid G→→M and a groupoid action on a moment map j : P →M , such that
1. G acts along the fibres of τ ;
2. The action is fibrewise free and transitive.
A right principal G-bundle is defined similarly, replacing the left action with a right
action.
We shall also say that a principal G-bundle is a principal bundle with structure
groupoid G. Naturally, one can adapt this set theoretic definition to the category
of topological spaces and smooth manifolds, in the case of a Lie groupoid action.
In the latter case, last two conditions can be expressed by requiring that the anchor
of the associated action groupoid be an isomorphism of Lie groupoids G ⋉ P →
P τ × τ P , for the subgroupoid of the pair groupoid P τ × τ P →→P defined by the
equivalence relation induced by τ .
Example 1.3.11. Principal groupoid bundles
i) Ordinary principal bundles are principal bundles in the sense of the definition
above.
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ii) For any Lie groupoid G→→M , s : G → M is a right principal G-bundle for the
action by right translation.
There are natural conditions for a groupoid action on a Lie groupoid to be com-
patible with the partial multiplication.
Definition 1.3.12. Let G→→M andH→→N be Lie groupoids. If G acts on moment
maps J : H →M and j : N → M in such a way that the conditions
1. sH(g ∗ h) = g ∗ sH(h)
2. tH(g ∗ h) = g ∗ tH(h)
3. ιH(g ∗ h) = g ∗ ιH(h)
4. µH(g ∗ h+, g ∗ h−) = g ∗ µH(h+, h−)
hold whenever they make sense, we shall say that the action is compatible with the
groupoid structure.
Quotients with respect to compatible groupoid actions are well behaved.
Lemma 1.3.13. [51] Let a Lie groupoid G→→M act on a Lie groupoid H→→N
compatibly with the groupoid structure; if N is a principal G-bundle, the quotient
H/G carries a Lie groupoid structure over the quotient N/H.
In other words, whenever the action of G on the base of H is free and proper, so
that the quotient N/G exists, the quotient H/G is also smooth and it is easy to see
that the the groupoid structure descends, thanks to the compatibility conditions
of definition 1.3.12.
An example of last lemma plays a central role in the next Section.
Example 1.3.14. Monodromy groupoids
i) For any regular foliation F (i.e. corresponding to an integrable distribution
of constant rank) on a manifold M , the monodromy groupoid Mon(M,F)→→M is
given by the classes of foliated paths (i.e. paths within the leaves of F) with respect
to foliated homotopy relative to the endpoints, for the multiplication induced by
concatenation of paths with matching endpoints. The source fibre over one point
is easily identified with the universal cover of that leaf, thus Mon(M,F)→→M is
always Lie groupoid with 1-connected source fibres.
ii) Consider the monodromy groupoid Mon(G, s) for the foliation induced by the
source map of a Lie groupoid with connected source fibres. On the one hand
Mon(G, s) is naturally acted on from the right by G. On the other hand G acts on
itself also by right translation and makes t : G →M ≡ G/G a principal G-bundle.
The quotient groupoid Mon(G, s)/G→→M is then a Lie groupoid with 1-connected
source fibres.
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1.4. Integrability of Lie algebroids and Poisson manifolds
We devote this Section to a review of the fundamental results in Lie
theory for Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids and their dual counter-
parts in Poisson geometry; differently from the case of classical Lie
theory, Lie algebroids (Poisson manifolds) are not always integrable
to Lie groupoids (symplectic groupoids). In the first part we present
the “optimal” generalizations of Lie’s theorems [34] about the in-
tegrability of subobjects and morphisms; moreover we describe the
construction of the Weinstein groupoid, a topological groupoid “in-
tegrating nonintegrable Lie algebroids”. In the second part we recall
the main properties of symplectic groupoids and their relation with
Poisson manifolds; here we also introduce cotangent prolongation
groupoids, the symplectic groupoids integrating Poisson structures
which are dual to integrable Lie algebroids.
1.4.1. Integrability of Lie algebroids.
Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid with connected source fibres5 and Lie algebroid
A; the quotient G˜ := Mon(G, s)/G of the monodromy groupoid is a cover of G in a
sense we are about to make precise.
Since s is a submersion, G s× s G ⊂ G × G is a smooth submanifold and a wide Lie
subgroupoid for the pair groupoid on G × G (see example 1.1.11 (iii)). Being G
source connected, the groupoid anchor χMon : Mon(G, s) → G × G, selecting the
endpoints, is a source surjective and submersive morphism of Lie groupoids onto
G s× s G; thus, there is a short exact sequence
L(G, s) 
 // Mon(G, s) // // G s× s G
of Lie groupoids over G, where L(G, s) = ker χMon is the wide normal Lie sub-
groupoid of homotopy classes of foliated loops in (G, s).
Note that L(G, s) is stable under the natural action of G on Mon(G, s) by right
translation and G s× s G is acted on by G from the right diagonally. The sequence
above is equivariant for these compatible Lie groupoid actions and yields a new
short exact sequence
L(G, s)/G 
 // G˜
κG // // G
of Lie groupoids over M by taking quotients. Computing the total space of the Lie
algebroids of G˜ yields the same vector bundle as A and the morphism of the Lie
algebroids induced by κG is the identity map; moreover, G˜ is indeed the “covering
5As it is customary, we shall call, for short, source n-connected a groupoid with n-connected
source fibres. Similarly a (morphism of ) groupoids are said “source-x” if the property of being
“x” holds sourcewise.
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groupoid” of G, in the sense that all restrictions s˜-1(q) → s-1(q), q ∈ M , of κG to
the source fibres are covering maps. Since the source connected component of any
Lie groupoid G is a Lie groupoid with the same Lie algebroid, we have
Theorem 1.4.1. (0th Lie theorem)[51] Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid with Lie
algebroid A. Then, there exists a source 1-connected Lie groupoid G˜ over M , with
Lie algebroid A˜ and a morphism of Lie groupoids κG, inducing an isomorphism
A˜→ A.
As it shall be clear after theorem 1.4.3 and remark 1.4.4 below, the covering grou-
poid is unique up to isomorphism.
A Lie algebroid A is called integrable if it is in the image of the Lie functor; in
this case, we shall say that the covering groupoid of any groupoid differentiating
to A, is the (source 1-connected) Lie groupoid of A.
Let us consider now the integrability of Lie subalgebroids. The action Lie
groupoid G ⋉ G for the action by left translation is isomorphic to G s× s G for
the mapping (g, h) 7→ (gh, h), thus the Lie algebroid of G s× s G, with total space
T sG, is isomorphic to A⋉ G for the bundle isomorphism R′ : T sG → A⋉ G given
by right translation and the right translation map R := t! ◦ R′ : T sG → A a
morphism of Lie algebroids over t, in fact it is the differential of the division map
δ : G s× s G → G. Since R is fibrewise a diffeomorphism any subalgebroid B → N
of A can be pulled back to a vector subbundle R-1(B) → t-1(N) of T sG and the
graph of dt|R-1(B) : R
-1(B) → TN defines a regular distribution on N × t G. It
is easy to identify the latter with the distribution spanned by the image of the
infinitesimal action
σB : Γ(B)→ X(N × t G) , σB(b)(n,g) = (ρn(b),
−→
b g) ;
dt|R-1(B) is thus an integrable distribution, since it coincides with the anchor dis-
tribution of the action Lie algebroid B ⋉ (N ×t G). Moreover, since dt|R-1(B) has
constant rank, the associated foliation FB is regular and one can form the mon-
odromy groupoid Mon(N ×t G,FB); the latter is naturally acted on by G from the
right, as is the projection N ×t G → N , which is a principal G-bundle. It follows
from lemma 1.3.13 that Mon(N ×t G,FB)/G is a source 1-connected Lie groupoid
over N , whose Lie algebroid turns out to be isomorphic to B.
Theorem 1.4.2. (1st Lie’s theorem)[51] Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid with Lie
algebroid A and B → N a Lie subalgebroid of A. Then B is integrable.
Note that the integration of B in general is not obtained as a Lie subgroupoid of
G; we shall clarify this point after discussing the integrability of morphism of Lie
algebroids (see remark 1.4.4).
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Consider a morphism of integrable Lie algebroids φ : A− → A+ over f : M− →
M+ and let G± be Lie groupoids inducing A±, respectively. The vector fields on
G− × G+ of the form
X(g−,g+) = (drg−am− , drg+φ(am−)) , t−(g−) = m− , a ∈ Γ(A−)
span an integrable distribution ∆ on (s− × s+)-1Γ(f) ⊂ G− × G+. Denote with
Lm− the leaf of ∆ through (ε−(m−), ε+(f(m−)), m− ∈ M−. One can check that
the projection Lm− → s
-1
− (m−) is a covering map, hence a diffeomorphism, if
G− is source 1-connected, therefore ∆ induces a family of smooth maps φm− :
s-1− (m−) → s
-1
+ (f(m−)). One can further check that the maps of this family paste
together nicely and in fact define a morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G− → G+ over
f :M− →M+, which, by construction, induces φ : A− → A+ (see [48] for details).
Theorem 1.4.3. (2nd Lie’s theorem)[48] Let G±→→M± be Lie groupoids with Lie
algebroids A± and φ : A−→A+ a morphism of Lie algebroids. If G− is source 1-con-
nected, there exists a unique morphism of Lie groupoids G−→G+ inducing φ.6
Uniqueness follows from the fact that the vector fields spanning the distribution
are right invariant in G− × G+, thus ∆, hence ϕ, is determined by its span at
M− ×M+, which in turn is prescribed by φ.
Remark 1.4.4. For any Lie subalgebroid A− of an integrable Lie algebroidA+, the
inclusion A− →֒ A+ can be integrated to a morphism of Lie groupoids G− → G+,
provided G− is source 1-connected, and one can check by a right translation argu-
ment that this map is immersive; however it might fail to be injective. This is not
the case when A− ≃ A+, since the integration G− → G+ is then a bijective immer-
sion; thus, the covering groupoid of theorem 1.4.1 is unique up to isomorphism.
To any Lie algebroid A one can associate a topological groupoid, the Weinstein
groupoidW(A), which fails to be smooth in general. If A has an integrating grou-
poid G, thanks to theorem 1.4.1 G can be assumed to be source 1-connected and,
in this case, G ≃ W(A). We recall below the construction [16] of the Weinstein
groupoid.
The source 1-connected cover G˜ = Mon(G, s)/G can be equivalently described as
the quotient of the space PG, of the so called (twice differentiable) G-paths, namely
source foliated class C2 paths in G starting at the unit section, by G-homotopy, i.e.
C2 foliated homotopy relative to the endpoints restricted to PG. This is clear,
since for each class in Mon(G, s)/G there is a unique representative in PG. There
exists a natural map PG → PA taking values in the space of class C1 morphisms
of Lie algebroids TI → A, given by the right derivative
g 7→ δrg , δrg(u) = dr
-1
g(u) g˙(u) , u ∈ I .
6All the maps here are of class C∞. The proof can be adapted to morphisms of finite
regularity.
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Here we identify paths α : I → A with 1-forms α du : TI → A taking values in the
pullback bundle γ+A→ I, γ := prA ◦α; such paths are morphism of Lie algebroids
iff the anchor compatibility condition dγ = ργ ◦ α holds, for the tangent map
dγ ∈ Ω1(I, γ+A), being the bracket compatibility a trivial condition. The right
derivative actually takes values in PA, since, for any G-path g, δrg is a vector
bundle map TI → A with base map γ = t ◦ g and
ργ(u)δrg(u) = dtg(u)dr
-1
g(u) g˙(u) =
d
dv
∣∣∣∣
v=u
t(g(v))
for all u ∈ I.
Since any C1 morphism of Lie algebroids α : TI → A integrates to a unique C2
morphism of Lie groupoids a : I × I → G, necessarily of the form
a(u, v) = a(u, 0) · a(0, v) = g(u) · g(v)-1
for some G-path g, and applying the right derivative to such a G-path, returns
the original A-path α, there is a bijective correspondence between the space of
A-paths and that of G-paths.
The notion of G-homotopy translates to the following equivalence relation on
the space of A-paths, the so called A-homotopy: two A-paths α± ∈ PA are A-
homotopic if there exists a class C1 morphism of Lie algebroids h : TI×2 → A,
such that the boundary conditions
ι∂±V
∗ h = α± and ι∂±H
∗ h = 0
hold, where h ∈ Ω1(I×2, X+A) is regarded as a 1-form taking values in the pullback
bundle for the base map X . According to remark 1.2.4, the requirement to be a
Lie algebroid morphism can be expressed by the anchor compatibility condition
dX = ρX ◦ h and the Maurer-Cartan equation
D h+
1
2
[h ∧, h] = 0 .
Here D : Ω•(I×2, X+A)→ Ω•+1(I×2, X+A) is the covariant derivative of the pull-
back of an arbitrary linear connection ∇ : X(M) ⊗ Γ(A) → Γ(A) for the vector
bundle A→ M and [θ ∧, θ′] = −X+τ∇(θ ∧ θ′) is the contraction with the pullback
of the torsion tensor τ∇ ∈ Γ(A∗ ⊗ ∧2A) .
Proposition 1.4.5. [16] Let α± ∈ PA be two A-paths and g± ∈ PG the corre-
sponding G-path. Then α± are A-homotopic iff g± are G-homotopic.
We give a considerably simpler proof of this fact, than that appeared in [16].
Proof. A map H : I × I → G is a G-homotopy from g− := H ◦ ι∂−V
∗ to
g+ := H ◦ ι∂+V
∗ iff its tangent map takes values in T sG and
ι∂±H
∗ dH = 0 .
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For the Lie algebroid induced by G s× s G, T sG ⊂ TG is a Lie subalgebroid of TG,
thus R ◦ dH : TI×2 → A is a morphism of Lie algebroids, such that
ι∗∂h = R ◦ d(H ◦ ι∂) = R ◦ ι
∗
∂dH , (1.10)
for any boundary component ∂, hence an A-homotopy from δrg− to δrg+. Con-
versely, the integration h˜ of any A-homotopy h : TI × I → A from δrg− to δrg+
induces a map H : I × I → G, H(u, v) = h˜(u, v; 0, 0), whose image is contained
in a source fibre and a morphism of Lie algebroids dH : TI×2 → T sG, such that
R ◦ dH = h; dH satisfies the desired boundary condition because of (1.10), since
R is fibrewise a diffeomorphism.
Proposition (1.4.5) allows characterizing the source 1-connected cover of a
source connected Lie groupoid G, in terms of the infinitesimal data only, as the
quotient
G˜ = PA/∼
of A-paths by A-homotopy. Since A-homotopy classes contain smooth represen-
tatives and reparameterizing such does not change the class, the composition of
G-paths in PG/∼ = Mon(G, s)/G (induced, roughly, by right translation and con-
catenation) can be translated to a groupoid multiplication on PA/∼, also given by
concatenation of good representatives (see [16] for details). Most importantly, even
when A is not integrable, PA/∼ is always a topological groupoid, the Weinstein
groupoid W(A).
The integrability conditions for a Lie algebroid, which we state below for com-
pleteness, are then to be understood as a characterization of the obstruction to
the existence of a smooth structure on the associated Weinstein groupoid and de-
pend on certain monodromy groups N•(A): for all q ∈ M , Nq(A) is the abelian
subgroup for the isotropy algebra gq defined by the elements ζ in the center of the
isotropy algebra gq, such that the constant A-path ζ(u) ≡ ζ is A-homotopic to the
zero A-path ζ0(u) ≡ 0q.
Theorem 1.4.6. (3rd Lie’s theorem) [16] A Lie algebroid A is integrable to a Lie
groupoid iff the monodromy groups N•(A) are
1. Discrete, i.e. dN (q)) > 0 for all q ∈M ,
2. Locally uniformly discrete, in the sense that
liminf
p −→
p∋Lq
q
dN (p) > 0 ,
where dN (q) = D(Nq, 0) for the distance function D of an arbitrary norm on A.
See [16, 17, 12] and references therein for the discussion of nonintegrable exam-
ples.
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1.4.2. Integrability of Poisson manifolds and coisotropic submani-
folds.
Symplectic groupoids are Lie groupoids with a compatible symplectic form and
provide a desingularization, namely a symplectic realization [15], of the symplectic
foliation of certain Poisson manifolds
Definition 1.4.7. [26, 71, 77] Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid endowed with a
symplectic form; we shall say that the symplectic form is compatible with the
groupoid structure and (G, ω)→→M is a symplectic groupoid if the graph of the
groupoid multiplication is Lagrangian in T ∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G.
The compatibility between the groupoid structure and the symplectic form of a
symplectic groupoid can be expressed equivalently in terms of the multiplicativity
condition
µ∗ω = pr∗1ω + pr
∗
2ω
on the manifold G(2) of composable elements, explicitly
ωgh(δg+ • δh+, δg− • δh−) = ωg(δg+, δg−) + ωh(δh+, δh−) (1.11)
for the tangent multiplication and composable δg± ∈ TgG, δh± ∈ ThG. By repeated
application of (1.11) on suitable tangent vectors and by counting dimensions, one
can show
Theorem 1.4.8. [15] Let G→→M be a symplectic groupoid. The following hold
1. The unit section M → G is a Lagrangian embedding;
2. The inversion G → G is an anti-symplectic diffeomorphism;
3. Source and target fibres are symplectic orthogonal to each other;
4. The source invariant functions and the target invariant functions form mutually
commuting Poisson subalgebras of C∞(M);
as a consequence,
5. There exists a unique Poisson structure on M making the source map Poisson
and the target map anti-Poisson.
The statements above follow by counting dimensions from the analogous state-
ments regarding Poisson groupoids (replace symplectic with Poisson and Lagrangian
with coisotropic), the proof of which shall be outlined in the next Section.
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Dual Poisson structures of integrable Lie algebroids are always induced by sym-
plectic groupoids. The following results were obtained by Coste, Dazord and
Weinstein.
Proposition 1.4.9. [15] Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid. Then
i) The cotangent bundle T ∗G carries a Lie groupoid structure over the conormal
bundle N∗M making it a symplectic groupoid for the canonical symplectic form;
and, identifying N∗M with the dual bundle A∗ to the Lie algebroid A of G,
ii) The symplectic groupoid T ∗G→→A∗ induces the dual Poisson structure on A∗
for the anticanonical symplectic form7.
The Lie groupoid of the above proposition is usually referred to as the cotangent
prolongation groupoid and plays a central role throughout this dissertation. Let us
define the structure maps of the groupoid structure and set some notations. Fix
A = T sMG ≃ NM as a choice of a normal bundle. Source sˆ and target tˆ are the
only natural maps T ∗G → N∗M yielding vector bundle maps over s and t; they
are defined by setting, for all a ∈ As(g), respectively b ∈ At(g),
〈 sˆ(θg) , a 〉s(g) := 〈 θg , dlg(a− dε(ρ(a))) 〉g , respectively ,
〈 tˆ(θg) , b 〉t(g) := 〈 θg , drg b 〉g , θg ∈ T
∗
g G ,
for the natural pairings. The cotangent multiplication µˆ : T ∗G sˆ×tˆ T
∗G → T ∗G can
be defined as a vector bundle map over the groupoid multiplication µ : G s×t G → G,
by setting
Γ(µˆ) := (idT ∗G × idT ∗G ×−idT ∗G)N
∗Γ(µ)
and checking that (idT ∗G× idT ∗G×−idT ∗G)N∗Γ(µ) is indeed the graph of a map. It
follows that the cotangent unit section εˆ : A∗ → T ∗G and inversion ιˆ : T ∗G → T ∗G
have to be the identification of A∗ with N∗M and, respectively the antitranspose
−dιt of the tangent inversion. Note that the cotangent multiplication θg ·ˆ θh of
composable cotangent vectors (θg, θh) ∈ T
∗G sˆ× tˆ T
∗G is completely defined by the
formula
〈 θg ·ˆ θh, δg • δh 〉 = 〈 θg , δg 〉+ 〈 θh , δh 〉 , (δg, δh) ∈ TG ds×dt TG ,
by means of which the groupoid compatibility conditions can easily be checked
(see the proof of theorem 3.1.9 for analogous computations); moreover the graph
of µˆ is Lagrangian in T ∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G (and T ∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G) by construction.
It is not hard to inspect when T ∗G is the symplectic groupoid of A∗.
7We need to change the sign of the symplectic form since we use “Poisson-friendly” conven-
tions: the Poisson bracket induced by the canonical symplectic has therefore opposite sign with
respect to the usual Poisson bracket of symplectic geometry.
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Remark 1.4.10. The source fibres of the cotangent prolongation groupoid have
the same homotopy type as those of G. To see this, note that the kernel of the
cotangent source map is the annihilator (T tG)o, thus sˆ has maximal rank as a
bundle map and the short exact sequence
0 // ker sˆ // T ∗G // s+A∗ // 0
of vector bundles over G admits a splitting σ : s+A∗ → T ∗G, which allows to
describe each sˆ-fibre as
sˆ-1(ξ) = {σg(ξ) + kerg sˆ}g∈sˆ-1(pr(ξ)) , ξ ∈ A
∗ ,
i.e. as an affine subbundle of T ∗
s-1(pr(ξ))G. As a consequence all sˆ-fibres homotopy
retract to suitable s-fibres and, in particular T ∗G is source 1-connected iff so is G.
Example 1.4.11. Cotangent prolongation groupoids
i) Regard a manifoldM as the trivial Lie groupoid; then the induced Lie algebroid
is also trivial and the dual Poisson structure is the zero bivector field over M . The
construction above produces the abelian Lie groupoid on T ∗M →M .
ii) Consider the cotangent prolongation of the pair groupoid M × M : a direct
computation shows that source and target are respectively −pr2, pr1 : T
∗M ×
T ∗M → T ∗M and
〈 (θx,−θy) ·ˆ (θy, θz) , (δx, δz) 〉 = 〈 (θx,−θy) , (δx, δy) 〉+ 〈 (θy, θz) , (δy, δz) 〉
= 〈 (θx, θz) , (δx, δz) 〉 .
Let (Λ, ω)→→P be a symplectic groupoid; denote with A the Lie algebroid on
T sPΛ induced by the bracket of right invariant vector fields. It is well known that
A is canonically isomorphic to the Koszul algebroid on T ∗P . The isomorphism is
provided by the sharp map of the symplectic form: thanks to theorem 1.4.8 (3.),
setting
〈 φ-1ω (a) , δp 〉 := −ω(a, dεδp) , (a, δp) ∈ A⊕ TP ,
yields an isomorphism of vector bundles φω : T
∗P → A over the identity map;
the induced map on the subalgebra of exact 1-forms Ω1exact(P ) → Γ(A) can be
regarded as taking values in the algebra of right invariant vector fields. Define
φrω(df) := −X
t∗f , thus
ω(φrω(df)(ε(p)), dεdp) = −〈 (t
∗df)εp , dεδp 〉 = −〈 df , δp 〉 =: ω(φω(dfp), dεδp)
for all δp ∈ TP ; by symplectic orthogonality of source and target fibres, nonde-
generacy of ω implies that φrω(df) coincides with the right invariant vector field−−−−→
φω ◦ df . Using this fact and the Leibniz rule one can easily check that φω preserves
the canonical Lie brackets on T ∗P and A.
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It follows that the connected components of the orbits of a symplectic groupoid are
the symplectic leaves of the induced Poisson structure; in this sense, a symplectic
groupoid is to be regarded as a desingularization of the symplectic foliation on its
base manifold. The discussion above motivates the following
Definition 1.4.12. A Poisson bivector is called integrable if so is the induced
Koszul algebroid.
As a corollary of integrability of Lie bialgebroids, to be discussed in the next
Section, one can show that the source 1-connected Lie groupoid of an integrable
Poisson manifold is always a symplectic groupoid.
Theorem 1.4.13. [48] A Poisson manifold (P, π) is integrable iff there exists a
symplectic groupoid inducing π.
The correspondence between integrable Poisson manifolds and source 1-connected
symplectic groupoids is however not functorial. In fact, given source 1-connected
symplectic groupoids Λ± over P± a Poisson map f : P− → P+ does not induce
a symplectomorphism Λ− → Λ+, unless f is a diffeomorphism. Coisotropic sub-
manifolds are instead well behaved with respect to integration; roughly speaking,
there exists a correspondence between coisotropic submanifolds and Lagrangian
subgroupoids. Rephrasing a result by Cattaneo [11],
Theorem 1.4.14. Let Λ→→P be a source 1-connected symplectic groupoid and
L→→C a source 1-connected Lie subgroupoid with Lie algebroid L. Then L ⊂ G is
Lagrangian iff C ⊂ P is coisotropic and L ≃ N∗C.
The proof of last theorem given in [11] is highly non trivial and involves sym-
plectic reduction in a suitable infinite dimensional weak symplectic manifold; an
independent simple proof shall be obtained in the next Section We shall comment
further on theorems 1.4.13-1.4.14, after introducing Poisson groupoids.
1.5. Poisson groupoids and Lie bialgebroids
The first part of this Section consists in a quick introduction to Lie
groupoids with a compatible Poisson bivector and their infinitesi-
mal invariant, namely Poisson groupoids and Lie bialgebroids. In
the second part after reviewing Mackenzie and Xu’s integration of a
Lie bialgebroid to a Poisson groupoid (Lie’s third theorem holds un-
der the integrability conditions on the underlying Lie algebroid), we
further develop Lie theory for Poisson groupoids. In particular, we
prove (theorem 1.5.10) the integrability of morphisms of Lie bialge-
broids to morphisms of Poisson groupoids via a version of Lie’s first
theorem (integrability of coisotropic subalgebroids, theorem 1.5.9).
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Poisson groupoids are simultaneous generalizations of Poisson groups and sym-
plectic groupoids; Weinstein’s coisotropic calculus provides a powerful technique
to unify the theory of these two objects.
Definition 1.5.1. [72] A Poisson structure on a Lie groupoid G→→M is called
compatible if the graph of the groupoid multiplication
Γ(µ) ⊂ G × G × G
is coisotropic. A Lie groupoid endowed with a compatible Poisson structure is
called a Poisson groupoid.
A Poisson groupoid G→→• over the one point manifold is a Poisson group in
the classical sense, i.e. the compatibility condition is equivalent to asking the
group multiplication to be a Poisson map G × G → G; a Poisson groupoid with
nondegenerate (hence symplectic) Poisson bivector is a symplectic groupoid in the
sense of definition 1.4.7, by counting dimensions.
Example 1.5.2. Poisson groupoids
i) Every Lie groupoid is a Poisson groupoid for the zero Poisson structure. A
Poisson manifold P is not a Poisson groupoid for the trivial Lie groupoid P →→P ,
since Γ(µ) = {(p, p, p)} is not coisotropic in P × P × P . The pair groupoid on
P × P is a Poisson groupoid.
ii) Let P be a Poisson G-space, i.e G is a Poisson group acting on a Poisson
manifold P in such a way that the action map G×P → P is Poisson. If the action
is free and proper P → P/G is a principal G bundle; it is an exercise in coisotropic
calculus to check that the diagonal action of G on P×P is Poisson and compatible
with the pair groupoid. Then (P ×P )/G carries a Lie groupoid over P/G, namely
the gauge groupoid. It is well known [72] that smooth quotients of Poisson G
spaces always carry a unique Poisson structure making the quotient projection a
Poisson submersion. For the quotient Poisson structure (P × P )/G→→P/G is a
Poisson groupoid.
The main properties of a Poisson groupoid were derived in [72] and are listed in
the following theorem. The proof we sketch uses essentially the same techniques
as in [72].
Theorem 1.5.3. Let (G,Π)→→M be a Poisson groupoid. The following hold
1. The unit section M → G is a coisotropic embedding;
2. The inversion G → G is an anti-Poisson diffeomorphism;
3. The source invariant functions and the target invariant functions form Poisson
subalgebras of C∞(M);
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4. There exists a unique Poisson structure on M making the source map Poisson
and the target map anti-Poisson;
5. The Hamiltonian vector fields of the source, respectively target, invariant func-
tions are left, respectively right, invariant;
6. The subalgebras of source and target invariant functions commute.
Sketch of proof. The first two properties follow easily from theorem 1.2.18,
the very cleanliness assumptions can be shown to hold by direct inspection (1)
M ⊂ G is coisotropic since
M × • = Γ(µ) ◦ (∆G × •) ⊂ G × •
is the composition of the coisotropic relations Γ(µ) : G × G → G and ∆G × • :
G × G → •. (2) Γ(ι) ⊂ G × G is coisotropic since
Γ(ι)× • = Γ(µ) ◦ (M × •) ⊂ G × G × •
is the composition of coisotropic the relations Γ(µ) : G → G×G andM×• : G → •.
The proof of (3) is independent from that of (1) and (4) is a straightforward
consequence of (3). (3) By definition f ∈ C∞(G) is source invariant if f = s∗ε∗f ,
equivalently if f(gh) = f(h) for all composable g, h ∈ G; that is, f is source
invariant iff the associated function f˜ ∈ C∞(G)×3, f˜(g, h, k) := f(k)−f(h) vanishes
on the characteristic ideal of Γ(µ). Note that, for all f± ∈ C∞(G),
˜{ f+ , f− }G = { f˜+ , f˜− }G×G×G ,
thus source-invariant functions form a Poisson subalgebra, by coisotropicity of
Γ(µ), and it follows from (2) that also target-invariant functions do. (5) For any
source invariant f ∈ C∞(G) and composable g, h ∈ G,
(Π♯ × Π♯ ×−Π♯)(g,h,gh)df˜ = (0g,−Π
♯
hdf,−Π
♯
ghdf) ∈ T(g,h,gh)Γ(µ) = Γ(dµ)(g,h,gh) ,
thus dtΠ♯hdf = 0t(h) and Π
♯
ghdf = 0g • Π
♯
hdf = dlgΠ
♯
hdf for the tangent multipli-
cation •; the statement for right invariant vector fields is proved analogously. (6)
is a follows easily from (5).
Let (G,Π)→→M be a Poisson groupoid and consider its Lie algebroid A ≡
T sG. The dual bundle A∗ is to be canonically identified with the conormal bundle
N∗M ⊂ T ∗G and, by coisotropicity of M ⊂ G, it carries a natural Lie algebroid
structure. The Lie algebroids on A and A∗ are compatible in a way that makes
sense without any reference to the Poisson groupoid they are derived from.
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Definition 1.5.4. [46, 28] Let A be a Lie algebroid and assume A∗ is also a Lie
algebroid. The pair (A,A∗) is called a Lie bialgebroid if the Lie algebroid differential
dA∗ makes (Γ(∧
•A),∧, [ , ], dA∗)) a differential Gerstenhaber algebra
8.
Le us explain the above definition. For any Lie algebroid A→M , the Lie bracket
on Γ(A) can be uniquely extended to a biderivation [ , ] of the graded commutative
algebra on Γ(∧•A) = ⊕i≥0Γ(∧iA) by setting
[ f , g ] := 0
[ a , f ] := ρ(a)(f)
[ a , b ] := [ a , b ] f, g ∈ C∞(M) , a, b ∈ Γ(A) ,
and imposing the Leibniz rule9
[ a , b ∧ c ] = [ b , a ] ∧ c + (−)(a−1)bb ∧ [ a , c ] = 0 (1.12)
on all homogeneous a, b, c ∈ Γ(∧•A). Remarkably [ , ] makes the suspension
Γ(∧•A)[1] a graded Lie algebra, i.e. [ , ] is graded skewsymmetric,
[ a , b ] + (−)(a−1)(b−1)[ b , a ] = 0
and the graded Jacobi identity
[ a , [ b , c ] ] = [ [ a , b ] , c ] + (−)(a−1)(b−1)[ a , [ b , c ] ]
holds for all homogeneous elements a, b, c ∈ Γ(∧•A); namely, (Γ(∧•A),∧, [ , ]))
is a Gerstenhaber algebra. Dually, the Lie algebroid on A induces a differential
dA : Γ(∧•A∗)→ Γ(∧•+1A∗),
dAη(a0, . . . , an) :=
n∑
i=0
(−)iρ(ai)(ξ(a1, . . . , aˆi, . . . , an))
+
∑
i<j
(−)i+jξ([ai, aj ], a1, . . . , an) , η ∈ Γ(∧
nA),
which generalizes the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential and the de Rham differen-
tial. Moreover it satisfies the usual rules of Cartan calculus; in particular dA is a
derivation of the wedge product.
Remark 1.5.5. If (A,A∗) is a pair of Lie algebroids in duality the natural com-
patibility amounts therefore to asking the Lie algebroid differential dA∗ induced
by A∗ to be a derivation of the graded Lie bracket induced by A, i.e.
dA∗[ a , b ] = [ dA∗a , b ] + (−)
(a−1)[ a , dA∗b ] (1.13)
for all homogeneous elements a, b ∈ Γ(∧•A). The role played by A and A∗ is
symmetric, in the sense that (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid iff so is (A,A∗).
8Lie bialgebroids were discovered by Mackenzie and Xu in [46] as infinitesimal invariants of
Poisson groupoids. The definition [28] we use is equivalent to that of [46].
9We sometimes denote the degree of an homogeneous a ∈ Γ(∧kA) with the same symbol a.
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Example 1.5.6. Lie bialgebroids
i) For any Lie algebra g, dg is the classical Chevalley-Eilenberg differential. If
(g, g∗) are Lie algebras denote with δ : g→ g⊗ g the map dual to the Lie bracket
on g∗; condition (1.13) is satisfied iff δ is a 1-cocycle in the Lie algebra cohomology
with coefficients in g ⊗ g for the adjoint representation, that is, if (g, g∗) is a Lie
bialgebra (see [13] for details).
ii) If (P, π) is a Poisson manifold the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket is
equivalent to [ π , π ] = 0 for the graded Lie bracket on X•(P ) := Γ(∧•TP ) extend-
ing the Lie bracket of vector fields. By the graded Jacobi identity dπ := [ π , · ]
makes X•(P ) a differential Gerstenhaber algebra and (T ∗P, TP ) a Lie bialgebroid.
iii) More generally, for any Lie algebroid A with a bisection ∆ ∈ Γ(∧2A) such that
[ ∆ , ∆] = 0, the Lie bracket
[ ξ+ , ξ− ] := dA∆(ξ+, ξ−) + ι∆♯ξ+dAξ− − ι∆♯ξ−dAξ+ , ξ± ∈ Γ(A
∗)
makes (A,A∗) a Lie bialgebroid, where the map ∆♯ : A∗ → A is induced by ∆.
The bisection ∆ is called an R-matrix and (A,A∗) a triangular Lie bialgebroid. If
A = g is a Lie algebra the condition on ∆ ∈ ∧2g is the classical Yang Baxter
equation.
iv) [29] Let (P, π) be a Poisson manifold and Φ : TP → TP a (1,1) tensor with
vanishing torsion
τΦ(X, Y ) = [ ΦX , ΦY ]−Φ[ΦX , Y ]−Φ[X , ΦY ]+Φ2[X , Y ] , X, Y ∈ X(P )
Then [X, Y ]Φ = [ΦX , Y ] + [X , ΦY ] − [X , Y ] makes TP a Lie algebroid TPΦ
with anchor Φ and (T ∗P, TPΦ) is a Lie bialgebroid iff (P, π,N) is a Poisson-Nijenhuis
manifold [5, 30, 4, 29].
The main integrability result for Lie bialgebroids is the following theorem due
to Mackenzie and Xu. We shall sketch below the idea of the proof.
Theorem 1.5.7. [48] Let (A,A∗) be a Lie bialgebroid over M and G→→M a source
1-connected Lie groupoid with Lie algebroid A. Then there exists a unique Poisson
structure on G making it a Poisson groupoid and inducing the Lie algebroid A∗ on
N∗M .
First of all we shall need to introduce a certain canonical antisymplectomorphism.
Note that, for any vector bundle pr : A→M , setting rA : T ∗A→ A∗
rA(θ)(a
′) := 〈 θ , ιV a(a
′) 〉 , a, a′ ∈ A ,
where ιV : pr+A ≃ T VA → TA is the inclusion of the vertical bundle, yields a
vector bundle map over pr : A→M . One can check that dpr : TA→ TM carries
a vector bundle, whose scalar multiplication and fibrewise addition are given by the
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tangent of the corresponding maps of A (see [40, 44, 45] for the details); moreover
the structure map of dpr can be suitably dualized to endow also rA∗ : T
∗A∗ → A
with a vector bundle structure. The diagram
T ∗A∗ A
A∗ M
rA∗ //
 
//
(1.14)
is a double vector bundle in the sense of Ehresmann, i.e. a vector bundle in the
category of vector bundles. Remarkably, it is possible to define an isomorphism of
double vector bundles
T ∗A∗ A
A∗ M T ∗A A
A∗ M
,
//
 
// //
 
//
τ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
R
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
R
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
R
(1.15)
i.e. both (τ, idA) and (τ, idA∗) form a morphism of vector bundles, which is also
an antisymplectomorphism for the canonical symplectic forms. The definition of
τ appeared in [46] and generalizes Tulczyjew’s canonical antisymplectomorphism
T ∗T ∗M → T ∗TM , encoding the Legendre transform geometrically; let us recall
the construction of τ , since it will be needed in the following. Regard the canonical
pairing of A∗ with A as a map F : A∗ ⊕A→ R; the submanifold L ⊂ T ∗(A∗ ×A)
defined by those elements (θ, θ) ∈ T ∗A∗⊕A(A
∗ ×A) such that
〈 (θ, θ) , (δξ, δa) 〉 = dFA(δξ, δa) , δξ, δa ∈ T (A
∗ ⊕ A) (1.16)
can easily be seen to be Lagrangian (choose Darboux coordinates adapted to A∗⊕
A). One can further show that L is the graph of a map, therefore (1.16) completely
defines an antisymplectomorphism.
Whenever (A,A∗) is a Lie algebroid over M , the composition π♯A∗ ◦ τ : T
∗A∗ →
TA of the dual Poisson anchor with the canonical antisymplectomorphism is a
morphism of Lie algebroids over the anchor A∗ → TM for the Koszul and tangent
prolongation Lie algebroids. In fact, this requirement on a pair of Lie algebroids
(A,A∗) is equivalent to (A,A∗) being a Lie bialgebroid. If A is integrable and G
its source 1-connected Lie groupoid, π♯A∗ ◦ τ can then be integrated to a morphism
of Lie groupoids Π♯ : T ∗G → TG for the tangent and cotangent prolongation
groupoids. It turns out that Π♯, as the notation suggests, is indeed the sharp
map of a Poisson bivector, which, by construction indeed, is compatible with the
groupoid multiplication and induces the given Lie algebroid on A∗.
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Example 1.5.8. Integrability of Lie bialgebroids
i) If P is a Poisson manifold with connected components {Pi} and P˜i → Pi are
the associated covering principal bundles, the Poisson groupoid on
Π(P ) ≃
∐
i∈πo(P )
(P˜i × P˜i)/π1(Pi)
integrates the Lie bialgebroid on (TP, T ∗P ) (the Poisson bivector on P˜i is the
unique making the covering projection a Poisson submersion, see also lemma 1.5.12
below).
ii) [35] For any Lie groupoid G→→M with Lie algebroid A and R-matrix ∆,
Π =
−→
∆ −
←−
∆ =
−−−−−→
∆− ι∗∆
is a Poisson bivector making (G,Π) a Poisson groupoid and integrating the trian-
gular Lie bialgebroid associated with (A,∆).
The notion of morphism of Poisson groupoids is very natural; namely, for any
Poisson groupoids G±, ϕ : G− → G+ is a morphism of Poisson groupoids if it is a
Poisson map and a morphism of Lie groupoids, equivalently if Γ(ϕ) ⊂ G−×G+ is a
coisotropic subgroupoid. Note that, if (A±, A
∗
±) are Lie bialgebroids and φ : A− →
A+ is a morphism of Lie algebroids, there is no natural map Γ(∧•A−)→ Γ(∧•A+).
Nevertheless, by transposition, there a map φ∧∗ : Γ(∧•A∗+) → Γ(∧
•A∗−) and to
encode a compatibility condition for φ with the Lie algebroids on A∗± it is natural
to ask φ∧∗ to preserve the corresponding graded Lie brackets. Clearly,
φ∧∗(ξ ∧ η) = φ∧∗ξ ∧ φ∧∗η , ξ, η ∈ Γ(∧•A∗+) ,
thus, it is sufficient to check last condition on homogeneous elements of degree 0
and 1, equivalently to show that φ∗ : C∞(A+) → C∞(A−) preserves the Poisson
brackets of pairs of functions which are fibrewise constant or fibrewise linear for
the dual Poisson structures. It makes therefore sense to call φ a morphism of Lie
bialgebroids if it is a Poisson map and a morphism of Lie algebroids, equivalently
if Γ(φ) ⊂ A− × A+ is a coisotropic Lie subalgebroid; this definition clearly yields
a well defined category of Lie bialgebroids.
We devote the rest of this Section to prove that the categories of integrable Lie
bialgebroids and source 1-connected Lie groupoids are isomorphic; the result is a
corollary of the following
Theorem 1.5.9. Let (G,Π)→→M be a source 1-connected Poisson groupoid with
Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗) and C→→N a source 1-connected Lie subgroupoid with Lie
algebroid C. Then C ⊂ G is coisotropic iff so is C ⊂ A for the dual Poisson
structure induced by A∗.
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In other words, under the connectivity assumptions, coisotropic subalgebroids of
integrable Lie bialgebroids, integrate to coisotropic subgroupoids. Note, however,
that the source 1-connected integration of a coisotropic subalgebroid of an inte-
grable Lie bialgebroid A is in general only an immersed subgroupoid of the Poisson
groupoid integrating A. The only iff part of theorem 1.5.9 was proved in [75] with-
out any connectivity assumption, using a different approach; it is clear from our
proof below that we also need no connectivity assumptions to obtain this implica-
tion.
Consider that for any morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G− → G+, the graph Γ(ϕ) is
source 1-connected iff so is G−; therefore, if G− × G+ is also source 1-connected,
we can apply theorem 1.5.9 and conclude that, morphisms of integrable Lie bial-
gebroids, by the characterization in terms of graphs, integrate to morphisms of
Poisson groupoids.
The connectivity assumptions on the target groupoid may be removed:
Theorem 1.5.10. Let G±→→M± be Poisson groupoids and (A±, A∗±) their Lie
bialgebroids. If ϕ : G− → G+ is a morphism of Lie groupoids and G− is source
1-connected, then ϕ is Poisson iff so is the induced morphism of Lie algebroids
φ : A− → A+ for the dual Poisson bivector fields induced by A∗±.
Let us start with the proof of theorem 1.5.9, which we divide in three steps; we
emphasize that the first two steps do not involve the Poisson bivector of G or the
Lie algebroid on A∗.
Step 1. (Proposition 1.5.11) We characterize the conormal bundle of a coisotropic
subgroupoid C ⊂ G as a Lagrangian subgroupoid of the cotangent prolongation
T ∗G→→A∗ and identify its Lie algebroid with the conormal bundle N∗Co to the
annihilator of the Lie algebroid of C;
Step 2. (Lemma 1.5.12) We identify N∗Co with N∗C using the canonical antisym-
plectomorphism;
Step 3. (End of proof) The result follows by diagram chasing.
Note that for any Lie subgroupoid C ⊂ G the inclusion of Lie algebroids C →֒ A
induces an inclusion of Lie algebroids N∗Co →֒ T ∗A∗. Next result depends on the
underlying Lie groupoids–algebroids only.
Proposition 1.5.11. Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid with Lie algebroid A and C ⊂ G
a Lie subgroupoid over N ⊂M with Lie algebroid C. Then
i) N∗C is a Lagrangian subgroupoid of T ∗G→→A∗ with base Co;
ii) The Lie algebroid of N∗C→→Co is N∗Co → Co.
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Proof. For all ν ∈ N∗c C and x ∈ Cs(c),
〈 sˆ(ν) , x 〉 = 〈 ν , dlc(x− ρ(x)) 〉 = 0 ,
since x−ρ(x) is tangent to C and so is its left translate by an element of C. Denote
with s˜ the restriction of sˆ to N∗G. We have ker s˜ = (T tG)o ∩N∗C = (T tG + TC)o,
therefore s˜ is a vector bundle map of rank
rank s˜ = (dimG − dim C)− dimG + (rankt + dimN)
= rankA− rankC
= rankCo ,
that is, s˜ : N∗C → Co is fibrewise surjective over a surjective submersion, hence a
surjective submersion (see remark 2.2.8). (i) It remains to check that µˆ restricts
to N∗C, which is clear since the tangent multiplication restricts to a fibrewise
surjective multiplication on TC and because of (1.4.2). (ii) Let ω be the canonical
symplectic form on T ∗G: we have to check that the isomorphism
φ−ω : T
∗A∗ → T sˆA∗T
∗G , θ → ωεˆ(θ)
♯-1tˆ∗θ ,
restricts to give a map N∗Co → TesN∗C. For all f ∈ ICo and F ∈ IN∗C,
−−−−−→
φ−ω ◦ df(F ) = {F , tˆ
∗f } = 0 ,
since tˆ∗f ∈ IN∗C and being N
∗C ⊂ T ∗G Lagrangian, that is,
−−−−−→
φ−ω ◦ df |N∗C ∈
−→
X (N∗C).
Next lemma does not depend on Lie algebroids or Poisson structures.
Lemma 1.5.12. For any vector bundle A → M and smooth subbundle C → N ,
the canonical antisymplectomorphism T ∗A∗ → T ∗A identifies N∗Co with N∗C.
Proof. For all ν ∈ N∗cC
o and δc ∈ TcC with (c, c) ∈ Co ⊕ C, we have
〈 τ(νc) , δc 〉 = dFA(δξ, δc)− 〈 νc , δξ 〉 (1.17)
if dprA∗δξ = dprAδc, δξ ∈ TcC
o . On the other hand, by picking a connection for
Co, we can always find one such δξ; for such a choice the right hand side of (1.17)
vanishes, since FA is constant on C
o ⊕ C.
It is now easy to conclude the proof.
Proof of theorem 1.5.9. Assume C ⊂ A is a coisotropic subalgebroid. Be-
cause of lemma 1.5.12 and by coisotropicity of C ⊂ A, the diagram
T ∗A∗ TA
N∗Co TC
πA∗◦τ //
?
OO
?
OO
//
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commutes in the category of Lie algebroids. Moreover, the source fibres of both
TC→→TM and N∗C→→Co have the same homotopy type as those of C, this can
be seen using a variation of the argument in remark 1.4.10. By the connectivity
assumptions the diagram above integrates to
T ∗G TG
N∗C TC
Π♯ //
?
OO
?
OO
//
,
i.e. C ⊂ G is coisotropic. Conversely, if C ⊂ G is coisotropic invert the argument
and use the inverse antisymplectomorphism to show that π♯A∗N
∗C ⊂ TC.
If (Λ, ω)→→P is a symplectic groupoid, one can check that the isomorphism
of Lie algebroids φω : T
∗P → T sPG is also a Poisson map for the canonical sym-
plectic form on T ∗P and the fibrewise linear Poisson structure induced by N∗P
on T sPG ≃ NP (which is then symplectic). That is, (T
∗P, TP ) and (T sPG, N
∗P )
are isomorphic Lie bialgebroids and theorem 1.4.13 follows specializing the proof
of 1.5.7. If L ⊂ G is a Lagrangian subgroupoid, the Lie algebroid L ⊂ T sPG of
L, by direct inspection, maps to N∗C under φ-1ω , thus making N
∗C ⊂ T ∗P a
Lagrangian subalgebroid and C coisotropic. Conversely if C is coisotropic with
φω(N
∗C) = L, then L is Lagrangian and theorem 1.5.9 implies that so is L, by
counting dimensions; that is, we have recovered theorem 1.4.14.
Before proving theorem 1.5.10, we shall need the following easy
Lemma 1.5.13. Let (P, π) be a Poisson manifold, C ⊂ P a coisotropic submani-
fold and φ : M → P a local diffeomorphism. Then
1. There exists a unique Poisson bivector φ⋆π on M making φ a Poisson map;
2. If X ⊂ M is a submanifold, such that φ restricts to a local diffeomorphism
X → C, then X is coisotropic with respect to φ⋆π.
Proof. It is easy to see and well known that the equation
φ⋆π(φ∗df+, φ
∗df−) = { f+ , f− } ◦ φ , f± ∈ C
∞(P )
defines the desired Poisson bivector. (2) By linear algebra we have N∗xX =
dφx
t(dφxTxX)
o = dφx
tN∗φ(x)C for all x ∈ X , therefore
(φ⋆π)♯N∗xX = (dφx
t)-1π♯φ(x)N
∗
φ(x)C
⊂ (dφx
t)-1T φ(x)C
= TxX .
by coisotropicity of C.
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Proof of theorem 1.5.10. If the target groupoid in the statement of the-
orem 1.5.10 is actually not source 1-connected, the integrating morphism ϕ :
G− → G+ can always be factored through the covering morphism κ : G˜+ → G+
and the integration ϕ˜ : G− → G˜+. Let Π+ be the Poisson bivector on G+ and
φ : A˜+ ≡ T
s˜+
M G˜+ → T
s+
M G+ ≡ A+ the isomorphism of Lie algebroids induced by
the covering morphism. On the one hand, φ allows to induce a Lie bialgebroid on
(A˜+, A˜
∗
+ ≡ N
∗Mrel G˜+) from that on (A+, A
∗
+ ≡ N
∗Mrel G) via φ
t (N∗Xrel Y denotes
the conormal bundle of X as a submanifold of Y ); denote with Π˜ the Poisson
bivector on G making it a Poisson groupoid and inducing (A˜+, A˜∗+). Since both
G− and G˜+ are source 1-connected, ϕ˜ is Poisson and it suffices to show that the
covering morphism is also Poisson. On the other hand, because of lemma 1.5.13,
κ⋆Π+ is also a compatible Poisson bivector on G˜+, since κ×3 restricts to a local
diffeomorphism Γ(µ˜+)→ Γ(µ+). We claim that the Lie bialgebroid of (G˜+, κ⋆Π+)
coincides (not only up to isomorphism!) with (A˜+, A˜
∗
+); it follows by uniqueness
(theorem 1.4.13) that Π˜ coincides with κ⋆Π+ and κ is therefore Poisson. We have
to show that φt : N∗Mrel G → N∗Mrel G˜+ is a morphism of Lie algebroids for the
bracket on N∗Mrel G˜+ induced by κ
⋆Π+. The anchor compatibility holds since
κ⋆Π♯+φ
t = κ⋆Π♯+dκ
t
∣∣∣
N∗Mrel G
= (dκt)-1Π♯
∣∣
N∗Mrel G
= Π♯
∣∣
N∗Mrel G
,
where we have used coisotropicity ofM ⊂ (G,Π) for the last equality. For sections
of the form dF1,2|M ∈ Γ(A
∗
+), F1,2 ∈ IM ⊂ C
∞(G+), we have
φt[ dF1|M , dF2|M ]A∗+ = dκ
t d{F1 , F2 }Π˜|M = d{ κ
∗F1 , κ
∗F2 }κ⋆Π+
∣∣
M
= [φt dF1|M , φ
t dF2|M ] eA∗+
where the bracket in the second line is that induced by κ⋆Π+. Since Γ(A
∗
+) are
locally finitely generated over C∞(M) by differentials of functions in the vanishing
ideal, it follows from the Leibniz rule(s) that φt preserves the bracket of arbitrary
sections.
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CHAPTER 2
Double structures in Lie theory and Poisson geometry
Ehresmann’s categorification of a groupoid is a groupoid object in the cat-
egory of groupoids; this is a symmetric notion and it makes sense to regard
such a structure as a “double groupoid”. A double Lie groupoid is, essentially,
a “Lie groupoid in the category of Lie groupoids”; one can apply the Lie func-
tor to either object of a double Lie groupoid, to obtain an LA-groupoid, i.e.
a “Lie groupoid in the category of Lie algebroids”. The application of the Lie
functor can still be iterated; the result, a double Lie algebroid, is the best ap-
proximation to what one would mean as a “Lie algebroid in the category of Lie
algebroids”. Such double structures do arise in various areas of mathematics,
especially from Poisson geometry and the theory of Poisson actions. Topologi-
cal double groupoids arose naturally from homotopy theory [8, 6], while double
Lie algebroids have found applications, for instance, in Lu’s extension of Drin-
fel‘d’s work [18] on the classification of Poisson homogeneous spaces [37]. LA-
groupoids represent the intermediate object between double Lie groupoids and
double Lie algebroids, and provide an equivalent characterization of the compati-
bility for Poisson bivector and group multiplication in a Poisson groupoid [40, 42].
Double Lie groupoids, LA-groupoids and double Lie algebroids were introduced by
Mackenzie [40], who also developed Lie theory “from double Lie groupoids to dou-
ble Lie algebroids” [40, 43]. The relation between Poisson groupoids and double
structures was foreseen by Weinstein in [72], where a program for the integration
of Poisson groupoids to symplectic double groupoids was proposed, and further
investigated by Mackenzie in [42].
Instances of Lie theory for the integration of double Lie algebroids to double
Lie groupoids have appeared in literature. Karase¨v noticed in [26] that to a
1-connected complete Poisson group one can always associate a symplectic double
groupoid and Lu-Weinstein obtained an alternative construction in [39], which
applies, under the same connectivity assumptions also in the noncomplete case.
Recently, Li and Parmentier studied in [32] a certain class of coboundary dynam-
ical Poisson groupoids, introduced by Etingof and Varchenko [19] in relation with
the classical dynamical Yang-Baxter equation, and produced an integrating sym-
plectic double groupoid in a special case. Mackenzie and Xu’s integration of Lie
bialgebroids to Poisson groupoids can be equivalently regarded as the integration
of the cotangent double (Lie algebroid) of a Lie bialgebroid [41] to a cotangent
prolongation LA-groupoid.
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In this Chapter, after clarifying the notions of fibred products in the category of
Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids in Section 2.1 (our techniques are borrowed from
Higgins and Mackenzie [24, 25]), and introducing double Lie groupoids and LA-
groupoids in Section 2.2, we address the integration problem of an LA-groupoid
to a double Lie groupoid. In Section 2.3 the study of the integrability of fibred
products of Lie algebroids, leads us to derive conditions for endowing the differ-
entiable graph (always) integrating an LA-groupoid with a further compatible
multiplication making it a double Lie groupoid. Our integrability conditions are
to be understood as Lie-algebroid-homotopy-lifting conditions along suitable mor-
phisms of Lie algebroids. The main result of this Chapter is the following
Theorem (2.3.9). Let Ω be an LA-groupoid with integrable top Lie algebroid. If
source and target of the top Lie groupoid of Ω are strongly transversal, there exists
a unique vertically source 1-connected double Lie groupoid integrating Ω.
In the final Section we specialize our results to the case of the LA-groupoid canon-
ically associated with a Poisson groupoid and show that, under our conditions, the
integration always yields a symplectic double groupoid:
Theorem (2.4.10). Let (G,Π)→→M be an integrable Poisson groupoid with weak
dual Poisson groupoid (G⋆,Π⋆). If cotangent source and target map of G are
strongly transversal, the symplectic groupoid S of G carries a further Lie grou-
poid making it a symplectic groupoid for G⋆ and
S G⋆
G M
////
  
////
a symplectic double groupoid.
We conclude this Chapter checking the integrability conditions in the case of com-
plete Poisson groups, which allows for explicit computations, to extend Lu and
Weinstein’s result, in the complete case, by dropping all the connectivity assump-
tions on the Poisson group.
Theorem (2.4.12). For any complete Poisson group G, the source 1-connected
symplectic groupoid S of G carries a unique Lie groupoid structure over the 1-
connected dual Poisson group G⋆ making it a symplectic groupoid for the dual
Poisson structure and a double of G.
We shall obtain further examples of integrable LA-groupoids, arising from Poisson
actions, in the next Chapter.
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Notations and remarks on groupoid objects.
Let G→→M be a groupoid; the nerves of the underlying category, i.e. the strings
of composable elements
G(n) := {(g0, . . . gn) ∈ G
×n | t(gi) = s(gi−1) , i = 1, . . . n} , n ≥ 1,
G(0) := M
can also be inductively defined as fibred products
G(n) = G s× t◦p1 G
(n−1) , n > 1 ,
where p1 : G(n−1) → G is the restriction of the first projection for all n. The grou-
poid compatibility conditions may be grouped in two sets of commuting diagrams:
those for the graph compatibility
M M
G
idM
//
ε
DD
s,t
6
66
66
6
G G
G
idG
//
ι
DD
ι
6
66
66
6
G G
M
ι
//
s
DD
t
ZZ666666
and those for the multiplication,
G(3)
G
G(2) G(2)
idG×µ
 

 µ×idG
?
??
??
µ ?
??
??
µ 


associativity ,
G G
∆G G(2)
G s× M
∆G

 µ
VV,,,,
idG×s
""D
DD
D
idG×ε
<<zzzz
idG // G G
∆G G(2)
M × t G
unitality ,
∆G

 µ
VV,,,,
t×idG
""D
DD
D
ε×idG
<<zzzz
idG //
and
G M
∆G G
G(2)
∆G

 ε
,
,,
,
ι×idG
""D
DDD
µ
<<zzzzz
s // G M
∆G G
G(2)
invertibility ,
∆G

 ε
,
,,
,
idG×ι
""D
DDD
µ
<<zzzzz
t //
where we have denoted with ∆G both the diagonal in G ×G and the diagonal map
G → G × G. It makes therefore sense to consider groupoid objects in any small
category with direct products and fibred products.
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Definition 2.0.14. Let C be a small category with direct products and pullbacks.
Consider objects G ,M ∈ Obj(C), such that the set underlying G carries a groupoid
structure over the set underlying M, with structural maps (s, t, ε, ι,µ); G →→M is
a groupoid object in C if all the structural maps are arrows in C.
Note that, for any groupoid G→→M , given the source map, the inversion map and
the division map δ : G s×s G → G, the remaining structural maps are recovered by
considering the diagrams
G G
∆G G s× s G
M × s G
∆G

 δ
VV,,,,
s×idG
""D
DD
D
ε×idG
<<zzzz
ι //
G M
G
t //
ι
:
::
::
::
s
AA
G(2) G
G s× s G
µ //
idG×ι :
::
::
:
δ
AA . (2.1)
Thus, a groupoid G→→M could be alternatively defined in terms of the data
(G,M, s, ε, δ), imposing the commutativity of the suitable diagrams; that is how-
ever lengthy and not illuminating. Nevertheless this description is quite handy
when dealing with groupoid objects.
According to the above discussion, we have
Proposition 2.0.15. Let C a small category with direct products and fibred prod-
ucts. For any objects G ,M ∈ Obj(C) a groupoid G →→M is a groupoid object in C
iff the source map, the unit section and the division map of G →→M are arrows in
C.
Proof. If G →→M is a groupoid object in C, the division map δ := µ ◦ (idG×ι)
is also an arrow. For the opposite implication use the diagrams (2.1) in sequence
to recover ι, t and µ in terms of compositions of arrows.
If C does not possess general fibred products, the same idea applies, provided the
relevant fibred products exist.
Example 2.0.16. A Poisson groupoid (G,Π)→→M is not a groupoid object in
the category of Poisson manifolds, for many reasons. First of all the target map
is anti-Poisson for the induced Poisson structure on the base manifold and the
inversion map is always anti-Poisson. Enlarging the category of Poisson manifolds
by adding the anti-Poisson maps to the space of arrows does not solve the problem,
since the domain of the groupoid multiplication is not canonically endowed with
a Poisson structure.
Example 2.0.17. For any group G the total space of the fundamental groupoid
Π(G)→→G also carries a group structure induced by pointwise multiplication of
paths in G. For such structures it is a groupoid object in the category of groups,
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since it is also possible to pointwise multiply homotopies, therefore pointwise mul-
tiplication of homotopy classes is well defined and commutes with concatenation
up to reparametrization. Note that the space of composable pairs Π(G)(2) is de-
scribed by all triples ([l], l(0) = g = r(1), [r]), where [l] and [r] are homotopy
classes of paths in G; setting for all ([l±], g±, [r±]) ∈ Π(G)
(2)
([l+], g+, [r+]) · ([l−], g−, [r−]) := ([l+ · l−], g+g−, [r+ · r−]) ,
where homotopy classes are multiplied pointwise for any choice of representatives,
yields a well defined group multiplication. Similarly are defined the groups on the
relevant fibred products.
2.1. Fibred products of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids
In this technical Section we clarify the notions of fibred products in
the category of Lie groupoids and of Lie algebroids, showing that
they exist under the natural transversality conditions. In the case of
Lie groupoids, the proof of existence is essentially independent of the
groupoid multiplication. For this reason, and for later purposes, we
introduce here differentiable graphs, namely “Lie groupoids without
a multiplication” and study the construction of fibred products in
their category.
Definition 2.1.1. A (differentiable) graph on a pair of manifolds (Γ,M) is given
by an immersion ε : M → Γ and a pair of submersions s, t : Γ → M , which are
both left inverses to ε: s ◦ ε = idM and t ◦ ε = idM 1.
Clearly Lie groupoids are differentiable graphs in the sense of the above definition,
hence so are vector bundles and Lie algebroids for the underlying abelian groupoids;
thus we shall use the same terminology for graphs as for Lie groupoids: for any
differentiable graph (Γ,M) we shall call ε : M → Γ the unit section and s : Γ→M ,
respectively t : Γ→M , the source map, respectively the target map. The natural
notion of a morphism of graphs (Γ′,M ′)→ (Γ,M), namely a pair of smooth maps
ϕ : Γ′ → Γ and f : M ′ →M such that
ε ◦ f = ϕ ◦ ε′ s ◦ ϕ = f ◦ s′ t ◦ ϕ = f ◦ t′ ,
makes the set of differentiable graphs a category with direct products. For any
differentiable graph (Γ,M), a pair of submanifolds Γo ⊂ Γ andMo ⊂M is called a
1Pradines [58] uses the term differentiable graph, when only a pair of submersions is given;
similar objects are called bisubmersions in [2]. We chose to use “graph” for the sake of economy.
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(differentiable) subgraph if source and target of Γ restrict to submersions Γo →Mo;
a subgraph shall be called wide if Mo =M .
Fibred products of differentiable graphs and preimages of differentiable subgraphs
under morphisms of graphs (in particular kernels, to be defined below) are not
differentiable graphs in general; however they are, under natural transversality
conditions.
Recall (for example, from [1, 31, 14]) that a smooth map f : N → M is
transversal to a submanifold Mo ⊂ M if the tangent map induces a surjection
TpN → Tf(p)M/Tf(p)M
o for all p ∈ N , equivalently if
dfTpN + Tf(p)M
o = Tf(q)M , p ∈ N .
If f : N → M is transversal to Mo ⊂ M , we shall write f ⋔ Mo; in that case
f -1(Mo) ⊂ N is a submanifold and
Tpof
-1(Mo) = (df)-1poTf(po)M
o , po ∈ f
-1(Mo) .
Note that transversality is not a necessary condition for f -1(Mo) to be a submani-
fold; however, last formula holds true whenever f -1(Mo) is a smooth submanifold.
Example 2.1.2. Consider f : R2 → R2, f(x, y) = (xy, 0) and Mo = {x 6= 0, y =
0}: f -1(Mo) = R2\{xy = 0} ⊂ R2 is a smooth submanifold even if f is not
transversal to Mo,
df(x,y)T(x,y)R
2 = TxyR⊕ {0y} = TxyM
0 6= R2 ,
and Tf -1(Mo) = Tf-1(Mo)R
2 = (df)-1TM0.
Two smooth maps f1,2 : M
1,2 →M are said transversal, and we shall write f1 ⋔ f2,
if f1 × f2 : M1 ×M2 → M ×M is transversal to the diagonal ∆M ⊂ M ×M ,
equivalently
df1Tq1M
1 + df2Tq2M
2 = TqM ,
for all (q1, q2) ∈ M12, q = f1,2(q1,2). In that case the fibred product M12 :=
M1 f1×f2 M
2 ≡ (f1 × f2)-1(∆M ) ⊂M1 ×M2 is a smooth submanifold and
T(q1,q2)M
12 = Tq1M
1
df1×df2 Tq1M
1 , (q1, q2) ∈M
12 ,
where the fibred product on the right hand side is taken in the category of vector
spaces.
Proposition 2.1.3. Let ϕ1,2 : Γ
1,2 → Γ be morphisms of graphs over f1,2 : M1,2 →
M such that ϕ1 ⋔ ϕ2 and f1 ⋔ f2 (so that the fibred products Γ
12 := Γ1 ϕ1×ϕ2 Γ
2 ⊂
Γ1 × Γ2 and M12 := M1 ϕ1×ϕ2 M
2 ⊂ M1 ×M2 are smooth submanifolds). Then
(Γ12,M12) is a subgraph of the direct product (Γ1 × Γ2,M1 ×M2) iff the source
transversality condition
dϕ1T
s1
x1Γ
1 + dϕ2T
s2
x2Γ
2 = T sqΓ (2.2)
holds for all (x1, x2) ∈ Γ12 and x = ϕ1,2(x1,2).
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Note that condition (2.2) above is equivalent to asking all the restrictions of φ1 and
φ2 to the source fibres to be transversal, whenever they map to the same source
fibre of Γ.
Proof. Since s12 : (s1, s2)|Γ12 takes values in M
12 it suffices to check its sub-
mersivity, the same argument applies to t12. Applying the snake lemma (see, for
instance, [69]) to the exact commuting diagram
0 // T s1x1Γ
1 ⊕ T s2x2Γ
2 //

Tx1Γ
1 ⊕ Tx2Γ
2
ds1 ⊕ ds2
//
dϕ1−dϕ2

Tq1M
1 ⊕ Tq2M
2 //
df1−df2

0
0 // T sxM // TxΓ
ds // TqM // 0
yields the long exact sequence
0 // ker (dϕ1 − dϕ2)|T s1x1Γ1⊕T
s2
x2
Γ2
// T(g1,g2)Γ
12 // T(q1,q2)M
12
rrffffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ff
coker (dϕ1 − dϕ2)|T s1x1Γ1⊕T
s2
x2
Γ2
// CΓ // CM // 0 ,
(2.3)
where the rightmost arrow on the top row is the restriction of ds1 × ds2 and the
cokernels CΓ = coker (dϕ1 − dϕ2) and CM = coker (df1 − df2) vanish.
By specializing last result we obtain transversality conditions for preimages of
differentiable subgraphs under morphisms of graphs to be also differentiable sub-
graphs.
Corollary 2.1.4. Let ϕ : Γ′ → Γ be a morphism of differentiable graphs over
f : M ′ → M and (Γo,Mo) ⊂ (Γ,M) a subgraph such that f ⋔ Mo and φ ⋔
Γo (so that f -1(Mo) ⊂ M ′ and φ-1(Γo) ⊂ Γ′ are smooth submanifolds). Then
(φ-1(Γo), f -1(Mo)) ⊂ (Γ′,M ′) is a differentiable subgraph iff
dϕT s
′
q′Γ
′ + T sof(q′)Γ
o = T sf(q′)Γ
for all q′ ∈ f -1(Mo).
Proof. Identify ϕ-1(Γo) with the fibred product Γ1 ϕ× ιo Γ
o for the inclusion
ιo : Γ
o → Γ.
For any morphism ϕ : Γ′ → Γ of differentiable graphs over f : M ′ → M , we
shall say that the preimage kerϕ := (ϕ-1(ε(M)),M) of the trivial wide subgraph
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of (Γ,M) is the kernel of (ϕ, f). The transversality condition of last corollary on
f is trivial and the source transversality condition reduces to
dϕT s
′
q′Γ
′ = T sf(q′)Γ , q
′ ∈M ′ . (2.4)
We shall say that a morphism of graphs satisfying (2.4) is source submersive. If ϕ
is not transversal to ε(M) but kerϕ is however smooth, it could still happen to be
a subgraph.
Lemma 2.1.5. Let ϕ : Γ′ → Γ be a morphism of differentiable graphs over f :
M ′ → M , such that ϕ-1(ε(M)) ⊂ Γ′ is a smooth submanifold, then kerϕ is a
smooth graph iff
dϕT s
′
q′Γ ≃ dϕTf(q)Γ/dεdf(Tq′M
′) (2.5)
for all q′ ∈ ϕ-1(ε(M)), f(q′) = q.
Proof. The long exact sequence in the proof of proposition 2.1.3 takes the
form
0 // ker dϕ|T s′
q′
Γ′ // Tg′ker ϕ // Tq′M
′
ttiiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
i
coker dϕ|T s′
q′
Γ′ // CΓ // CM // 0 ,
where the cokernels now are CM = 0, CΓ = Tf(q)Γ/(dϕTq′Γ
′ + dε(TqM)) ≃
T sf(q)Γ/(dϕTq′Γ
′/dεdf(T ′qM
′)) and coker dϕ|T s′
q′
Γ′ = T
s
f(q)Γ/dϕT
s′
q′Γ
′.
A similar argument could be applied to the long exact sequence for fibred prod-
ucts of arbitrary graphs, but the resulting condition is not illuminating, since the
cokernels do not have, in general, a nice description.
Example 2.1.6. Consider the action of S1 on R2 by rotation. The anchor of the
action groupoid S1⋉R2 is a morphism of differentiable graphs to the pair groupoid
R2×R2, which is not source submersive. Its kernel is the isotropy groupoid, whose
fibres are S1 over (x, y) = 0 and {1} over (x, y) 6= 0, hence not a differentiable
subgraph.
Example 2.1.7. Consider the action of R on the cylinder S1×R by rotation. The
action groupoid R⋉(S1×R) is a graph with differentiable kernel ∪k∈Z{2πk}×S1×R
for the groupoid anchor χ : R⋉(S1×R)→ S1×R×S1×R, (x; θ, h) 7→ (x+θ, h; θ, h).
The anchor χ is not transversal to the diagonal, nor it is source submersive, but
dχT(2πk,θ,h)R⋉ (S
1 × R) ≃ R⊕ 0⊕ 0⊕ 0 + ∆R⊕R
= dχT s(2πk,θ,h)R⋉ (S
1 × R) + ∆T(θ,h)S1×R ,
that is, condition (2.5) is satisfied.
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Fibred products of Lie groupoids are naturally endowed with a groupoid struc-
ture, therefore they stay in the category, provided the transversality conditions
for the underlying graphs hold. The groupoid multiplication allows reducing the
source transversality condition to a requirement on the induced Lie algebroids.
Theorem 2.1.8. Let ϕ1,2 : G1,2 → G be morphisms of Lie groupoids over f1,2 :
M1,2 →M such that ϕ1 ⋔ ϕ2 and f1 ⋔ f2 (so that the fibred products G12 := G1 ϕ1×
ϕ2 G
2 ⊂ G1×G2 and M12 :=M1 ϕ1×ϕ2 M
2 ⊂M1×M2 are smooth submanifolds).
Then (G12,M12) is a Lie subgroupoid of the direct product (G1 × G2,M1 ×M2) iff
the source transversality condition
dϕ1T
s1
g1
G1 + dϕ2T
s2
g2
G2 = T sgG (2.6)
holds for all (g1, g2) ∈ G12 and g = ϕ1,2(g1,2), equivalently iff
φ1A
1
q1
+ φ2A
2
q2
= Aq (2.7)
for all (q1, q2) ∈ M12 and q = ϕ1,2(q1,2), where A1,2, A are the Lie algebroids of
G1,2, G and φ1,2 : A1,2 → A the morphisms of Lie algebroids induced by ϕ1,2.
Proof. It remains to show that the two transversality conditions are equiva-
lent. Evaluating (2.6) on g1,2 = ε1,2(q1,2) yields (2.7). Conversely, by equivariance
under right translation, we have, for all (g1, g2) ∈ G12,
dϕ1T
s1
g1
G1 + dϕ2T
s2
g2
G2 = dr-1ϕ1(g1)φ1A
1
t1(g1)
+ dr-1ϕ2(g2)φ2A
2
t2(g2)
= dr-1g (φ1A
1
t1(g1) + φ2A
2
t2(g2))
and T sgG = dr
-1
g At(g), for g = ϕ1,2(g1,2). Then (2.6) follows from (2.7).
Stronger transversality conditions for the existence of fibred products were given
in [45]. Note that the source transversality condition (2.6) and the infinitesimal
condition (2.7) are equivalent, even dropping the transversality conditions on ϕ1,2
and f1,2. We state a special case of last result for further reference.
Corollary 2.1.9. Let ϕ : G ′ → G be a morphism of Lie groupoids over f :
M ′ → M and (Go,Mo) ⊂ (G,M) a Lie subgroupoid such that f ⋔ Mo and
φ ⋔ Go (so that f -1(Mo) ⊂ M ′ and φ-1(Go) ⊂ G ′ are smooth submanifolds).
Then (φ-1(Go), f -1(Mo)) ⊂ (G ′,M ′) is a Lie subgroupoid iff
dϕT s
′
g′G
′ + T sof(g′)G
o = T sf(q′)G (2.8)
for all g′ ∈ ϕ-1(Go), equivalently
φA′q′ + A
o
f(q′) = Af(q′)
for all q′ ∈ f -1(Mo), where A, A′ and A0 are the Lie algebroids of G ′, G and Go.
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In view of theorem 2.1.8 and corollary 2.1.9 we shall say that a morphism of
Lie groupoids ϕ : G ′ → G over f : M ′ → M is transversal to a Lie subgroupoid
Go→→Mo of G→→M if φ ⋔ Go, f ⋔ Mo and the source transversality condition
(2.8) holds. Similarly, we shall say that ϕ1,2 : G1,2 → G are transversal morphisms
of Lie groupoids over f1,2 : M
1,2 → M if ϕ1 × ϕ2 : G1 × G2 → G × G is transversal
to the diagonal subgroupoid ∆G→→∆M of the direct product groupoid G × G,
equivalently if ϕ1 ⋔ ϕ2, f1 ⋔ f2 and the source transversality condition (2.6) holds.
Remark 2.1.10. If a morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G ′ → G over f : M ′ → M is
transversal to the trivial subgroupoid ε(M) ⊂ G, its kernel kerϕ = ϕ-1(ε(M)) ⊂ G
is Lie subgroupoid iff φ is source submersive in the sense of (2.4). If ϕ is not
transversal to ε(M), ker ϕ could be a Lie subgroupoid even if ϕ is not source
submersive: e.g. for any Lie group G consider ϕ : G → G, g 7→ e. In this case
lemma 2.1.5 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a smooth kernel groupoid
to be a Lie subgroupoid.
Next we shall consider preimages and fibred products in the category of Lie
algebroids. Differently from the case of Lie groupoids, preimages of Lie subalge-
broids under morphisms always carry a Lie algebroid structure, provided they are
smooth vector bundles.
Proposition 2.1.11. Let A→ M and A′ → M ′ be Lie algebroids and B → N a
Lie subalgebroid of A → M . Consider a morphism of Lie algebroids φ : A′ → A
over f : M ′ → M such that f ⋔ N and φ-1(B) → f -1(N) is a smooth vector
subbundle. Then φ-1(B) ⊂ A′ is a Lie subalgebroid.
Proof. First of all note that the anchor ρ′ : A′ → TM ′ restricts to a bundle
map φ-1(B)→ Tf -1(N), since, for all b′ ∈ φ-1(B), dfρ′(b′) = ρB(φ(b′)) ∈ TN , for
the anchor ρB on B induced by the anchor of A; we can then check the condition
2. of lemma 1.2.6 (see also remark 1.2.7) to show that φ-1(B) ⊂ A′ is a Lie
subalgebroid. The condition is local and we can restrict to coordinate charts U
of M ′ and V of M , such that f(U) ⊂ V ; setting Uo := U ∩ f -1(N), Vo := V ∩ N
and fo := f |Uo we can always assume that Uo ⊂ U and Vo ⊂ V are smooth
submanifolds, since f ⋔ N . Upon restriction, fix trivializing frames in duality
{eα} for A and {eα} for A∗ over U . For any β ∈ Γ(U, f+A) such that β|Uo = o,
β =
∑
α
〈 eα ◦ f , β 〉(e
α ◦ f) =
∑
α
βα(e
α ◦ f)
yields a decomposition {βα ⊗ eα} in C∞(U) ⊗C∞(V ) Γ(V,A) with βα|Uo = 0. Let
a1,2 ∈ Γ(U,A) be local sections such that a1,2|Uo ∈ Γ(U, φ
-1(B)), i.e. φ ◦ a1,2|Uo ∈
Γ(Uo, f
+
o (B)) and pick decompositions
φ ◦ a1,2|Uo =
∑
i1,2
u1,2i1,2(b
1,2
i1,2
◦ fo)
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with {u1,2i1,2} ⊂ C
∞(Uo) and {b
1,2
i1,2
} ⊂ Γ(Vo, B); for any choice of extensions {u˜
1,2
i1,2
} ⊂
C∞(U) of {u1,2i1,2} ⊂ C
∞(Uo) and {b˜
1,2
i1,2
} ⊂ Γ(V,A) of {b1,2i1,2} ⊂ Γ(Vo, B),φ ◦ a1,2 −∑
i1,2
u˜1,2i1,2 (˜b
1,2
i1,2
◦ f)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Uo
= 0
therefore there exist decompositions
φ ◦ a1,2 =
∑
i1,2
u˜1,2i1,2 (˜b
1,2
i1,2
◦ f) +
∑
l1,2
v1,2l1,2(d
1,2
l1,2
◦ f) (2.9)
with {d1,2l1,2} ⊂ Γ(V,A) and {v
1,2
l1,2
} ⊂ C∞(U), with the property that v1,2l1,2 |Uo = 0 for
all l1,2. Evaluating the bracket compatibility condition for φ on the decompositions
(2.9), yields
φ ◦ [ a1 , a2 ]=
∑
i1,i2
u˜1i1u˜
2
i2([ b˜
1
i1 , b˜
2
i2 ]◦f)+
∑
i2
ρ′(a1)(u˜i22 )(˜b
2
i2◦f)−
∑
i1
ρ′(a2)(u˜i11 )(˜b
1
i1 ◦f)
+
∑
l1,l2
v1l1v
2
l2([ d
1
l1, d
2
l2 ]◦f)+
∑
i1,l2
u˜1i1v
2
l2([ b˜
1
i1, d
2
l2 ]◦f)+
∑
l1,i2
v1l1 u˜
2
i2([ d
1
l1, b˜
2
i2 ]◦f)
+
∑
l2
ρ′(a1)(v2l2)(d
2
l2 ◦f)−
∑
l1
ρ′(a2)(v1l1)(d
1
l1◦f) .
Restricting last expression to Uo the terms in the second line vanish, since so do
the v’s, those on the third line also vanish since ρ′(a1,2)|Uo is tangent to Uo and
dv
l1,2
1,2 ∈ Γ(N
∗Uo); for the same reason the terms of the form ρ(a)(u˜) do not depend
on the choice of extension. Then
φ ◦ [ a1 , a2 ]|Uo =
∑
i1,i2
u1i1u
2
i2([ b˜
1
i1 , b˜
2
i2 ]|Uo◦fo) +
∑
i2
ρ′(a1)(u
i2
2 )(b
i2
2 ◦ fo)
−
∑
i1
ρ′(a2)(u
i1
1 )(b
i1
1 ◦ fo)
takes values in B|Uo, since the local sections {b˜
1
i1
} extend sections of B|Uo and
B ⊂ A is a Lie subalgebroid, thus [ b˜1i1 , b˜
2
i2
]|Uo ∈ Γ(Uo, B).
Remark 2.1.12. Specializing last proposition to the trivial subalgebroid B = M ′,
we obtain that the kernel of a morphism of Lie algebroids φ : A′ → A is always a
Lie algebroid, provided φ has constant rank.
The existence of fibred products of Lie algebroids under natural transversality
conditions was stated without proof by Higgins and Mackenzie in [24] and can
now be deduced from proposition 2.1.11.
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Theorem 2.1.13. Let φ1,2 : A
1,2 → A be morphisms of Lie algebroids over f1,2 :
M1,2 →M such that f1 ⋔ f2 and the fibred product A
12 := A1 ϕ1×ϕ2 A
2 →M12 :=
M1 ϕ1×ϕ2 M
2 is a smooth subbundle of the direct product A1 × A2 → M1 ×M2.
Then A12 ⊂ A1 × A2 is a Lie subalgebroid, hence a fibred product in the category
of Lie algebroids.
Proof. (φ1 × φ2) : A
1 × A2 → B×2 is a morphism of Lie algebroids. To
see this, consider that ψ1,2 : A
1 × A2 → B, ψ1,2 := φ1,2 ◦ pr1,2 are morphisms
of Lie algebroids, for the projections pr1,2 : A
1 × A2 → A1,2 and φ1 × φ2 is the
unique morphism of vector bundles whose composition with pr1,2 give ψ1,2. Since
B×2 is a direct product in the category of Lie algebroids there exists a unique
morphism of Lie algebroids φ such that pr1,2 ◦ φ = ψ1,2, since it is in the category
of vector bundles, φ = φ1 × φ2. The diagonal subbundle ∆B ⊂ B×2 is the graph
of the identity, it follows from proposition 2.1.11 and corollary 1.2.21 that the
vector bundle A12 = (φ1 × φ2)-1∆B is a Lie subalgebroid of the direct product
A1 × A2. For the induced Lie algebroid structure, A12 is indeed a fibred product:
let χ1,2 : C → A1,2 be morphisms of Lie algebroids such that φ1 ◦ χ1 = φ2 ◦ χ2,
then there exist a unique morphism of Lie algebroids C → A1 × A2 such that
pr1,2 ◦ χ = χ1,2; since (φ1 × φ2) ◦ χ = (φ1 ◦ χ, φ2 ◦ χ) takes values in ∆B, χ
takes values in A12. That is, χ : C → A12 lifts χ1 and χ2. Regarding any other
χ′ : C → A12 with the same property as a morphism C → A1 × A2, shows that
χ = χ′.
Typically, the fibred product Lie algebroid A12 exists when φ1 ⋔ φ2, f1 ⋔ f2 and
the infinitesimal linear transversality condition (2.7) holds. In that case we shall
say that φ1 and φ2 are transversal morphism of Lie algebroids.
Example 2.1.14. For any morphism of Lie algebroids φ : A′ → A over f :
M ′ → M , the (ordinary) graph Γ(φ) ≡ A′ φ× idA A always carries a Lie algebroid
structure over Γ(f) ≡ M ′ f × idM M , isomorphic to A
′ → M ′ by the projection
A′ φ × idA A → A
′; the identity A → A is transversal to any morphism of Lie
algebroids A′ → A.
Example 2.1.15. For any map f : N →M the pullback algebroid f++A→ N of
a Lie algebroid A → M , provided it exists, is, by construction indeed, the fibred
product TN df×ρA.
Remark 2.1.16. From the two equivalent transversality conditions of theorem
2.1.8 it is clear that a fibred product of Lie groupoids G1 ϕ1×ϕ2 G
2, when it is Lie,
differentiates to a fibred product of Lie algebroids. In fact, the source transversality
condition (2.6), implies that the induced morphisms φ1,2 of Lie algebroids are
transversal in the sense of the definition above; therefore the associated fibred
product of Lie algebroids A1 φ1 × φ2 A
2 exists and can be easily seen to coincide
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with the Lie algebroid of G1 ϕ1 × ϕ2 G
2 as a vector bundle. It also does as a Lie
algebroid by uniqueness.
2.2. Double Lie groupoids and LA-groupoids
We define in the first part of this Section double Lie groupoids,
their morphisms and derive conditions for kernels of morphisms to
be double Lie groupoids. Characterizing double Lie groupoids as
suitably smooth groupoid objects in the category of Lie groupoids,
leads us directly in the second part to their infinitesimal invariant,
namely LA-groupoids, i.e. suitably smooth groupoid objects in the
category of Lie algebroids; we further obtain conditions for kernels
of morphisms of LA-groupoids to stay in the category.
2.2.1. Double Lie groupoids.
A double groupoid in the sense of Ehresmann
D V
H M
////
  
////
(2.10)
is a groupoid object in the category of groupoids. The definition is symmetric.
Assume that D→→V, is a groupoid object in the category of groupoids with struc-
ture maps (sH , tH , εH, ιH , µH). Then D→→H and V →→M are groupoids, with
structure maps (sV , tV , εV , ιV , µV ) and (sv, tv, εv, ιv, µv), making (sH , tH , εH ,
ιH , µH) morphisms of groupoids. The base diagrams for the groupoid structure
of D→→V define a groupoid on H over M given by the base maps (sh, th, εh, ιh,
µh). The compatibility conditions for the structure maps of D→→V to be mor-
phisms of groupoids over those of H→→M with respect to the vertical groupoids
are equivalent to the compatibility conditions for the structure maps of D→→H to
be morphisms over those of V→→M with respect to the vertical groupoids. For
example the compatibility of sH : D → V with the vertical multiplications, namely
sH ◦ µV = (sH × sH) ◦ µv, is the compatibility of µV : D sV × tV D → D with the
horizontal source map; the other compatibility conditions can be read similarly in
two ways. Then D→→H is also a groupoid object in the category of groupoids.
We shall refer to the groupoid structures of a general double groupoid such as
(2.10) as top horizontal, top vertical, side horizontal and side vertical, with the
obvious meaning.
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Definition 2.2.1. [40] A double Lie groupoid D := (D,H,V,M) such as (2.10) is
a double groupoid, such that D→→V, D→→H, H→→M , V→→M are Lie groupoids
and the double source map
S
.
= (sV , sH) : D → H sh× sv V
is submersive2.
We remark that the double source submersivity is required to make the domains of
the top multiplications, D (2)H →→V
(2) and D (2)V →→H
(2), Lie groupoids; thus, in par-
ticular, a double Lie groupoid is a groupoid object in the category of Lie groupoids.
Let us introduce a special class of morphisms of Lie groupoids.
Definition 2.2.2. A morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ : G ′ → G over f : M ′ → M is
called an LG-fibration if
1. It is submersive and base submersive;
2. The characteristic map (ϕ, s′) : G ′ −→ G s× f M
′ is submersive, equivalently ϕ
is source submersive.
A strong LG-fibration is an LG-fibration such that
1’. It is surjective and base surjective;
2’. The characteristic map is surjective, equivalently ϕ is source surjective.
A strong LG-fibration is a fibration of Lie groupoids in the sense of Higgins and
Mackenzie [25, 45].
For a double groupoid (2.10) all of whose side and top groupoids are Lie groupoids,
the following conditions are easily seen to be are equivalent
i) The double source map S
.
= (sV , sH) : D → H sh× sv V is submersive,
ii) The top horizontal source map sH : D → V is an LG-fibration,
iii) The top vertical source map sV : D → H is an LG-fibration.
In particular, the top horizontal and vertical source maps of a double Lie groupoid
are LG-fibrations and the transversality conditions of theorem 2.1.8 to make the
fibred products D sH × tH D and D sV × tV D Lie groupoids are met.
We list below the typical examples; more interesting ones shall be studied through-
out the rest of this dissertation.
2In [40] the double source map is required to be also surjective; this condition does not
really play a role in the study of the internal structure of a double Lie groupoid and the descent
to double Lie algebroids. Moreover, there are interesting examples, such as Lu and Weinstein’s
double of a Poisson group (2.4.11) for instance, which do not fulfill the double source surjectivity
condition.
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Example 2.2.3. Double Lie groupoids
i) Any Lie groupoid G→→M is the top horizontal groupoid of a double Lie groupoid
for the trivial groupoids on G and M as vertical groupoids.
ii) The pair double Lie groupoid
G × G M ×M
G M
// //
  
////
of any Lie groupoid G→→M is defined by the pair groupoid on the top vertical edge
and the direct product groupoid on the top horizontal edge.
iii) A double vector bundle in the sense of Ehresmann, i.e. a vector bundle in the
category of vector bundles, is a double Lie groupoid for the abelian structures on
the four sides.
iv) For any Lie group G,
Π(G) •
G •
// //
  
////
is a double Lie groupoid, for the pointwise multiplication of homotopy classes of
paths described in example 2.0.17.
Morphisms and subobjects of double Lie groupoids are defined in the obvious way.
Definition 2.2.4. Let D± = (D±,H±,V±,M±) be double Lie groupoids; a mor-
phism of double Lie groupoids Φ : D− → D+
D− V−
H− M− D+ V+
H+ M+
// //
  
//// ////
  
////
Φ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
ϕv
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
ϕh
))RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
f
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
(2.11)
is given by four maps (Φ, ϕh, ϕv, f) such that all sides of the diagram above are
morphisms of Lie groupoids. D− is called a double Lie subgroupoid if all of its side
groupoids are Lie subgroupoids of the corresponding sides of D+.
It is straightforward to see that, with this notion of morphism, double Lie groupoids
form a category. We shall say that (Φ, ϕv), respectively (Φ, ϕh), is the top horizon-
tal, respectively vertical, component of Φ and, similarly, that (φh, f), respectively
(φv, f), is the side horizontal, respectively vertical, component. The following
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lemma gives a characterization of the kernel of a morphism of double Lie groupoids;
it is not, in general, a double Lie groupoid. However, when the top components
are suitably well behaved, the double Lie groupoid structure is inherited by the
kernel.
Lemma 2.2.5. For any morphism (2.11) of double Lie groupoids:
i) The top vertical kernel KV := ker (Φ, ϕh) has a natural groupoid structure over
the side vertical kernel Kv := ker (ϕv, f), making
KV Kv
H M
// //
  
////
(2.12)
a double subgroupoid;
ii) Assume that Φ and ϕv are LG-fibrations, respectively over ϕh and f (so that
KV and Kv are Lie subgroupoids for the vertical structures of D); then, KV →→Kv
is a Lie groupoid iff
(Φ, sH
−) : D− → D+ sH+×ϕv V
− (2.13)
is submersive;
iii) Under the hypotheses of (ii), the double groupoid (2.12) is a double Lie sub-
groupoid of D iff
(Φ, sV
−) : D− → D+ sV +×ϕh H
− (2.14)
is an LG-fibration over
(ϕh, sv) : V
− → V+ sV +×f M
− (2.15)
Note that the fibred product Lie groupoid in (iii) is always well defined, since the
top vertical source sV +is an LG-fibration, and (Φ, sV −) is always a morphism of
Lie groupoids over (ϕh, s
−
v ).
Proof. (i) For any horizontally composable k1,2 ∈ KV
Φ(µH
−(k1, k2)) = µH
+(Φ(k1),Φ(k2))
= µH
+(εV
+(ϕh( sV
−(k1))), εV
+(ϕh( sV
−(k1))))
= εV
+(µ+h (ϕh( sV
−(k1)), ϕh( sV
−(k1)))) ,
thus the top horizontal multiplication restricts to KV ; in the same way, it is easy
to see that all the top horizontal maps of D− restrict to KV →→Kv. (ii) Taking the
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long exact sequence for the diagram
0 // TkKV //

TkD−
dΦ //
d sH−

TΦ(k)D
+ //
d sH+

0
0 // T sH−(k)Kv // T sH−(k)V
− dϕv // Tϕv( sH−(k))V
+ // 0
yields coker d sH−|TKV = 0 iff coker dΦ|T sH−D− = 0, that is sH : KV → Kv is
submersive iff so is (Φ, sH−). (iii) Consider that, for all k ∈ KV ,
T sV
−
k KV = T
(Φ, sV −)
k D
− and T s
−
v
sH−(k)Kv = T
(ϕv, s−v )
sH−(k) V
− ,
therefore the source submersivity condition on (Φ, sH−) is equivalent to the sub-
mersivity condition on the double source map of (2.12).
2.2.2. LA-groupoids.
LA-groupoids are groupoid objects in the category of Lie algebroids and the
first order infinitesimal invariant of double Lie groupoids.
Definition 2.2.6. [40] An LA-groupoid Ω := (Ω, A,G,M)
Ω A
G M
b ////
 
////
(2.16)
is a groupoid object in the category of Lie algebroids, such that Ω→→A and G→→M
are Lie groupoids and the double source map
$
.
= (sˆ,Pr) : Ω→ A pr× s G
is surjective3.
We shall refer to the Lie groupoid and Lie algebroid structures of an LA-groupoid
as top and side, with the obvious meaning and denote with (sˆ, tˆ, εˆ, ιˆ, µˆ) the top
groupoid structural maps of a typical LA-groupoid such as (2.16). Note that
an LA-groupoid is a double groupoid for the abelian groupoids on the side Lie
algebroids and the double source map $ should be understood with respect to this
structure.
Before explaining the surjectivity condition on $, which ensures that the domain of
the top multiplication be a Lie algebroid indeed, let us introduce the infinitesimal
analog of LG-fibrations.
3Then it is also submersive, as it shall be clear from example 2.2.8 below.
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Definition 2.2.7. A morphism of Lie algebroids φ : A′ → A over f : M ′ → M is
called an LA-fibration if
1. It is submersive and base submersive;
2. The characteristic map (φ, pr′) : A′ −→ A pr× f M ′ is surjective, equivalently φ
is fibrewise surjective.
A strong LA-fibration is an LA-fibration which is also base surjective, hence sur-
jective.
A strong LA-fibration is a fibration of Lie algebroids in the sense of Higgins and
Mackenzie [24, 45]. For any vector bundles E and E ′, we shall say that a vector
bundle map E ′ → E satisfying the conditions above is a (strong) VB-fibration; such
maps are LA-fibrations for the zero algebroid structures.
Let us describe an obvious example for further reference.
Remark 2.2.8. A base submersive and fibrewise surjective vector bundle map φ
over f is a VB-fibration, since for any choice of trivializations the Jacobian J(φ)
has the form
J(φ) =
(
F ∗
0 J(f)
)
(2.17)
for the matrix F representing Φ and therefore has maximal rank. From (2.17) is
clear that a VB-fibration is also fibrewise submersive.
The source surjectivity condition on the double source map of a LA-groupoid is
equivalent to asking the top source map sˆ to be fibrewise surjective; since it is also
base submersive and base surjective, the top source map is a strong LA-fibration
and so is the top target map tˆ = sˆ ◦ ιˆ. In fact the following are equivalent:
i) The double source map $
.
=: Ω→ A pr× s G is surjective,
ii) The top source map sˆ : Ω→ A is a strong LA-fibration,
iii) The top vector bundle projection Pr : Ω→ G is a strong LG-fibration.
It is then clear that condition (ii) above makes the domain of the top multiplication
Ω sˆ× tˆ Ω of an LA-groupoid (2.16) a Lie algebroid.
Example 2.2.9. LA-groupoids
i) Any Lie groupoid G→→M is an LA-groupoid for the rank zero algebroids on G
and M . Any Lie algebroid A→ M is an LA-groupoid for the trivial Lie groupoid
on A and M .
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ii) The prototypical example of an LA-groupoid is the tangent prolongation LA-
groupoid
TG TM
G M
// //
 
////
of a Lie groupoid G→→M . Tangent maps are always morphisms of Lie algebroids,
then the tangent prolongation is a groupoid object. It is sufficient to check that the
double source map is a surjective submersion; surjectivity is clear (pick a bisection)
and submersivity follows from example (2.2.8).
iii) Any double vector bundle is an LA-groupoid for the horizontal abelian group-
oids and the vertical algebroids with zero anchor and bracket. In, general, an
LA-groupoid is a double Lie groupoid, replacing the Lie algebroid structures with
abelian groupoids.
iv) Consider example (ii) in the special case of a Lie group G; the Lie algebroid
TG → G of Π(G)→→G is an LA-group, for the tangent group on the top vertical
side and the tangent Lie algebroid on the top vertical side.
To see that applying the Lie functor to a double Lie groupoid yields an LA-
groupoid, consider the following obvious lemma.
Lemma 2.2.10. Let ϕ : G ′ → G over f : M ′ → M be an LG-fibration, then the
induced morphism of Lie algebroids φ : A′ → A is an LA-fibration.
Given any double Lie groupoid (2.10) the top horizontal source map sH : D → V
differentiates to an LA-fibration sˆ : AV (D)→ V from the Lie algebroid AV (D) of
D→→H to the Lie algebroid V of V. Then differentiating the diagrams for the top
horizontal groupoid D→→V, yields the Lie groupoid AV (D)→→V , which is also a
groupoid object in the the category of Lie algebroids with surjective double source
map.
Also morphisms of LA-groupoids are defined in the obvious way.
Definition 2.2.11. Let Ω± = (Ω±,G±, A±,M±) be LA-groupoids; a morphism of
LA-groupoids Φ : Ω− → Ω+
Ω− A−
G− M− Ω+ A+
G+ M+
////
 
//// ////
 
////
φˆ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
φ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
ϕ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
f
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
(2.18)
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is given by four maps (φˆ , ϕ, φ, f) such that the vertical faces of the diagram above
are morphisms of Lie algebroids, while the horizontal faces are morphisms of Lie
algebroids.
The same remarks as after definition (2.2.4) apply, mutatis mutandis, and we
shall use the analogous nomenclature for the components of a morphism of LA-
groupoids, as for morphisms of double Lie groupoids.
Lemma 2.2.12. For any morphism (2.18) of LA-groupoids, such that both φˆ
and ϕ are LA-fibrations, respectively over ϕ and over f (so that the kernel Lie
algebroids Kˆ := ker φˆ→ G and K := ker φ→M exist),
i) Kˆ has a natural groupoid structure over K, making
Kˆ K
G M
////
 
////
(2.19)
a sub-groupoid-object of Ω−;
ii) Kˆ→→K is a Lie groupoid iff
(φˆ , sˆ−) : Ω− → Ω+ sˆ+×φ A
− (2.20)
is submersive;
iii) In addition, (2.19) is an LA-groupoid iff (2.20) is surjective.
Proof. The proof of (i) is a simple exercise in diagram chasing and the proof
of (ii) is the same as the analogous statement in lemma (2.2.5). (iii) By applying
the snake lemma fibrewise to the diagram
0 // Kˆ //

Ω−
φˆ //
sˆ−

Ω+ //
sˆ+

0
0 // K // A−
φ // A+ // 0
the restriction of the top source map of Ω− to Kˆ is seen to be fibrewise surjective
onto K iff the restriction of φˆ to ker sˆ− is fibrewise surjective onto ker sˆ+; last
condition is equivalent to surjectivity of 2.19 by right translation in the abelian
groupoids.
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2.3. Integrability of LA-groupoids
In this Section we develop our functorial approach [65] to the inte-
grability of LA-groupoids. In the first part we obtain the natural
integrability result for fibred products of Lie algebroids to fibred
products of Lie groupoids and moreover we produce necessary and
sufficient conditions for an integrating fibred product to be source
(1-)connected. This allows us to derive easily integrability conditions
for LA-groupoids and morphisms of LA-groupoids by diagrammat-
ics in the second part; a major part of the technical work required to
this aim has already been done in the first Section of this Chapter.
The conditions presented here are slightly more general than those
obtained in [65].
Unlike the case of Lie groupoids, the vertically source connected component
of a double Lie groupoid need not be a double Lie subgroupoid and, even if it
is, it might not have a vertically source 1-connected cover. This problem makes
the integration of LA-groupoids no straightforward corollary to the integration
of Lie algebroids; namely, the top groupoid of an LA-groupoid does not, in gen-
eral, induce a groupoid on the Weinstein groupoids of its vertical Lie algebroids.
In fact there are examples of LA-groupoids which are integrable to double Lie
groupoids and do not admit any vertically source 1-connected integration (see ex-
ample 2.3.13).
We provide below (theorem 2.3.9) a criterion, which is often computable in the
examples, for the integration of an LA-groupoid Ω, with integrable top and side
Lie algebroids, to a vertically source 1-connected double Lie groupoid, depending
on the infinitesimal data only. Our conditions can be understood as LA-homotopy
lifting properties for the top source and target map of Ω.
The idea is the following. Source, target and unit section of the top groupoid of
an LA-groupoid are integrable to morphisms of Lie groupoids making the graph
compatibility diagrams (2.3.2) commute. Moreover, the regularity condition on
the double source map of Ω can also be “integrated” to the submersivity condition
on the double source of the resulting graph Γ, whose (vertical) nerves are then Lie
groupoids integrating the top vertical nerves of Ω. To obtain a double Lie grou-
poid, it is then sufficient to integrate the top multiplication of Ω to a compatible
multiplication for Γ; this can be done provided suitable vertical nerves of Γ are
source 1-connected.
2.3.1. Integrability of fibred products.
Under the natural transversality conditions, fibred products of integrable Lie
algebroids integrate to fibred products of Lie groupoids. Next result is a corollary
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Theorem 2.3.1. Let φ1,2 : A
1,2 → A be transversal morphisms of Lie algebroids
over f1,2 : M
1,2 → M (so that the fibred product Lie algebroid A12 := A1 ϕ1 ×
ϕ2 A
2 → M12 := M1 ϕ1×ϕ2 M
2 exists). Assume that A1,2, A are integrable; then
any integrations ϕ1,2 : G
1,2 → G of φ1,2, are transversal morphisms of Lie groupoids
and the fibred product Lie groupoid G1 ϕ1×ϕ G
2→→M1 f1×f2 M
2 exists.
Proof. In the long exact sequence (2.3) for the fibred product of the graphs
underlying G12 the cokernels of df1 − df2 and (dϕ1 − dϕ2)|T s1G1⊕T s2G2 vanish ev-
erywhere, the first one by hypothesis, the second by right translation and the
linear transversality condition (2.7); then the cokernel of dϕ1 − dϕ2 also vanishes
everywhere.
Note that a fibred product G1 ϕ1 × ϕ2 G
2 of source (1-)connected Lie groupoids
might fail to be source (1-)connected; however, it is possible to encode the source
(1-)connectivity of a fibred product in terms of the induced morphisms of Lie
algebroids φ1,2.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let G1,2 and G be source 1-connected Lie groupoids and ϕ1,2 :
G1,2 → G be morphisms of Lie groupoids over f1,2 : M1,2 →M such that the fibred
product Lie groupoid G1 ϕ1×ϕ2 G
2→→M1 f1×f2 M
2 exists; denote with φ1,2 : A
1,2 → A
the induced morphisms of Lie algebroids. Then G1 ϕ1 × ϕ2 G
2→→M1 f1 × f2 M
2 is
source connected iff
0. For any A1,2-paths α−1,2 such that φ1 ◦α
−
1 is A-homotopic to φ2 ◦α
−
2 , there exist
A1,2-paths α+1,2, which are A
1,2-homotopic to α−1,2, such that φ1 ◦ α
−
1 = φ2 ◦ α
−
2 ;
furthermore it is source 1-connected iff
1. For any A1,2-paths α1,2, which are A
1,2-homotopic to the constant A1,2-paths
αo1,2 ≡ 0
A1,2
pr1,2(α1,2(0))
and such that φ1 ◦α1 = φ2 ◦α2, there exist A1,2-homotopies h1,2
from α1,2 to the constant A
1,2-paths αo1,2, such that φ1 ◦ h1 = φ2 ◦ h2.
Proof. First of all note that for any G1,2-paths γ−1,2 and u ∈ I
δr(ϕ1,2 ◦ γ1,2)(u) = dr
-1
ϕ1,2(g1,2(u))dϕ1,2γ˙1,2(u) = dϕ1,2dr
-1
γ1,2(u)γ˙1,2(u)
= (φ1,2 ◦ δrγ1,2)(u) .
Assume G12 is source connected, let α−1,2 be A
1,2-paths such that φ1 ◦ α
−
1 is A-
homotopic to φ2 ◦ α
−
2 and denote with γ
−
1,2 the unique corresponding G
1,2-paths;
we have δr(ϕ1,2 ◦ γ
−
1,2) = φ1,2 ◦ α
−
1,2, thus ϕ1,2 ◦ γ
−
1,2 are G-homotopic G-paths and
ϕ1(γ
−
1 (1)) = ϕ2(γ
−
2 (1)). Since G
12 is source connected, one can find G1,2-paths γ+1,2
such that γ+1,2(1) = γ
−
1,2(1), (i.e. G
1,2-homotopic to γ−1,2) with ϕ1 ◦ γ
+
1 = ϕ2 ◦ γ
+
2 ;
the unique corresponding A1,2-paths α+1,2 := δrγ
+
1,2 are then homotopic to α
−
1,2 and
satisfy φ1 ◦ α
−
1 = φ2 ◦ α
−
2 .
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Conversely, assume that (0.) holds, let (g1, g2) ∈ G12 and pick A1,2-paths α
−
1,2 with
A1,2-homotopy classes [α−1,2] = g1,2. Then [φ1 ◦ α
−
1 ] = ϕ1(g1) = ϕ2(g2) = [φ2 ◦ α
−
2 ],
i.e. φ1 ◦ α1 is A-homotopic to φ2 ◦ α2 and one can find A1,2-paths α
+
1,2, which are
A1,2-homotopic to α−1,2 and satisfy φ1 ◦ α
−
1 = φ2 ◦ α
−
2 . The unique corresponding
G1,2-paths γ1,2 satisfy γ1,2(1) = g1,2 and δr(ϕ1◦γ1) = δr(ϕ2◦γ2), therefore ϕ1◦γ1 =
ϕ2 ◦γ2, by uniqueness, and the pair (γ1, γ2) form a G12-path starting from the unit
section and reaching (g1, g2); that is, G12 is source connected.
Assume now that G12 is source 1-connected and let α1,2 be A1,2-paths, which are
A1,2-homotopic to the constant A1,2-paths αo1,2, with φ1 ◦ α1 = φ2 ◦ α2. The
unique corresponding G1,2-paths are in fact loops λ1,2 in the source fibres of G1,2
starting form ε1,2(pr1,2(α1,2(0))), such that ϕ1 ◦ λ1 = ϕ2 ◦ λ2, i.e. the pair (λ1, λ2)
forms a G12-loop. Since G12 is source 1-connected, one can find homotopies H1,2
within the source fibres of pr1,2(α1,2(0) from λ1,2 to the constant G
1,2 loops λo1,2 ≡
ε1,2(pr1,2(α1,2(0))) such that ϕ1 ◦H
1 = ϕ2 ◦H
2. The unique corresponding A1,2-
homotopies h1,2 satisfy the boundary conditions
ι∂−H
∗ h1,2(u) = δrH
1,2(u, 0) = δrλ1,2(u) = α1,2
ι∂+H
∗ h1,2(u) = δrH
1,2(u, 1) = δrλ
o
1,2(u) = 0 ,
thus are A1,2-homotopies from α1,2 to the constant A
1,2-paths αo1,2; moreover
φ1,2 ◦ h
1,2 = φ1,2δ
u
rH
1,2(u, ε) · du+ φ1,2δ
ε
rH
1,2(u, ε) · dε
= dr-1ϕ1,2(H1,2(u,ε))dϕ1,2
∂
∂u
H1,2(u, ε) · du
+ dr-1ϕ1,2(H1,2(u,ε))dϕ1,2
∂
∂ε
H1,2(u, ε)dε
= δur (ϕ1,2 ◦H
1,2)(u, ε) · du+ δεr(ϕ1,2 ◦H
1,2)(u, ε) · dε ,
for the partial right derivatives δε,ur , i.e. φ1 ◦ h
1 = φ2 ◦ h
2,
Conversely, assume that (1.) holds and G1,2-loops λ1,2 such that ϕ1 ◦ λ1 = ϕ2 ◦ λ2
are assigned; we have to find homotopies H1,2 from λ1,2 to the constant loops λ
o
1,2
within the source fibres, such that ϕ1 ◦H1 = ϕ2 ◦H2. The unique A1,2-paths α1,2
corresponding to λ1,2 are A
1,2-homotopic to the constant A1,2-paths αo1,2, since λ1,2
are G1,2-homotopic to the constant G1,2-loops λo1,2; moreover φ1 ◦α1 = φ2 ◦α2, thus
we can find A1,2-homotopies h1,2 from α1,2 to α
o
1,2 with φ1 ◦ h1 = φ2 ◦ h2, which
we shall regard as morphisms of Lie algebroids h1,2 : TI×2 → A1,2. The unique
corresponding G1,2-homotopies H1,2 are given by H1,2(u, ε) = h˜1,2(u, ε; 0, 0), where
h˜1,2 : I×2×I×2 → G1,2 are the unique morphisms of Lie groupoids integrating h1,2.
Then ϕ1,2 ◦ h˜1,2 are the unique morphisms of Lie groupoids integrating φ1,2 ◦ h1,2
and ϕ1 ◦H1 = ϕ2 ◦H2.
Last result motivates the following
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Definition 2.3.3. Two morphisms of Lie algebroids φ1,2 : A
1,2 → A are strongly
transversal iff they are transversal morphisms of Lie algebroids and the lifting
conditions (0., 1.) of theorem 2.3.2 hold.
It straightforward to translate conditions 0. and 1. above to the case of the kernel
groupoid of of a morphism of Lie groupoids; it turns out that condition 1. is
equivalent to the vanishing of suitable loop groups. Let φ : A→ A′ be a morphism
of Lie algebroids over f : M → M ′ and assume ker φ ⊂ A is a Lie subalgebroid.
For any q ∈M , consider the space of class C∞ A-loops based in q, taking values in
ker φ and A-homotopic to the null constant path, modulo C∞ A-homotopy taking
values in ker φ, namely C∞ ker φ-loops based in q modulo C∞ ker φ-homotopy:
Kq(φ) := {α ∈ ker φ - paths|α(0) = α(1) = 0q, α ∼A α
o}/ker φ -homotopy
Note that, since ker φ ⊂ A is a Lie subalgebroid the composition of smooth ker φ-
paths is well defined up to smooth ker φ-homotopy and induces a group multipli-
cation on the loop spaces above (we shall not need this group multiplication here
or in the following).
Corollary 2.3.4. Let ϕ : G → G ′ be a morphism of Lie groupoids over f : M ′ → M
such that the kernel groupoid ker ϕ ⊂ G ′ is a Lie subgroupoid and denote with
φ : A → A′ the induced morphism of Lie algebroids. If G and G ′ are source 1-
connected, then kerϕ is source connected iff
0. For any A-path α− such that φ ◦ α− is A′-homotopic to the constant A′-path
(φ ◦ α−)o ≡ 0pr′(φ(α−(0)), there exists an A-path α
+, which is A-homotopic to α−,
such that φ ◦ α+ = (φ ◦ α−)o;
furthermore it is source 1-connected iff
1. For any A-path α, which is A-homotopic to the constant A-path αo ≡ 0pr(α(0))
and such that φ ◦α = (φ ◦α)o is the constant A′-path, there exists an A-homotopy
h form α to the constant A-path αo ≡ 0pr(α(0)), such that φ ◦ h = 0
equivalently iff
1′. The loop groups Kq(φ) are trivial for all q ∈M .
Proof. Set K := ker φ. Conditions (0.) and (1.) are just restatements of
the corresponding conditions in theorem 2.3.2 for the case ϕ1 = ϕ : G → G ′
and ϕ2 = ε
′ : M ′ → ε′(M ′). The K-loops representing elements of Kq(φ) are in
particular A-paths satisfying the hypothesis of (1.), thus (1.) implies (1′.). For the
opposite implication, consider that any K-path is K-homotopic to a smooth K-
paths and reparametrization of smooth K-paths does not change the K-homotopy
class. Thus condition 1. holds, for all smooth α with compact support, which in
particular represent elements of Kq(φ).
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We conclude this Subsection introducing a special class of morphisms of Lie alge-
broids.
Definition 2.3.5. [65] A morphism φ : A→ B of Lie algebroids has the
l0) 0-LA-homotopy lifting property if, for any A-path α− and B-path β+, which is
B-homotopic to β− := φ ◦ α−, there exists an A-path α−, which is A-homotopic
to α+ and satisfies φ ◦ α+ = β+;
l1) 1-LA-homotopy lifting property if, for any A-path α, which is A-homotopic to
the constant A-path αo ≡ 0prA(α(0)), and B-homotopy h from β := φ ◦ α to the
constant B-path βo ≡ 0prB(β(0)), there exists an A-homotopy hˆ from α to αo, such
that φ ◦ hˆ = h.
The LA-homotopy lifting conditions above on a morphism of integrable Lie alge-
broids A → B, translate to the infinitesimal level path lifting conditions in the
source fibres of the source 1-connected Lie groupoids A and B of A and B along
the integration A → B; therefore, with the same notations and assumptions of
theorem 2.3.2 we have
Lemma 2.3.6. The fibred product G1 ϕ1×ϕ2 G
2→→M1 f1×f2 M
2 is
i) source connected if φ1 : A
1 → A has the 0-LA-homotopy lifting property
furthermore, it is
ii) source 1-connected if φ1 : A
1 → A has the 1-LA-homotopy lifting property
Clearly, he statement holds true replacing φ1 with φ2.
Proof. Condition 0. of theorem 2.3.2 follows from (i) since one can set α+2 =
α−2 and lift φ2 ◦α
+
2 along φ1. Similarly, condition 1. of 2.3.2 follows from (ii).
2.3.2. Integrability of LA-groupoids.
Here and in the following we shall repeatedly use of next easy
Lemma 2.3.7. Let ϕ : G ′ → G be a morphism of Lie groupoids over f : M ′ →M
integrating φ : A′ → A. Then ϕ is an LG-fibration iff φ is an LA-fibration.
Proof. By right translation, fibrewise surjectivity of φ is equivalent to source
submersivity of ϕ. Then the implication to the right is clear and the implication
to the left follows by submersivity of f and the 5-lemma.
Let us consider the integrability of the graph underlying an LA-groupoid. We
shall say that a differentiable graph (Γ,M ; s, t) is an invertible graph if its total
space is endowed with an automorphism ι such that ι2 = 1 and t ◦ ι = s.
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Proposition 2.3.8. The top differentiable graph of any LA-groupoid with inte-
grable top Lie algebroid integrates to an invertible differentiable graph in the cate-
gory of source 1-connected Lie groupoids.
Proof. Since A is a Lie subalgebroid of Ω and Ω is integrable (theorem 1.4.2),
A is also integrable. Denote with A and Γ the source 1-connected integrations of
A and Ω, respectively. The graph compatibility diagrams
A A
Ω
idA
//
εˆ
DD
sˆ,ˆt
6
66
66
66
Ω Ω
Ω
idΩ
//
ιˆ
DD
ιˆ
6
66
66
66
Ω Ω
A
ιˆ
//
sˆ
DD
tˆ
ZZ6666666
integrate to commuting diagrams
A A
Γ
idA
//
εH
DD
sH , tH
6
66
66
66
Γ Γ
Γ
idΓ
//
ιH
DD
ιH
6
66
66
66
Γ Γ
A
ιH
//
sH
DD
tH
ZZ6666666
(2.21)
in the category of Lie groupoids; thus, ιH is a diffeomorphism, being the inverse
to itself, εH is injective, having left inverses and sH , tH are surjective, being left
inverses to εH. Moreover the tangent diagrams
TaA TaA
TεH(a)Γ
idTaA
//
dεH
DD
d sH ,d tH
6
66
66
6
commute for all a ∈ A, therefore εH is immersive. It remains to show that sH
and tH are submersive, which follows from lemma 2.3.7, since both sˆ and tˆ are
LA-fibrations.
Consider the top nerves of an LA-groupoid Ω = (Ω,G;A,M)
Ω(0) := A
Ω(1) := Ω
Ω(n+1) := Ω sˆ× tˆ◦p1 Ω
(n) , n ≥ 1 ,
where p1 : Ω
(n) → Ω denotes the restriction of the first projection Ω×n → Ω. Since
the top source map sˆ is an LA-fibration each top nerve Ω(n) carries a Lie algebroid
structure over the corresponding side nerve G(n) making it a Lie subalgebroid of
the direct product Ω×n → G×n, n ≥ 1 (theorem 2.1.13). Assume now that the top
Lie algebroid of Ω is integrable and consider the integrating graph (Γ,A) of lemma
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2.3.8 given by the source 1-connected integrations Γ→→G and A→→M of the top
and side Lie algebroids Ω→ G and A→ M . Each nerve,
Γ(0) := A
Γ(1) := Γ
Γ(n+1) := Γ sH× tH◦p1 Γ
(n) ⊂ Γ×n , n ≥ 1 ,
of Γ is a smooth submanifold of the corresponding direct product, where sH , tH :
Γ→ A are the integrations of top source and target of Γ and p1 : Γ
(n) → Γ denotes
the restriction of the first projection Γ×n → Γ. Moreover, since LA-fibrations
integrate to LG-fibrations (lemma 2.3.7), the transversality conditions of theorem
2.3.2 are met and Γ(n) carries a Lie groupoid structure over the corresponding side
nerve G(n) making it a Lie subgroupoid of the direct product Γ×n → G×n, n ≥ 1.
Note that if sH has the 0- and 1-homotopy lifting properties, it follows from lemma
2.3.6 that all the nerves Γ(•)→→G(•) are source 1-connected.
Theorem 2.3.9. Let Ω be an LA-groupoid with integrable top Lie algebroid. If
source and target of the top Lie groupoid of Ω are strongly transversal, there exists
a unique vertically source 1-connected double Lie groupoid integrating Ω.
Remark 2.3.10. In particular, the transversality condition holds when the top
source, equivalently target, map of Ω enjoys the LA-homotopy lifting conditions
of definition 2.3.5.
proof of theorem 2.3.9. With the same notations as above, Γ sH × M ≃
M × tH Γ ≃ ∆Γ ≃ Γ and Γ
(2) are source 1-connected Lie groupoids, then the
unitality diagrams
Γ Γ
∆Γ Γ(2)
Γ sH× M
∆Γ

 µH
VV,,,,
idΓ× sH ""
DD
DD
idΓ×εH
<<zzzz
idΓ // Γ Γ
∆Γ Γ(2)
M × tH Γ
∆Γ

 µH
VV,,,,
tH×idΓ
""D
DDD
εH×idΓ
<<zzzz
idΓ //
and invertibility diagrams
Γ A
∆Γ Γ
Γ(2)
∆Γ

 εH
,
,,
,,
ιH×idΓ
""D
DD
D
µH
<<zzzzz
sH // Γ A
∆Γ Γ
Γ(2)
∆Γ

 εH
,
,,
,,
idΓ×ιH
""D
DD
D
µH
<<zzzzz
tH //
commute, since the integrate the corresponding diagrams for the top Lie groupoid
of Ω. The third nerve Γ(3) is also source 1-connected, hence the associativity
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diagram
Γ(3)
Γ
Γ(2) Γ(2)
idΓ×µH
 

 µH×idΓ
?
??
??
µH ?
??
??
?
µH 


commutes. Then (Γ,G;A,M) is a groupoid object in the category of Lie groupoids,
thanks to proposition 2.3.8; the source submersivity condition follows from lemma
2.3.7.
The transversality conditions for integrability imply that all top horizontal nerves
of the integrating double Lie groupoid are source 1-connected; however, only the
role of the second and third nerve is essential.
Remark 2.3.11. In the proof of last theorem, even if Γ(3) is only source connected,
last diagram still commute since
X
Γ(3)
Γ
Γ(2) Γ(2)
idΓ×µH
 

 µH×idΓ
?
??
??
µH ?
??
??
?
µH 


κ
OO
µl
oo
µr
//
commutes for the covering morphism κ : X → Γ(3) and the morphisms µl,r : X →
Γ(2) from the source 1-connected cover X of Γ(3) integrating idΓ×µH and µH × idΓ
respectively. Thus to in order to integrate an LA-groupoid with integrable top
algebroid to a double Lie groupoid, it is sufficient to have Γ(2) source 1-connected
and Γ(3) source connected.
In principle, an integrable LA-groupoid could admit a vertically source 1-connected
integration which does not possess source (1-)connected top horizontal nerves; we
could not find examples of this kind.
Example 2.3.12. Consider the tangent prolongation LA-groupoid
TT2 = (TT2,T2;TS1, S1)
of the pair groupoid on the torus T2 : S1 × S1→→S1; then the fundamental group-
oid Π(T2) = (R2 × R2)/Z2 carries a further natural Lie groupoid (induced by the
direct product of pair groupoids R2 = R×R→→R) over Π(S1) = (R×R)/Z, mak-
ing (Π(T2),T2; Π(S1), S1) a vertically source 1-connected Lie groupoid integrating
TT2. The top source map of TT2 is the second projection TS1 × TS1 → TS1,
which clearly satisfies the LA-homotopy lifting conditions l0,1.
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Let us consider an example of a tangent prolongation LA-groupoid, which has no
vertically source 1-connected integration.
Example 2.3.13. Consider the Lie groupoid given by G = R2 × Z, M = R2 ≡
{0} × R2, s(k; x, y) = (0, x− k, y), t(k; x, y) = (0, x+ k, y),
µ((l; x+ k + l, y), (k; x, y)) = (l + k; x+ l, y) and ι(k; x, y) = (−k; x, y) .
Removing lattices from all the layers of G but the base yields a Lie subgroupoid
H→→M ,
H := R2 × {0}
∐
(
∐
k 6=0
R2\Z2 × {k})
such that the differentiable graph (Π(H),Π(M)) (source, target, unit section and
inversion being induced by composition) carries no compatible groupoid multipli-
cation, therefore (Π(H),H; Π(M),M) is never a double Lie groupoid. To see this,
consider the the equivalence classes in Π(H) of the paths
γ±(t) = (1;±1± sin(πt)/2, 1/2 + t) , t ∈ I :
s ◦ γ−(t) = (0;− sin(πt)/2, 1/2 + t) and t ◦ γ+(t) = (0; sin(πt), 1/2 + t) define
homotopic paths in M , but there is no representative in the homotopy class of
γ+ which is pointwise composable with some representative of the class of γ−; the
source map of Π(H) does not satisfy the LA-homotopy lifting condition l0.
Integrability of morphisms of LA-groupoids follows by diagrammatics in the same
fashion.
Corollary 2.3.14. Let Φ : Ω− → Ω+ be a morphism of LA-groupoids (2.18).
Assume that Ω± are integrable to double Lie groupoids Γ±; moreover assume that
top horizontal source and target of Ω− are strongly transversal. Then there exist a
unique morphism of double Lie groupoids Φ˜ integrating Φ.
Proof. The integration Φ˜ : Γ− → Γ+ over ϕ : G− → G+ of the top vertical
component Φ : Ω− → Ω+ makes the diagram
(Γ−)(2) Γ−
(Γ+)(2) Γ+)
µH
−
//
eΦ×eΦ

eΦ

µH
+
//
(2.22)
commute.
In the same spirit as in remark 2.3.11, we shall comment on the connectivity
requirements on the top horizontal nerves.
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Remark 2.3.15. In order to integrate a morphism of LA-groupoids such as above
it is sufficient to have the second top horizontal nerve of Γ− source connected.
Commutativity of diagram (2.22) is induced by that of the similar diagram for the
covering groupoid.
2.4. Double structures, duality and integrability of Poisson groupoids
Here we specialize the integrability results of last Section to the
LA-groupoid canonically associated with a Poisson groupoid. We
show that when the Poisson bivector is integrable and the strong
transversality conditions on the associated LA-groupoid are met,
the integration produces a symplectic double groupoid realizing a
strong duality between the given Poisson groupoid and its unique
source 1-connected weak dual. Finally we study a class of examples
where the transversality conditions can be computed explicitly and
show that all complete Poisson groups are integrable to symplectic
double groupoids.
Recall from Section 1.5 that (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid iff so is (A∗, A). More-
over changing the signs of the anchor and bracket of a Lie algebroid A, yields
another Lie algebroid −A; it is then easy to see that (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid
iff so is the flip (A∗,−A).
Definition 2.4.1. Two Poisson groupoids G±→→M with Lie algebroids (A±, A∗±)
are in weak duality if (A−, A
∗
−) and the flip (A
∗
+,−A+) are isomorphic Lie bialge-
broids4.
This notion of duality is a symmetric relation: if φ : A∗+ → A− induces an isomor-
phism of Lie bialgebroids (A∗+,−A+) → (A−, A
∗
−), −φ
t induces an isomorphism
(A∗−,−A−) → (A+, A
∗
+). However, a Poisson groupoid might not have any weak
dual and weak duals are not unique (for instance −φ makes (A∗+, A+) weakly dual
to (−A−,−A∗−)
Example 2.4.2. For any Poisson manifold (P, π), the Lie bialgebroid of P×P →→P
is (canonically) (TP,−T ∗P ) and there is no Poisson groupoid integrating its flip
(−T ∗P,−TP ) when π is not integrable. If π is integrable to a symplectic groupoid
Λ→→P , Λ is the canonical choice of a weak dual to P × P .
4This notion was introduced by Weinstein in [72] simply as “duality” for Poisson groupoids
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Remark 2.4.3. The convention of declaring Poisson groupoids G± in weak duality
if (A+, A
∗
+) ≃ (A
∗
−, A−) is also frequent in the literature, especially for Poisson
groups. To recover this notion of duality one has to change the sign of a Poisson
bivector, that is G± are dual to each other in this sense iff G+ is dual to G− in the
sense of definition 2.4.1.
A stronger notion of duality for Poisson groupoids arises from symplectic double
groupoids.
Definition 2.4.4. A symplectic double groupoid is a double Lie groupoid
S G−
G+ M
////
  
////
(2.23)
endowed with a symplectic form which is compatible with both top groupoid struc-
tures.
Next we shall compute the LA-groupoid of a symplectic double groupoid. Before
doing that we shall need the following
Proposition 2.4.5. For any Poisson groupoid G→→M , the cotangent prolongation
groupoid induces an LA-groupoid
T ∗G A∗
G M
b ////
 
////
. (2.24)
Proof. By definition, the graph of the cotangent multiplication is a Lie sub-
algebroid of T ∗G×3; moreover it is easy to see that Γ(ιˆ) = N∗Γ(ι) ⊂ T ∗G×2 is also
a Lie subalgebroid, since ι : G → G is Poisson. The graph of the unit section
Γ(εˆ) ⊂ A∗ × T ∗G is a smooth subbundle and A∗ × T ∗G ≡ N∗M × T ∗G ⊂ T ∗G×2
a Lie subalgebroid; on the other hand we can identify Γ(εˆ) with the diagonal
∆N∗M ⊂ T ∗G
×2 as a subbundle, hence with a Lie subalgebroid. It follows then
from lemma 1.2.8 that Γ(εˆ) ⊂ A∗ × T ∗G is a Lie subalgebroid. Note that one can
identify Γ(tˆ) with the subbundle {εˆ(tˆ(θg)), θg, θg} of Γ(µˆ), i.e.
Γ(tˆ) ≃ (pr2 × pr3)|
-1
Γ(µˆ)(∆T ∗G) ,
thus with a Lie subalgebroid, due to proposition 2.1.11. Then
Γ(tˆ) ⊂ Γ(µˆ) ⊂ T ∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G
is a sequence of Lie subalgebroids; since
T ∗G × A∗ ≃ A∗ × T ∗G ≃ N∗M ×∆T ∗G ⊂ T
∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G
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is a Lie subalgebroid, it also follows from lemma 1.2.8 that Γ(tˆ) ⊂ T ∗G×A∗ is a Lie
subalgebroid. Analogously one shows that Γ(sˆ) ⊂ T ∗G ×A∗ is a Lie subalgebroid.
Finally note that kerg sˆ = N
∗
g t
-1(g), for all g ∈ G, then sˆ is a bundle map of rank
rankg sˆ = dimG − (dimG − rank t) = rankt(g)A
∗
over s, thus an LA-fibration.
Applying the Lie functor vertically to a symplectic double groupoid (2.23) yields
an LA-groupoid, which is to be canonically identified with the cotangent pro-
longation LA-groupoid associated with its side horizontal Poisson groupoid G+.
Let AV (S) := T
sV
G+
S and A− := T
sv
M G− denote the Lie algebroids of the vertical
groupoids and Ω be the symplectic form on S. Note that the isomorphism of Lie
algebroids φΩ : T
∗G+ → AV (S) identifies A∗+ ≡ N
∗M ⊂ T ∗G+ with A−: in fact,
for all (δg−, δq) ∈ T
sv
M G− ⊕ TM , we have
〈 φ-1Ω (dεHδg−) , dεhδq 〉 = −Ω(dεHδg−, dεV dεhδq)
= −Ω(dεHδg−, dεHdεvδq)
= 0 ,
since G− ⊂ S is Lagrangian. Moreover φΩ is an isomorphism of Lie groupoids
from AV (S)→→A− to T ∗G+→→A∗+: for all composable pairs (δx, δy) ∈ AV (S) and
(δg−, δh−) ∈ TG−,
〈 φ-1Ω (δx ·AV (S) δy)) , δg+ ·TG+ δh+) 〉 = −Ω(δx ·AV (S) δy, dεV (δg+ ·TG+ δh+))
= −Ω(δx ·AV (S) δy, dεV (δg+) ·AV (S) dεV (δh+))
= −Ω(δx, dεV (δg+))− Ω(δy, dεV (δh+))
= 〈 φ-1Ω (δx) , δg+ 〉+ 〈 φ
-1
Ω (δy) , δh+ 〉
= 〈 φ-1Ω (δx) ·T ∗G+ φ
-1
Ω (δy) , δg+ ·TG+ δh+ 〉 .
In other words φΩ : T
∗G → AV (S) induces an isomorphism of LA-groupoids. Note
that φΩ is a Poisson map for the fibrewise linear structure induced by AV (S)∗ ≡
N∗G+ and the canonical symplectic form on T ∗G+; therefore the restriction A∗+ →
A− is Poisson for the Poisson structure induced by−A+ onA+, i.e. an isomorphism
of Lie bialgebroids (A∗+,−A+)→ (A−, A
∗
−).
Therefore we have
Proposition 2.4.6. [42] The side groupoids of a symplectic double groupoid are
weakly dual Poisson groupoids.
Even if a Poisson groupoid might not admit a weak dual, it is easy to see that any
Poisson groupoid, which is integrable as a Poisson manifold, has a unique source
1-connected dual.
Lemma 2.4.7. Any integrable Poisson groupoid G has a unique canonical weakly
dual source 1-connected Poisson groupoid G⋆.
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Proof. It follows from proposition 2.4.5 that the unit section A∗ → T ∗G
of the cotangent prolongation groupoid is a closed embedding of Lie algebroids.
Thus A∗ is integrable, since so is T ∗G (theorem 1.4.2), and the source 1-connected
integration G⋆ of A∗ carries a unique compatible Poisson bivector inducing the Lie
bialgebroid (A∗,−A), thanks to theorem 1.5.7.
In the following we shall refer to the Poisson groupoid G⋆ of last lemma as the
weak dual of G. The above arguments motivate the following
Definition 2.4.8. Two Poisson groupoids (G±,Π±)→→M are in strong duality if
there exists a symplectic double groupoid inducing the given Poisson structures
Π±; a double of an integrable Poisson groupoid G is a symplectic double groupoid
realizing a strong duality between G and its unique weak dual G⋆.5
Example 2.4.9. For any symplectic groupoid Λ→→P , (Λ × Λ;Λ, P × P ;P ) is
a symplectic double groupoid. The weak duality is canonically realized by the
isomorphism of Lie bialgebroids (T sPΛ, N
∗P )→ (T ∗P, TP ), since the target is the
flip of the Lie bialgebroid of P × P →→P .
Last example shows that symplectic groupoids always admit strongly dual Pois-
son groupoids (canonically). Specializing theorem 2.3.9 to the case of the cotangent
prolongation LA-groupoid associated with a Poisson groupoid we obtain a crite-
rion for integrability of Poisson groupoids to symplectic double groupoids and for
weak duality to imply strong duality.
Theorem 2.4.10. Let (G,Π)→→M be any integrable Poisson groupoid with weak
dual Poisson groupoid (G⋆,Π⋆). If cotangent source and target map of G are
strongly transversal, the symplectic groupoid S of G carries a further Lie grou-
poid making it a symplectic groupoid for G⋆ and
S G⋆
G M
////
  
////
a symplectic double groupoid.
Note that we make no source connectivity assumptions on G.
Proof. It remains to show (1) that the integrating double Lie groupoid is
symplectic for the top horizontal multiplication and (2) the side vertical groupoid
is indeed the canonical weakly dual groupoid. (1) The symplectic form ω of S
induces an isomorphism of Lie bialgebroids
Φ := (φω × φω × φ−ω)
-1 : AV (S)× AV (S)× AV (S)
∼
−→ T ∗G × T ∗G × T ∗G
5This notion was suggested to the author by K. Mackenzie in a private conversation (2005).
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for the Lie bialgebroids (AV (S), AV (S)∗), respectively (T ∗G, TG), on the first two
components and (AV (S),−AV (S)∗), respectively (−T ∗G, TG) on the last (note that
the first is the Lie bialgebroid of the symplectic groupoid S →→G and the second
is the Lie bialgebroid associated with the Poisson manifold G). Let L(µH) be the
graph of the top multiplication of the LA-groupoid of S, namely the Lie algebroid
of the graph of the top horizontal multiplication µH of S, and regard it as a Lie
groupoid over N∗M . For all composable a± ∈ L(µH) and δg± ∈ TG, we have
〈 φ-1−ω(a+ ·AV (S) a−) , δg+ ·TG δg− 〉 = ω(a+ ·AV (S) a−, dεV (δg+ ·TG δg−))
= ω(a+, dεV δg+) + ω(a−, dεV δg−)
= −〈 φ-1ω (a+) , δg+ 〉 − 〈 φ
-1
ω (a−) , δg− 〉 ,
that is, Φ identifies L(µH) ⊂ AV (S × S × S) with (TΓ(µ))o ≡ N∗Γ(µ) ⊂ T ∗(G ×
G × G). Therefore, by coisotropicity of Γ(µ) (use theorem 1.4.14, the connectivity
requirements are implied by the strong transversality assumption), Γ(µH) ⊂ S ×
S × S is also Lagrangian and S is a symplectic double groupoid. The Poisson
structure induced on (the groupoid underlying) G⋆ makes it weakly dual to G by
proposition 2.4.6, thus it must coincide with Π⋆ by uniqueness (theorem 1.5.7).
The symplectic double groupoid of last theorem, when it exists, is a vertically
source 1-connected double of its side horizontal Poisson groupoid; we shall discuss
below a class of examples which allow for checking the transversality conditions of
theorem 2.4.10.
2.4.1. The case of complete Poisson groups.
Let (G,Π) be a Poisson group. The (left) dressing action of g∗ on G is the
infinitesimal action
Υ : g∗ → X(G) , Υ(ξ) := Π♯
←−
ξ ,
where
←−
ξ is the left invariant 1-form on G associated with ξ ∈ g∗:
←−
ξ g = l
∗
g-1ξ,
g ∈ G. The (left) dressing vector fields on G are those in the image of g under
the left dressing action map. Left dressing vector fields do not have, in general,
complete flows; when they have, e.g. when G is compact, G is called a complete
Poisson group.
The left trivialization T ∗G → g∗ ⋉ G is always an isomorphism of Lie algebroids
to the action Lie algebroid. When G is complete, the infinitesimal dressing action
integrates to a global action, Υ˜ : G⋆×G→ G of the dual 1-connected Poisson group
G⋆ on G and the action groupoid G⋆⋉G→→G is the source 1-connected integration
of g ⋉ G. Provided G is 1-connected (in this case G⋆ is also complete [36]) the
same argument applies to the integration of the infinitesimal right dressing action
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g∗ → X(G), defined using Π⋆, to a global action G⋆×G→ G⋆. One can show that
the 1-connected integration D of the Drinfel’d double d is isomorphic to bitwisted
product G⋆⋉⋊G carrying two further symplectic groupoid structures over G and
G⋆ [26, 36] and making (G⋆⋉⋊G,G;G⋆, •) a double of the Poisson group on G. A
construction of a double in the noncomplete case, for a 1-connected G was given
in [39] by Lu and Weinstein.
Example 2.4.11. Lu and Weinstein’s double [39]. When G, G⋆ and D are 1-
connected there exist integrations λ : G →֒ D, respectively ρ : G⋆ →֒ D, of g →֒ d,
respectively g∗ →֒ d. Moreover, one can show that D has a compatible Poisson
structure πD, which happens to be nondegenerate on the submanifold of elements
d, admitting a decomposition d = λ(g+)ρ(g
⋆
+) = ρ(g
⋆
−)λ(g−), g± ∈ G and g
⋆
± ∈ G
⋆.
Moreover there is also a natural double Lie groupoid
D G⋆
G •
////
  
////
D = G×G⋆ ×G⋆ ×G .
It turns out that the double subgroupoid, whose total space is
S = {(g+, g
⋆
+, g
⋆
−, g−) | λ(g+)ρ(g
⋆
+) = ρ(g
⋆
−)λ(g−)}
carries a compatible symplectic form, inducing the Poisson structures on G and G⋆,
which is the inverse of the pullback of πD, under the natural local diffeomorphism
S → D.
We remark that the total space of Lu-Weinstein’s double is only locally dif-
feomorphic to D, unless G is complete, therefore it is in general neither source
(1-)connected over G, nor over G⋆. Moreover, the 1-connectivity of G is essential
in both constructions.
In the complete case it is possible to drop the connectivity assumptions on G and,
nevertheless, to obtain vertically source 1-connected double.
Theorem 2.4.12. [64] For any complete Poisson group G, the source 1-connected
symplectic groupoid S of G carries a unique Lie groupoid structure over the 1-
connected dual Poisson group G⋆ making it a double of G.
The transversality conditions of theorem 2.4.10 are met if the top source map of
the cotangent prolongation groupoid has the LA-homotopy lifting properties 2.3.5,
therefore theorem 2.4.12 is a consequence of the following
Lemma 2.4.13. For any complete Poisson group G, the cotangent source map
sˆ : T ∗G→ g∗ has the 0- and 1-LA-homotopy lifting properties.
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Proof. Note that the diagram
T ∗G g∗ ⋉G
g∗
∼ //
pr 

sˆ 
??
??
commutes in the category of Lie algebroids for the left trivialization on the top
edge: it suffices to prove the statement for the projection g∗⋉G→ g∗. g∗⋉G-paths
are pairs (ξ, γ) of g∗-paths and paths in G, such that Υ(ξ(u))γ(u) = dγu, u ∈ I.
A Lie algebroid homotopy h⋉ : TI
×2 → g∗ ⋉ G is a pair (h,X) for which h is a
g∗-homotopy and X : I → G satisfies dX = Υ ◦ h. To see this, note that h⋉ takes
values in the pullback bundle X+(g∗ ⋉G) ≃ g∗ × I×2. The bracket compatibility
for h⋉ can be written choosing the de Rham differential on G with coefficients in
g∗ as a linear connection ∇ for g∗ ⋉ G; this way the covariant derivative for the
pullback connection is simply the de Rham differential on I×2 with coefficients in
g∗. The torsion tensor of ∇ is
τ∇(F+, F−) = dF−g(ρ
⋉(F+))− dF+g(ρ
⋉(F−))− [F+⋉, F−]g
= −[F+(g)∗, F−(g)] ,
F± ∈ C∞(G, g∗), thus the pullback of τ∇ induces the canonical graded Lie bracket,
also denoted by [ ∗, ], on Ω•(I×2, g∗) and the bracket compatibility condition for h⋉
reduces to the classical Maurer-Cartan equation
dh +
1
2
[ h ∗, h ] = 0
for h ∈ Ω1(I×2, g∗). Suppose now (ξ−, γ−) is a fixed g∗ ⋉ G-path, let h be a
g∗-homotopy form ξ− to some other g
∗-path ξ+ and H : I
×2 → G⋆ the unique
G⋆-homotopy integrating h, i.e. such that
h = δurH · du+ δ
ε
rH · dε
for the partial right derivatives. We claim that h⋉ := (h,X), where
X(u, ε) = (H(u, ε) ·H(u, 0)-1) ∗ γ−(u)
= H(u, ε) ∗ (H(u, 0)-1 ∗ γ−(u)) ,
u, ε ∈ I, is a g∗⋉G-homotopy; here ∗ denotes the integrated dressing action map.
We postpone to the end of the proof this straightforward but lengthy check. The
lifting conditions follow: by construction
ι∗
∂±H
(h,X) = (ι∗
∂±H
h,X ◦ ι∂±H ) = 0
ι∗
∂±V
(h,X) = (ξ±, γ±)
for some path γ+ in G, (l0) If h is a fixed g
∗-homotopy to some fixed g∗-path
ξ+, (ξ+, γ+) is the desired lift. (l1) In particular if ξ− is g
∗ ⋉ G-homotopic to the
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constant g∗⋉G-path ξo ≡ 0 and h a g∗-homotopy from ξ− to the constant g∗-path
ξ+ ≡ 0, we have
dγ+|u = Υ(ξ+(u))γ+(u) = 0γ+(u) ,
hence γ+(u) ≡ γ+(0) = γ−(0), since the base paths of homotopic Lie algebroid
paths are homotopic relatively to the endpoints; (h,X) is then the desired homo-
topy. In order to prove our claim it remains to check the anchor compatibility
condition for (h,X); set a = δurH and b = δ
ε
rH . The derivative of X in the
ε-direction is thus
∂εX(u, ε) = Υ(∂εH(u, ε))H(u,0)-1∗γ−(u) = Υ(drH(u,ε)b(u, ε))H(u,0)-1∗γ−(u)
= Υ(b(u, ε))X(u,ε) ,
since for all g ∈ G, h⋆ ∈ G⋆, ξ = g˙⋆(o) ∈ g∗ and path g⋆ in G⋆
Υ(drh⋆ξ) =
d
dα
∣∣∣∣
α=o
Υ˜(g⋆(α) · h⋆, g) =
d
dα
∣∣∣∣
α=o
Υ˜(g⋆(α), h⋆ ∗ g) = Υ(ξ)h⋆∗g .
The computation of the derivative in the u-direction is more involved. We have
∂uX(u, ε) = dΥ˜(H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1,γ−(u))(δH, γ˙−(u)) ,
where γ˙−(u) = Υ(ξ−(u))γ−(u) = Υ((ι
∗
∂H−
h)(u)) = Υ(a(u, 0))X(u,0) and
δH = dµ⋆
(H(u,ε),H(u,0)-1)(∂uH(u, ε), dι⋆∂uH(u, 0))
= dµ⋆
(H(u,ε),H(u,0)-1)(drH(u,ε)a(u, ε), dι⋆drH(u,0)a(u, 0))
= dµ⋆
(H(u,ε),H(u,0)-1)(0H(u,ε), dι⋆drH(u,0)a(u, 0))
+ dµ⋆
(H(u,ε),H(u,0)-1)(drH(u,ε)a(u, ε), 0H(u,0)-1)
= δH+ + δH− ,
since dµ⋆ : TG⋆ × TG⋆ → TG⋆ is fibrewise linear, with
δH+ = dlH(u,ε)dι⋆drH(u,0)a(u, 0) = dlH(u,ε)dlH(u,0)-1dι⋆a(u, 0)
= dlH(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1dι⋆a(u, 0)
δH− = dr
-1
H(u,0)drH(u,ε)a(u, ε) = drH(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1a(u, ε) .
The tangent action map dΥ˜ : TG⋆ × TG→ TG is also fibrewise linear, hence
∂uX(u, ε) = dΥ˜(H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1,γ−(u))(δH+,Υ(a(u, 0))γ−(u))
+ dΥ˜((H(u,ε)·H(u,0),γ−(u))(δH−, 0γ−(u));
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the first term of last expression vanishes, since it can be rewritten as
dΥ˜@(dl(H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1)dι⋆a(u, 0),Υ(a(u, 0))γ−(u)
=dΥ˜@(dlH(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1dι⋆a(u, 0), dΥ˜(e⋆,γ−(u))(a(u, 0), 0γ−(u)))
=dΥ˜@(dµ
⋆
(H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1,e⋆)(dl(H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1)dι⋆a(u, 0), a(u, 0)), 0γ−(u))
=dΥ˜@(0H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1, 0γ−(u)) = 0
by equivariance, where we have set @ = (H(u, ε) ·H(u, 0)-1, γ−(u)) to simplify the
expressions; therefore
∂uX(u, ε) = dΥ˜((H(u,ε)·H(u,0),γ−(u))(drH(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1a(u, ε), 0γ−(u))
= dΥ˜(e⋆,H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1∗γ−(u))(a(u, ε), 0H(u,ε)·H(u,0)-1∗γ−(u))
= Υ(a(u, ε))X(u,ε) .
We just have shown that
dX(u,ε) = Υ(δ
ε
rH(u, ε))X(u,ε) · dε+Υ(δ
u
rH(u, ε))X(u,ε) · du
= Υ(h(u, ε))X(u,ε)
and this concludes the proof.
CHAPTER 3
Morphic actions
On the one hand Poisson manifolds behave well under reduction for actions
as general as those of Poisson groupoids: a Poisson bivector always descends to
the quotient by a free and proper compatible action. On the other hand, Poisson
manifolds are not always integrable to symplectic groupoids; the natural question
is thus: Are quotients of integrable Poisson manifolds also integrable?
A positive answer was recently given by Fernandes-Ortega-Ratiu [22] in the case
of Lie group actions and Lu [38] gave a construction of symplectic groupoids for
certain Poisson homogeneous spaces. In the case of Poisson group actions with
a complete moment map, Xu described in [74] a reduction procedure on a lifted
moment map; when the reduced space of the latter is smooth, it is a symplectic
groupoid for the quotient Poisson structure.
In fact, lifting processes naturally produce stronger symmetries out of weaker
ones, often associated with suitable moment maps which can be used to compute
information on the original action. Consider for instance the action of a Lie group
G on an ordinary manifold M . It was already remarked by Smale [62] that it is
possible to cotangent lift the action of G onM to a symplectic action of G on T ∗M ;
such a lift is always endowed with an equivariant moment map jˆ : T ∗M → g∗ in
the sense of Marsden-Weinstein [49], morally the dual
〈 jˆ (θq) , ξ 〉 = 〈 θg , σ(ξ) 〉 (3.1)
of the infinitesimal action [50]. Path prolongation is another lifting procedure
which generates moment maps. Let a Lie group G act on a symplectic manifold
(M,ω) by symplectic diffeomorphisms. The space Π(M) of paths in M up to ho-
motopy relative to the endpoints carries a natural symplectic form and a G-action.
Mikami and Weinstein observed in [50] that there always exist an equivariant mo-
ment map J : Π(M)→ g∗
〈 J([γ]) , ξ 〉 =
∫
γ
ισ(ξ)ω
associated with this action. An analogous lifting procedure via Lie algebroid paths
can be applied to a Poisson action of a Lie group on an integrable Poisson man-
ifold P , with symplectic groupoid Λ, to obtain a symplectic action on Λ, with
equivariant moment map Λ → g∗ [21]; this generalization of Mikami and Wein-
stein’s moment map, was used in [22] to produce an integration of P/G.
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It is thus quite a general phenomenon that lifting processes tend to enhance sym-
metries; this effect is more transparent in the general setting of Poisson geometry
and when more structure is around. Indeed cotangent lifting and path prolon-
gation are best understood as instances of “duality” between Poisson geometric
objects and Lie algebroids-Lie groupoids, and lead to interesting examples of dou-
ble Lie structures.
Suppose now a Poisson group G acts on a Poisson manifold P . The cotangent
lifted moment map jˆ : T ∗P → g∗ (3.1) preserves the Poisson structures, in the
sense that it is a morphism of Lie bialgebroids (fig. 2), and it is still equivariant,
provided the suitable cotangent lift of G is correctly identified. In fact jˆ is equi-
variant for the coadjoint action on the codomain, but, on the domain, the classical
cotangent lift needs to be replaced with an action, which is symplectic in the sense
of Mikami and Weinstein [50], of the symplectic groupoid T ∗G→→ g∗. Remarkably,
the compatibility of the Poisson group action with the Poisson bivector fields is
recovered in the dual description in terms of Lie algebroids.
T ∗G g∗
G •
// //
 ////
T ∗P g∗
P •

jˆ //
//

T ∗G⋉ T ∗P T ∗P
G⋉ P P
// //
 
////
F igure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3
In fact, T ∗G→→ g∗ extends to the cotangent prolongation LA-groupoid (Fig. 1),
and the cotangent lifted action induces the LA-groupoid in figure 3, obtained
by Mackenzie in [44], which completely encodes a Poisson action dually in the
category of Lie algebroids and, roughly, lifts it to the category of symplectic man-
ifolds. It was also observed in [44] that the zero level reduction of jˆ can be used
to compute the Lie bialgebroid of the quotient Poisson bivector on P/G.
The study of a Poisson action of a Poisson groupoid on a Poisson manifold, as
we shall see in Section 3.1, naturally leads to – and is equivalent to – a compat-
ible action of the cotangent lifted LA-groupoid, respectively, under integrability
conditions, a compatible action of a symplectic double groupoid, on a canonical
“moment morphism” of Lie algebroids, respectively of Lie groupoids. This moti-
vates the study we carry on in this Chapter of the reduction of morphic actions
in the categories of Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids, namely groupoid actions in
these categories for which the associated action groupoid is an object.
In Section 3.1 we introduce morphic actions of LA-groupoids and perform the
cotangent lift of a Poisson groupoid action to a morphic action in the category of
Lie algebroids (theorem 3.8); by specializing to the Poisson group case, we obtain
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an alternative construction for Mackenzie’s lift of [44]1.
In Section 3.2 we study the reduction of morphic actions of LA-groupoids and
prove the following general result:
Theorem (3.2.1). Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid acting morphically on a
morphism of Lie algebroids jˆ : B → A over j : N → M . If the action is free and
proper (so that B/Ω and N/G are smooth manifolds) then there exists a unique
Lie algebroid on B/Ω → N/G making the quotient projection B → B/Ω a strong
LA-fibration over N → N/G.
Thereafter we consider the reduction of the cotangent lifted moment morphism
and give a characterization of the Koszul algebroid associated with a quotient
Poisson manifold as a quotient Lie algebroid (proposition 3.2.26).
In Section 3.3 we consider the reduction of morphic actions of double Lie groupoids
and the integrability of morphic actions of LA-groupoids. The symplectic case is
dealt with in Section 3.4, where we obtain the following
Theorem (3.4.1). Let (S,G;G•,M) be a symplectic double groupoid acting mor-
phically on a morphism of Lie groupoids J : Λ → G• over j : P → M , where
Λ→→P is a symplectic groupoid, in such a way that Λ is a symplectic S-space. If
J is source submersive and the side action is free and proper, then
i) The reduced kernel groupoid J -1(ε•(M))/G→→P/G carries a unique symplectic
form making the projection J -1(ε•(M))→ J -1(ε•(M))/G a Poisson submersion;
ii) J -1(ε•(M))/G→→P/G is a symplectic groupoid for the quotient Poisson mani-
fold P/G.
Last result can be applied to an integrable Poisson G-space P , provided the Poisson
groupoid G is integrable to a symplectic double groupoid, in order to produce a
symplectic groupoid for the quotient Poisson bivector; this approach is effective,
for instance, in the case of complete Poisson group actions, discussed at the end
of this Chapter. We obtain Xu’s reduction of [74] and Fernandes-Ortega-Ratiu
integration of [22] as special cases of our approach to the integration of quotients
of complete Poisson group actions, developed in [64].
In the last Section we also use an LA-path-prolongation of the cotangent lifted
action associated with a a Poisson G-space P to derive our main application
Theorem (3.4.4). Let a Poisson groupoid G→→M act freely and properly on j :
P → M . If the action is Poisson, then P/G is integrable to a symplectic groupoid
iff ker jˆ is an integrable Lie algebroid.
1The chance of extending the results of [44] to Poisson actions of Poisson groupoids and
the method used below for this generalization emerged from private conversations with Kirill
Mackenzie (January 2007).
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Here jˆ : T ∗P → A∗ is a lifted moment map canonically associated with the original
action, where A is the Lie algebroid of G and ker jˆ ⊂ T ∗P is the vertical subbundle
for the infinitesimal action of Γ(A).
In particular, we give a positive answer to the above question under most natural
assumptions.
Corollary (3.4.5). If P is integrable, then so is P/G.
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Definitions and remarks on groupoid actions in a category.
Let G→→M be a groupoid acting on a moment map j : N → M ; denote with
σ : G s× j N → N the action map. The action can be fully described in terms of
diagrams
G s× j N
M
G N
pr1
 

 σ
?
??
??
t ?
??
??
?
j 


compatibility
with the moment map
N N
∆N G s× j N
M × j N
∆N

 σ
VV,,,,
j×idN
""D
DD
D
ε×idN
<<zzzz
idN //
unitality
G(2) s◦pr1× j N = G s×σ (G s× j N)
M
G s× j N G s× j N
pr1
 

 σ
?
??
??
t ?
??
??
j 


.
multiplicativity
(3.2)
This leads the abstract notion of a morphic action, namely a groupoid action in a
category.
Definition 3.0.14. Let C be a small category with direct and fibered products,
G →→M a groupoid object in C and j : N → M an arrow. A groupoid action of
G →→M on j is a morphic action if the action map σ : G s× jN→ N is an arrow.
Morphic actions are precisely those for which the associated action groupoid stays
in the category.
Proposition 3.0.15. Let C be a category with fibred products. A groupoid action
of a groupoid object G →→M on an arrow j : N → M is morphic iff the action
groupoid G ⋉N→→N is a groupoid object.
Proof. The implication to the left is clear, since the action map is the target
of the action groupoid. For the implication to the right consider that the source
map s⋉ : G ⋉N→ N is the projection to the second factor of the fibered product
G s× jN, hence an arrow. Moreover, the unit section ε⋉ : N → G ⋉N admits a
factorization
N G ⋉N
∆N M × jN
∆

ε⋉ //
s×idN
//
ε×idN
OO
in terms of arrows, therefore it is also an arrow. According to proposition 2.0.15,
it now suffices to show that the division map δ⋉ : G ⋉N s⋉×s⋉ G ⋉N→G ⋉N,
δ⋉((g+, n), (g−, n)) = (g+ · g
-1
− , g− ∗ n) = (δ(g+, g−),σ(g−, n)) ,
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is an arrow; this holds true, since there is a factorization
G ⋉N s⋉×s⋉ G ⋉N
(G s×sG) s×s× j×j∆N
(G s×sG) s◦pr2× jN (G s×s◦pr1 ∆G ) s◦pr3× jN
(G s×sG) s◦pr2×s◦pr1 G s× jN
G ⋉N
∼





∼
8
88
88
88
88
∼
//
∼
BB
δ×σ
\\8888888888
δ⋉ //
(3.3)
in terms of arrows.
The same remark as in the introduction to Chapter 2 applies: if C does not posses
general fibered products, the statement of last proposition still holds true, up to
restricting to a suitable class of groupoid objects for which the relevant fibered
products exist. As we shall see in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, this is the case for the
categories of Lie algebroids and Lie groupoids, restricting to LA-groupoids and
double Lie groupoids.
3.1. Morphic actions in the category of Lie algebroids
In this Section we introduce morphic actions in the category of Lie al-
gebroids, namely compatible actions of LA-groupoids on morphisms
of Lie algebroids. Furthermore, we produce our main example, the
cotangent lift of a Poisson groupoid action. As it was remarked by
He-Liu-Zhong [23], to a Poisson G-space P for a Poisson groupoid G
one can always associate a canonical morphism of Lie bialgebroids jˆ ,
which is to be regarded as a moment map for an action of the Lie bial-
gebroid of G. We show that jˆ is indeed a moment map for an action
of the cotangent prolongation groupoid and such cotangent lifted
action determines a morphic action of the cotangent prolongation
LA-groupoid of G on the Koszul algebroid of P . As a consequence
to a Poisson G-space we can associate an action LA-groupoid, fully
encoding the compatibility of the original action, in the category of
Lie algebroids.
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3.1.1. Morphic actions of Lie algebroids and action LA-groupoids.
Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid and j a morphism of Lie algebroids
Ω :=
Ω A
G M
b ////
 
////
j :=
B A
N M

jˆ //
j
//

.
Suppose that Ω→→A acts on jˆ and G→→M acts on j in such a way that the
corresponding action maps
σ :=
Ω sˆ× jˆ B B
G s× j N M

bσ //
σ
//

define a vector bundle map. Note that the vector bundle on the left in the last
diagram is always well defined, since sˆ is an LA-fibration over s, and it carries a
fibered product Lie algebroid making it a Lie subalgebroid of the direct product
Lie algebroid Ω×A→ G×N , since both sˆ and jˆ are morphisms of Lie algebroids.
Moreover, it is always possible to form a diagram
Ω⋉ B :=
Ω⋉B B
G ⋉N N
⋉
// //
 
////
for the action Lie groupoids Ω⋉ B→→B and G ⋉N→→N .
Proposition 3.1.1. Ω⋉ B is an LA-groupoid iff σ is morphic.
Proof. The implication to the right is clear, since σ is the target top map
of Ω⋉ B. Suppose that σ is morphic. According to proposition (3.0.15), to have
Ω⋉ B a groupoid object, it suffices to show that the fibered product Lie algebroid
Ω⋉B sˆ⋉×sˆ⋉ Ω⋉B exists; in that case the diagram (3.3) commutes in the category
of Lie algebroids. By proving that sˆ⋉ is an LA-fibration over s⋉, we also show
that Ω⋉ B is an LA-groupoid, i.e. sˆ⋉ is fibrewise surjective. In order to check
fibrewise submersivity of sˆ⋉ one can first fix (g, n) ∈ G ⋉ N , ω ∈ Ωg and b ∈ Bn
with sˆ(ω) = jˆ (b), then repeat the argument above for the tangent maps.
We shall call Ω⋉ B the action LA-groupoid associated with the morphic action.
An LA-groupoid shall be called (isotropy) free, respectively proper, if so are its top
and side groupoids.
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Remark 3.1.2. For any morphic action of an LA-groupoid the associated action
LA-groupoid is free, respectively proper, iff so are the top and side groupoid
actions.
The following corollary, which we get for free from proposition 3.1.1, is impor-
tant in the applications.
Corollary 3.1.3. Any morphic action σ : Ω⋉ B→ B is a strong LA-fibration.
Proof. σ is the top target morphism of an LA-groupoid.
Let us describe the prototypical example of an action LA-groupoid.
Example 3.1.4. Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid, j : N → M a smooth map and
σ : G s × j N → N a smooth groupoid action. Then the tangent action map
dσ : T (G s× j N) = TG ds × dj TN → TN is a morphic action of the tangent
prolongation groupoid TG→→TM on dj : TN → TM . The associated action
LA-groupoid
TG ⋉ TN TN
G ⋉N N
////
 
////
,
is also the tangent prolongation LA-groupoid of the action groupoid G ⋉N .
Remark 3.1.5. Corollary 3.1.3, implies that the tangent lifted action map is
fibrewise surjective; we shall use this fact in the next Subsection to perform the
cotangent lift of a Lie groupoid action. This fact can be also checked directly:
for all δx ∈ Tg∗pP , pick any bisection Σg through g, thus δx = δg ∗ δp, with
δg := dRΣgdj(δx) and δp = δg-1 ∗ δx.
Next we shall introduce a characteristic morphism associated with action LA-
groupoids, the moment morphism J : Ω⋉ B→ Ω,
Ω⋉ B B
G ⋉N N Ω A
G M
,
////
 
//// ////
 
////
prΩ
))RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR jˆ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
prG
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
R
j
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
(3.4)
where prΩ and prG denote the projections to the first components. According to
lemma 2.2.12, the regularity of the kernel K⋉ of J is controlled by that of
(prΩ, jˆ ) : Ω⋉ B → Ω sˆ× jˆ B ,
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which is the identity map in this case. Therefore, whenever jˆ is an LA-fibration,
K⋉ :=
Kˆ K
G M
////
 
////
, (3.5)
is a sub-LA-groupoid of Ω⋉ B, where Kˆ and K are the wide subalgebroids on
PrK : ker prΩ → G⋉N and prK : ker jˆ → N and it is sufficient to have jˆ a map of
constant rank for K⋉ to be an LA-groupoid. Actually, Kˆ is to be identified with
the pullback bundle s+⋉ker jˆ → G ⋉N and, as a Lie groupoid, it is to be thought
of as an action groupoid G⋉K. In fact, the action of Ω on B restricts to an action
σK : G s×pr◦jˆ K = G s× j◦prK K → K, (g, k) 7→ g ∗K k,
g ∗K k := 0
Ω
g ∗ k = σˆ(0
Ω
g , k) ,
of G on K; note that σK is well defined, since jˆ (g ∗K k) = tˆ(0Ωg ) vanishes by
fibrewise linearity of tˆ. The action map σK is indeed the restriction of σˆ to the
wide Lie subalgebroid 0ΩG sˆ× jˆ K ⊂ Ω sˆ× jˆ B and, in this sense, the action of G on
K is fibrewise linear.
3.1.2. The cotangent lift of a Poisson groupoid action.
If a Poisson groupoid acts on a Poisson manifold, the domain of the action map
does not carry any natural Poisson bivector and the compatibility of the group-
oid action with the Poisson structures cannot be formulated in the requirement
that the action map be Poisson. There is however a natural replacement for this
condition.
Definition 3.1.6. Let G→→M be a Poisson groupoid act on a moment map j :
P → M , where P is a Poisson manifold. A Poisson action of G on j is a groupoid
action σ : G s× j P → P , such that
Γ(σ) ⊂ G × P × P is coisotropic. (3.6)
For any Poisson action such as above j : P →M is called a Poisson G-space.
Any Lie groupoid action is a Poisson action for the zero Poisson structures. When
G is a Lie group G and j = P → • the compatibility conditions amounts to asking
the action map σ : G × P → P to be Poisson; a Poisson action of a symplectic
groupoid on a symplectic manifold is a symplectic groupoid action in the sense of
Mikami and Weinstein [50], since the graph of the action map must be Lagrangian
by dimensional constraints.
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Remark 3.1.7. It follows from the definition and from proposition 3.1.11 that the
moment map j : P → M has to be anti-Poisson for the Poisson bivector induced
by G on M . Note that this is the case, e.g. for the action of a Poisson groupoid
on itself by left translation: j ≡ t : G →M and σ ≡ µ : G(2) → G.
To any Lie groupoid action of G→→M on j : N → M , where N is any manifold, one
can associate a Poisson groupoid action of the cotangent prolongation groupoid
T ∗G→→A∗ on the moment map jˆ : T ∗N → A∗, defined by
〈 jˆ (αn) , aj(n) 〉 := 〈αn , dσ(aj(n), 0n) 〉 , αn ∈ T
∗
nN , aj(n) ∈ Aj(n) , (3.7)
i.e. dualizing the infinitesimal action of A; note that for all sections a ∈ Γ(A) and
α ∈ Ω1(N),
〈 jˆ ◦ α , a ◦ j 〉 := 〈α , Xa 〉
for the infinitesimal action X• : Γ(A) → X(N), or, in terms of fibrewise linear
functions, jˆ
∗
Fa = FXa .
Lemma 3.1.8. The moment map jˆ : T ∗N → A∗ defined above is a Poisson
map for the dual Poisson structures; moreover, if the action is locally free jˆ has
maximal rank.
Proof. The pullback map jˆ
∗
: C∞(A∗) → C∞(T ∗N) maps fibrewise linear,
respectively fibrewise constant, functions to fibrewise linear, respectively fibrewise
constant, functions. It suffices to show that jˆ
∗
{F , G } = { jˆ
∗
F , jˆ
∗
G } in the
cases
(i) F = Fa+ and G = Fa− , a± ∈ Γ(A),
(ii) F = Fa and G = pr
∗f , a ∈ Γ(A), f ∈ C∞(M),
(iii) F = pr∗f+ and G = pr
∗f−, f± ∈ C
∞(M),
the result follows by the Leibniz rule. (i) We have
{ jˆ
∗
Fa+ , jˆ
∗
Fa− } = {FXa+ , FXa− } = F[Xa+ , Xa− ] = jˆ
∗
F[ a+ , a− ]
= jˆ
∗
{Fa+ , Fa− } .
Since for all n ∈ N ,
Xan(j
∗f) = 〈 dfj(n) , djdσ(aj(n), 0n) 〉 = ρj(n)(a)(f) ,
(ii) follows:
{ jˆ
∗
Fa , jˆ
∗
pr∗f } = {FXa , pr
∗j∗f } = pr∗(Xa(j∗f)) = j∗(ρ(a)(f))
= jˆ
∗
{Fa , pr
∗f } .
Condition (iii) holds trivially, since both sides vanish. The second part of the
statement is a direct consequence of the definition (3.7) of jˆ .
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We are now ready to dualize the tangent lift of a groupoid action.
Theorem 3.1.9. Let G→→M be a Lie groupoid and σ : G s × j N → N a Lie
groupoid action on j : N → M . Then σ lifts to a Poisson action of T ∗G→→A∗ on
jˆ : T ∗N → A∗ with action map σˆ : T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗N → T ∗N , (θg, αp) 7→ θg ∗ˆαp. The
cotangent lifted action is uniquely determined in terms of the tangent lifted action
∗ by the formula
〈 θg ∗ˆαp, δg ∗ δp 〉 = 〈 θg , δg 〉+ 〈αp , δp 〉 (3.8)
for all (θg, αp) ∈ T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗N and (δg, δn) ∈ TG ds×dj TN .
Proof. First of all note that N∗Γ(σ) is the graph of a map. Consider that the
restriction of the first projection (T ∗G × T ∗N) × T ∗N → T ∗G × T ∗N to N∗Γ(σ)
takes values in T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗N . For all am ∈ A with m = s(g) = j(n), the pair
δg := dlg(am − dερ(am))
δn := dσ(−am, 0m)
belongs to the domain of the tangent action map,
ds δg = ds(am − dερ(am))
= −ρ(am) ≡ dt(−am)
= dj dσ(−am, 0m) ,
and
δg ∗ δn = [0g • (am − dερ(am))] ∗ [(−am) ∗ 0n)]
= 0g ∗ [(am − dερ(am)) • (0m − am)] ∗ 0n
= 0g ∗ [am • 0m − dερ(am) • am] ∗ 0n
= 0g ∗ [am − am] ∗ 0n
= 0g∗n .
Therefore, for all (θg, αp, βg∗n) ∈ N∗Γ(σ), and an ∈ A
〈 sˆ(θg)− jˆ (αn) , am 〉 = 〈 θg , lg(am − dερ(am) 〉 − 〈αp , dσ(−am, 0m) 〉
= 〈 θg , δg 〉+ 〈αn , δn 〉
= −〈 βg∗n , δg ∗ δn 〉
= 0 .
The restriction λ : N∗Γ(σ)→ T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗N of the projection above is an isomor-
phism of vector bundles: by counting dimensions
rankN∗Γ(σ) = dimN + dimM = rankT ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗N ,
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moreover
ker (g,p,g∗n)λ = {(0g, 0n, αg∗n) | αg∗n(δ g∗δn) = 0 , (δ g, δn) ∈ T (G⋉N)} = {0} ,
by fibrewise surjectivity of the tangent lifted action map. Hence, one can set
Γ(σˆ) := (idT ∗G × idT ∗N ×−idT ∗N)N
∗Γ(σ) ⊂ T ∗G × T ∗N × T ∗N
to define a bundle map σˆ over σ satisfying (3.8); the graph of σˆ is Lagrangian in
T ∗G × T ∗N × T ∗N by construction. The properties of an action map follow: the
following expressions are to be understood whenever they make sense
Compatibility with the moment map :
〈 jˆ (θg ∗ˆαn) , aj(g∗n) 〉 = 〈 θg ∗ˆαn , dσ(aj(g∗n), 0g∗n) 〉
= 〈 θg ∗ˆαn , (d rg aj(g∗n)) ∗ 0n 〉
= 〈 θg , d rg aj(g∗n) 〉+ 〈αn , 0n 〉
= 〈 tˆ(θg) , aj(g∗n) 〉 ,
where we regarded aj(n) ∈ Aj(n) as a vector tangent to G in the second and third
step;
Unitality : since εˆ is the identification A∗ ≃ N∗M ,
〈 εˆ(jˆ (αn)) ∗ˆαn , δn 〉 = 〈 εˆ(jˆ (αn)) ∗ˆαn , dε(dj(δn)) ∗ δn 〉
= 〈 εˆ(jˆ (αn)) , dε(dj(δn)) 〉+ 〈αn , δn 〉
= 〈αn , δn 〉 ;
Multiplicativity :
〈 θg ∗ˆ (θh ∗ αn) , δg ∗ δh ∗ δn 〉 = 〈 θg , δg 〉+ 〈 θh , δh 〉+ 〈αp , δp 〉
= 〈 θg ·ˆ θh , δg • δh 〉+ 〈αp , δn 〉
= 〈 (θg ·ˆ θh) ∗ˆαn , δg • δh ∗ δn 〉
= 〈 (θg ·ˆ θh) ∗ˆαn , δg ∗ δh ∗ δn 〉 ,
then (θg ·ˆ θh, αp, (θg ·ˆ θh) ∗ αp) and (θg ·ˆ θh, αp, θg ∗ (θh ∗ αp)) are the same covector,
since the tangent lifted action is fibrewise surjective.
Remark 3.1.10. The canonical symplectic form on T ∗G induces the opposite dual
Poisson structure on A∗; then jˆ is indeed anti-Poisson as a moment map for the
cotangent lifted action.
Note that the moment map jˆ is a bundle map over j and, by construction, the
cotangent lifted action map is linear over the original action map; that is, one can
regard σˆ as a morphic action over σ, for the abelian Lie algebroids on T ∗G, A∗ and
T ∗P . When the cotangent lift is applied to a Poisson groupoid action this fact
still holds true.
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Proposition 3.1.11. Let G→→M be a Poisson groupoid acting on j : P → M
with action map σ : G s× j P → P . Let jˆ : T
∗P → A∗ denote the moment map of
the cotangent lifted action. Then, if σ is a Poisson action
i) The moment map jˆ is a morphism of algebroids T ∗P → A∗;
ii) The cotangent lifted action σˆ is morphic over σ.
(i) was proved in [23] and together with lemma 3.1.8 implies that jˆ is a morphism
of Lie bialgebroids (this was also remarked in [23]). We shall give a simpler proof
of this fact.
Proof. By construction Γ(σˆ) ⊂ T ∗G×T ∗P×T ∗P is a Lie subalgebroid when-
ever Γ(σ) ⊂ G × P × P is coisotropic. We may identify Γ(jˆ ) with the subbundle
{εˆ(jˆ (α)), α, α)} ⊂ Γ(σˆ), which is the preimage of the Lie subalgebroid A∗ × T ∗P
of T ∗G × T ∗P under the projection on the first two factors Γ(σˆ) → T ∗G × T ∗P .
Thus it follows from corollary 1.2.8 that Γ(jˆ ) is canonically isomorphic to a Lie
subalgebroid of Γ(σˆ), therefore to a Lie subalgebroid of T ∗G × T ∗P × T ∗P . Apply
corollary 1.2.21 to conclude that jˆ is a morphism of Lie algebroids. It follows that
T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗P carries a fibred product Lie algebroid making σˆ a morphism of Lie
algebroids.
As a consequence, to every Poisson action of a Poisson groupoid one can associate
an action LA-groupoid
T ∗G ⋉ T ∗P T ∗P
G ⋉ P P
// //
 
////
. (3.9)
Example 3.1.12. In the case of a Poisson action of a Poisson group G, formulas
(3.7) and (3.8) allow to compute jˆ and σˆ explicitly:
jˆ (αp) = σp
∗αp and θg ∗ˆαp = σg-1
∗αp ,
for all αp ∈ T ∗P and θg ∈ T ∗gG with r
∗
gθg = σ
p∗αp. The associated action LA-
groupoid was constructed in [44].
Remark 3.1.13. Note that the action of a Poisson groupoid G on j : P → M
is Poisson iff the fibred product T ∗G sˆ× jˆ T
∗P carries a Lie groupoid over T ∗P
making (3.9) an LA-groupoid.
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3.2. Reduction of morphic actions of LA-groupoids
This Section is devoted to the study of the reduction of morphic
actions of LA-groupoids. We prove (theorem 3.2.1) that quotients
with respect to suitably free and proper such actions are always Lie
algebroids. Thereafter we discuss the reduction, in the spirit of a
categorification of Marsden-Weinstein zero level reduction, of the
moment morphism (of LA-groupoids) canonically associated with a
morphic action (theorem 3.2.24). In the special case of the cotan-
gent lift of a Poisson groupoid action, the reduction of the moment
morphism produces the Koszul algebroid of the quotient Poisson
bivector (proposition 3.2.26).
The main purpose of this Section is to prove the following general reduction result:
Theorem 3.2.1. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid acting morphically on a
morphism of Lie algebroids jˆ : B → A over j : N → M . If the action is free and
proper (so that B/Ω and N/G are smooth manifolds), then there exists a unique
Lie algebroid on B/Ω → N/G making the quotient projection B → B/Ω a strong
LA-fibration over N → N/G.
We split the proof in a topological part (Subsection 3.2.1), where we push the vec-
tor bundle forward over the quotient, and in an algebraic part (Subsection 3.2.2),
where we push down the Lie brackets and anchor. In order to achieve the second
goal we characterize the Lie-Rinehart algebra on the quotient bundle, equivalent
to a Lie algebroid, as a Lie-Rinehart algebra naturally associated with the LA-
groupoid Ω⋉ B encoding the action. Namely, sections of the top Lie algebroid
of Ω⋉ B, which are also functors for the horizontal groupoids (morphic sections),
form a Lie-Rinehart algebra which descends to the quotient by the natural equiva-
lence relation given by (categorical) natural transformations. The space of morphic
sections modulo equivalence is isomorphic to the space of projectable sections of
B → N modulo equivalence, therefore, under the regularity assumptions on the
top and side actions, sections of the quotient inherit a Lie-Rinehart algebra. Even
when the top and side actions are neither free nor proper, but in particular in the
non free case, when the quotient bundle lives in the category of stratified manifolds,
one can regard the Lie-Rinehart algebra of morphic sections modulo equivalence
as a desingularization or a model of a Lie algebroid over the pathological quotient
bundle.
Provided only the side action is free and proper, the kernel of the moment mor-
phism behaves however well with respect to reduction under natural regularity
assumptions on the top moment map; in fact the restriction of the top action to
the kernel LA-groupoid is essentially a fibrewise linear lift of the side action.
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Remarkably, the moment morphism associated with the cotangent lift of a Pois-
son G-space always satisfies the regularity requirement and its “kernel reduction”
procedure yields a quotient Lie algebroid which is canonically isomorphic to the
Koszul algebroid of the quotient Poisson bivector. This fact shall be used in the
last Section to derive applications of the reduction procedure developed here to
the integrability of quotient Poisson manifolds.
3.2.1. Free and proper morphic actions: topological reduction.
For any morphic action of an LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) on a morphism of Lie
algebroids jˆ : B → A over j : N → M , by linearity of the top action map, the
vector bundle projection prB : B → N is equivariant under the actions of G and Ω,
i.e. prB(ωg ∗ bn) = g ∗ n for all (ωg, bn) ∈ Ω sˆ× jˆ B. Then, whenever the quotients
B/Ω and N/G are smooth, prB descends to a smooth map prB : B/Ω→ N/G. We
shall show that pr
B
is actually a vector bundle under the natural hypotheses.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid acting morphically on
a morphism of Lie algebroids jˆ : B → A over j : N → M . If both the top
and side actions are free and proper, there exists a unique vector bundle of rank
rankB+ rankA− rankΩ on the induced map pr
B
: B/Ω→ N/G making the quotient
projection B → B/Ω a strong VB-fibration over N → N/G.
According to proposition 3.1.1 to a morphic action such as that in the statement
we can associate a free and proper action LA-groupoid (Ω ⋉ B,G ⋉ N ;B,N).
Thus we have to show that for any free and proper LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) the
induced map pr
A
: A/Ω → M/G carries a vector bundle making the quotient
projection A→ A/Ω a VB-fibration, where the quotients are taken for the actions
by left translation.
We split the proof in three parts:
Step 1. (Lemma 3.2.3) We mod out by the action of Ω along the fibres of A, which
is governed by a wide normal subgroupoid Ωv of Ω→→A;
Step 2. (Lemma 3.2.5) We show that A → M and Ω → G descend to vector
bundles A/Ωv →M and Ω/Ωv → G;
Step 3. (Conclusion of the proof) We use the groupoid Ω/Ωv→→A/Ωv to push
A/Ωv → M forward to a vector bundle over M/G by identifying the fibres along
the orbits of G.
The quotient vector bundle is then essentially obtained via a reduction by stages
A/Ω =
A/Ωv
Ω/Ωv
;
we shall make this precise in the conclusion of the proof.
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Lemma 3.2.3. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid and Ωv := Pr−1(ε(M)) be the
restriction of Ω→ G over M . Then
i) Ωv→→A is a wide normal Lie subgroupoid of Ω
and, if Ω→→A is isotropy free
ii) The quotient groupoid Ω/Ωv→→A/Ωv is an isotropy free Lie groupoid.
Note that the quotient is taken by the equivalence relation induced by a normal
subgroupoid, not by the action of Ωv on Ω by left translation. On the other hand
the quotient Ω/Ωv coincides with the orbit space of the natural action (ωv, ωv;ω) 7→
ωv · ω · ωv, of Ωv × opΩv→→A× A on χˆ : Ω→ A× A; it turns out that this action
is free and proper, whenever Ω→→A is isotropy free and proper.
Proof. (i) Ωv→→A is the kernel groupoid of a strong LG-fibration, apply
corollary 2.1.9. (ii) The action of Ω on A restricts to a free and proper action of
Ωv, thus A/Ωv is smooth. First we show that Ω/Ωv is also smooth. The action
of Ωv × opΩvis free: if ωv+ · ω · ω
v
+ = ω
v
− · ω · ω
v
−, sˆ(ω
v
+) = tˆ(ω) = sˆ(ω
v
−) and
tˆ(ωv+) = tˆ(ω
v
−), thus ω
v
+ = ω
v
−, by injectivity of χˆ. The same argument applies
for immersivity of the anchor of (Ωv × opΩv) ⋉ Ω; that is, the action is free. To
see that the action of Ωv × opΩv is proper we have to show that for all sequences
{(ωvk, ω
v
k;ωk)} ∈ (Ω
v × opΩv) sˆ×op sˆ × χˆ Ω such that {ωk} converges to some ω∞
and {ωvk · ωk · ω
v
k} converges to some ω˜∞, both {ω
v
k} and {ω
v
k} have convergent
subsequences; since
χˆ(ωvk) = (sˆ(ωk), sˆ(ω
v
k · ωk · ω
v
k)) −→ (sˆ(ω∞), sˆ(ω˜∞)) and
χˆ(ωvk) = (tˆ(ω
v
k · ωk · ω
v
k), tˆ(ωk)) −→ (tˆ(ω˜∞), tˆ(ω∞)) ,
that is true, by properness of χˆ. The quotient groupoid by a normal subgroupoid
is always well defined; the induced source map Ω/Ωv → A/Ωv is a surjective
submersion since so are the quotient projection A → A/Ωv and the source map
Ω → A, thus Ω/Ωv→→A/Ωv is a Lie groupoid. Next we show that Ω/Ωv→→A/Ωv
is isotropy free. Assume χ(ω) = χ(ω˜), where χ : Ω/Ωv → A/Ωv × A/Ωv is the
induced groupoid anchor, and pick any representatives ω ∈ ω, ω˜ ∈ ω˜. Then
tˆ(ω˜) = ωvt ∗ tˆ(ω) = tˆ(ω
v
t ) sˆ(ω˜) = ω
v
s ∗ sˆ(ω) = tˆ(ω
v
s )
for some ωvt ,ω
v
s ∈ Ω
v and we can form the composition x = ωvt
-1 · ω˜ · ωvs · ω
-1; since
tˆ(x) = sˆ(ωvt ) = tˆ(ω) = sˆ(x), x must be a unit, thus ω˜ ·ω
v
s = ω
v
t ·ω, i.e. ω˜ = ω.
Note that, if Ω is an isotropy free LA-groupoid, χˆ(Ωv) is a vector subbundle of
A⊕ A, since, for all ωg ∈ Ωg tˆ(ωg) = sˆ(ωg) implies that g is an isotropy, therefore
a unit. Moreover, the graph of the equivalence relation induced by Ωv on Ω is a
subbundle of Ω ⊕ Ω: Pr(ωv · ω · ωv) = Pr(ω), for all composable ωv, ωv ∈ Ωv and
ω ∈ Ω. That is, both actions of Ωv on A and of Ωv×opΩv on Ω are fibre preserving.
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Lemma 3.2.4. Let pr : E → M be a vector bundle of rank e and ∼ a regu-
lar linear equivalence relation on E, in the sense that Γ(∼) ⊂ E ⊕ E is a vector
subbundle. Then the induced projection pr : E/∼ → M carries a unique (up to
bundle isomorphisms) vector bundle making the quotient projection π : E → E/∼
a VB-fibration.
Proof. Fix any trivializing atlas {Uα, τα} for E. For all u ∈ Uα, setting
[e+] + λ · [e−] = [e+ + λ · e−] , e± ∈ pr
-1(u) , λ ∈ R ,
endows pr-1(u) with a well defined linear structure. The submersion ψ := π ◦ τα-1
induces a regular equivalence relation on Uα × Re, also denoted by ∼, and it is
easy to see that (Uα × Re)/ ∼= Uα × Re/ker u ψ = Uα × Re−k for some k ≤ e.
pr−1(Uα) Uα × R
e
pr−1(Uα) ≡ pr−1(Uα)/ ∼ Uα × Rn/ ∼ ≃ Uα × Re−k
τα //

π

τα
//
One can then endow pr : E/∼ → M with a vector bundle structure by consid-
ering the maximal trivializing atlas containing {Uα, τ
α}, where τα : pr-1(Uα) →
Uα × Re−k, τα([e]E/∼) := [τ
α(e)](Uα×Re)/∼ is a well defined fibrewise linear diffeo-
morphism. Uniqueness is clear.
The equivalence relations on A and Ω induced by Ωv are both linear in the sense
of last lemma, due to linearity of the top groupoid multiplication of Ω; we shall
denote with q and qˆ the projections A/Ωv → M and Ω/Ωv → G, respectively.
Then we have
Lemma 3.2.5. For any isotropy free and proper LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M), the
following statements hold:
i) The projection q : A/Ωv →M carries a vector bundle making the quotient map
A→ A/Ωv a VB-fibration;
ii) The projection qˆ : Ω/Ωv → G carries a vector bundle making the quotient map
Ω→ Ω/Ωv a VB-fibration;
iii) Let s and t denote source and target of Ω/Ωv→→A/Ωv, then the induced maps
s! : Ω/Ωv → s+(A/Ωv) and t! : Ω/Ωv → t+(A/Ωv) are vector bundle isomorphisms.
Proof. It remains to prove the last statement. Note that s! is fibrewise sur-
jective, since so are sˆ and the quotient projections. For ωg, ω˜g ∈ Ω such that
s(ωg) = s(ω˜g), there is some ω
v ∈ Ωv such that x = ω˜g · ωv-1 · ω-1g is defined; since
Pr(x) = g · g-1, x ∈ Ωv and ωg = ω˜g, that is, s
! is fibrewise a linear isomorphism.
The same reasoning shows that t is a bundle isomorphism.
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We are ready to conclude the proof of proposition 3.2.2.
End of proof of proposition 3.2.2. It is always possible to define a sec-
tion θ ∈ Γ(G, t+(A/Ωv)⊕ s+(A/Ωv)∗) by setting
〈θ, ξt ⊕ a〉 := 〈ξt, t! ◦ s!-1 ◦ a〉 , ξt ⊕ a ∈ Γ(G, t+(A/Ωv)∗ ⊕ s+(A/Ωv)∗) .
In other words {θ♯g}g∈G is a smooth family of linear isomorphisms
θ♯g : (A/Ω
v)s(g)
∼
−→ (A/Ωv)t(g)
that can be characterized by the following property: for all g ∈ G and [a]A/Ωv ,
θ♯g([a]A/Ωv) = [ωg]Ω/Ωv ∗ [a]A/Ωv , (3.10)
where [ωg]Ω/Ωv is the unique element in s
-1([a]A/Ωv) with Pr([ωg]Ω/Ωv) = g. From
equation (3.10) is easy to see that θ♯• enjoys the pseudo-group properties
θ♯gh = θ
♯
g · θ
♯
h and θ
♯
ε(q) = id(A/Ωv)q
for all composable g, h ∈ G and q ∈M . In the language of [45], θ♯• is a linear action
of Imχ on A/ΩV → M ; as a consequence [45]. There exists a unique smooth vector
bundle X →M/G, such that q!X = A/ΩV . Note that q! : A/ΩV → X is fibrewise
a diffeomorphism and
dimX = dimM/G + dimA/ΩV − dimM
= dimM − dimG + 2dimA− dimΩv
= 2dimA− dimΩ
= dimA/Ω .
Concretely, X is the quotient of A/Ωv for the regular equivalence relation ∼θ
induced by θ•,
[a+]A/ΩV ∼ [a−]A/ΩV iff θg([a+]A/ΩV ) = [a−]A/ΩV for some (unique) g ∈ G ,
which allows identifying the fibres over the same G-orbit. Since the quotient
projection A → A/Ω is ΩV -invariant, it descends to a surjective submersion
A/Ωv → A/Ω; last map is stable under ∼θ, thus it descend to a surjective sub-
mersion X → A/Ω. To conclude the proof, it suffices to show that last map is
injective, which is a straightforward check.
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3.2.2. The Lie-Rinehart algebras of morphic and pseudoinvariant
sections: algebraic reduction.
Before endowing the quotient vector bundle of proposition 3.2.2 with a Lie
algebroid structure we need an algebraic digression; in fact we are going to obtain
the quotient Lie algebroid via a reduction procedure on Lie-Rinehart algebras
arising from the associated action LA-groupoid.
Lie-Rinehart algebras provide a minimal algebraic model for Lie algebroids.
Definition 3.2.6. [59] Let K be a commutative ring and A a K-algebra. A Lie-
Rinehart algebra over A is given by
1. A K-Lie algebra L
2. A left A-module ⋄ : A⊗K L→ L;
3. A representation r : L→ DerA, in the Lie algebra of derivations of A, which is
compatible with the natural A-module · : A⊗K DerA → DerA, in the sense that
r(a ⋄ l) = a · r(l) , a ∈ A and l ∈ L ,
and characterizies the defect for the Lie bracket [ , ] of L to be A-bilinear via the
Leibniz rule
[ l+ , a ⋄ l− ]− a ⋄ [ l− , l+ ] = r(l+)(a) ⋄ l− , l± ∈ L and a ∈ A .
We shall say that the data above constitute an A-Lie-Rinehart algebra on a K-
module L, for short anA-LR-algebra and call r the Lie-Rinehart anchor, respectively
A the base (algebra) of a Lie-Rinehart algebra. Typically, we shall consider exam-
ples where A is a ring of functions and call it base ring accordingly.
Remark 3.2.7. Let E → M be a vector bundle. By replacing K with R, L with
Γ(E) and A with C∞(M), one can see that a Lie Algebroid on E is equivalent to
a C∞(M)-LR-algebra; in fact, since the LR-anchor takes values in Der C∞(M) ≃
X(M), thus it induces a vector bundle map ρ : E → TM by setting ρ(eq) := r(e)(q),
for any section e ∈ Γ(E), q ∈M (here eq denotes the value of e in q).
Let us discuss in some detail a typical example of a Lie-Rinehart algebra.
Example 3.2.8. The Lie-Rinehart algebra of multiplicative vector fields
A vector field X on a Lie groupoid G→→M is multiplicative if
Xgh = Xg •Xh , (g, h) ∈ G
(2) ,
for the cotangent multiplication • on TG→→TM . The multiplicativity condition is
equivalent to asking a vector field X to be a morphism of groupoids from G→→M
to the tangent prolongation TG→→TM , over the base map XM defined by setting
dεXMm = Xε(m) , m ∈M ; (3.11)
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it is straightforward to see that XM is then a smooth vector field over M , which is
s- and t-related to X . Multiplicative vector fields are precisely those, whose local
flows are multiplicative [47], in the sense that the equation φu(gh) = φu(g) · φ(h)
holds for all (g, h) ∈ G(2), provided both sides are defined. As a consequence, the
space Xµ(G) of multiplicative vector fields is easily seen to be a Lie subalgebra of
X(G) and the base map of a bracket of multiplicative vector fields is
[X, Y ]M = [XM , Y M ] , X, Y ∈ Xµ(G) .
Moreover, Xµ(G) is naturally endowed with a C∞(M)G-(bi)module structure, for
the subring of G-invariant functions, i.e. those functions which are constant along
the orbits of G: F ∈ C∞(M)G iff s∗F = t∗F . The module is given by
F ⋄X := (s∗F ) ·X , F ∈ C∞(M)G , X ∈ Xµ(G)
The map ρ : Xµ(G) → Der C∞(M)G , X 7→ XM is a Lie algebra homomorphism;
note that ρ is takes values in Der C∞(M)G indeed,
XMs(g)(F ) = 〈 dFs(g) , dsXε(s(g)) 〉 = Xg(s
∗F ) = Xg(t
∗F ) = 〈 dFt(g) , dsXε(t(g)) 〉
= XMt(g)(F ) ,
for all g ∈ G and F ∈ C∞(M)G . It is straightforward to check that the compatibility
between the C∞(M)G-module and the Lie algebra on Xµ(G) is encoded by the usual
Leibniz rule; in other words, Xµ(G) is a C∞(M)G-Lie-Rinehart algebra over R.
In a general LA-groupoid multiplicative sections play a role analogous to that
of multiplicative vector fields in the tangent prolongation LA-groupoid. Multi-
plicative sections have no natural characterization in terms of flows; nevertheless,
one can show that they form a LR-algebra by using the dual description, in terms
of fibrewise linear functions.
Definition 3.2.9. Let (Ω, A;G,M) be an LA-groupoid. We shall call ω ∈ Γ(G,Ω)
a morphic section if
ω(gh) = ω(g) ·ˆω(h) , (g, h) ∈ G(2) , (3.12)
equivalently if ω a morphism of Lie groupoids over the (uniquely determined) base
section
a = sˆ ◦ ω ◦ ε = tˆ ◦ ω ◦ ε : M → A .
Note that the base section of a morphic section is equivariant for the actions of G
on M and of Ω on A by left translation: for all g ∈ s−1(m), m ∈M .
a(g ∗m) = a(t(g)) = tˆ(ω(g)) = ω(g) ∗ sˆ(ω(g)) = ω(g) ∗ a(s(g)) = ω(g) ∗ a(m) .
Remark 3.2.10. For any LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) the zero section 0Ω is a mor-
phic section over the zero section 0A. Morphic sections are precisely the smooth
functors G → Ω which are left inverses to the (bundle) projection functor Ω→ G.
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The following easy lemma gives an effective characterization of morphic sections.
Lemma 3.2.11. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid and ω be a section of the top
Lie algebroid. Then the following are equivalent:
i) ω is morphic;
ii) The fiberwise linear function ω˜ ∈ C∞(Ω∗ × Ω∗ × Ω∗),
ω˜(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) := ω(ξ1) + ω(ξ2) + ω(ξ3) , ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ∈ Ω∗ ,
vanishes on Γ(µˆ)o.
Proof. ω is morphic iff ω × ω × ω : Γ(µ) → Γ(µˆ) = Γ(µˆ)oo, where Γ(µˆ)o ⊂
Ω∗ × Ω∗ × Ω∗ is the annihilator of Γ(µˆ) and Γ(µˆ)oo = (Γ(µˆ)o)o.
From now on we shall denote with Γ̂(G,Ω) the space of morphic sections of an LA-
groupoid (Ω,G;A,M). It is sometimes convenient to regard a morphic section ω
with base section a as a morphic pair (a, ω); this point of view allows computing the
base section of a morphic section in the dual picture using the following tautological
lemma, which can be proved in the same way as lemma 3.2.11.
Lemma 3.2.12. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid,and consider sections ω ∈
Γ̂(G,Ω) and a ∈ Γ(M,A). Then,
i) (a, ω) is a morphic pair;
ii) The fiberwise linear function E(a, ω) ∈ C∞(A∗ × Ω∗),
E(a, ω)(α, ξ) = a(α) + ω(ξ) , α ∈ A∗ , ξ ∈ Ω∗ ,
vanishes on Γ(εˆ)o.
Morphic sections Γ̂(G,Ω) ⊂ Γ(G,Ω) form an R-linear subspace2 naturally endowed
with a C∞(M)G-(bi)module:
F ⋄ ω = (s∗F ) · ω , F ∈ C∞(M)G , ω ∈ Γ̂(G,Ω) ;
if a is the base section of ω, F · a is the base section of F ⋄ ω. If for all g ∈ G,
(Ω,G;A,M) admits a morphic section (ω, a) with a(s(g)) 6= 0 6= a(t(g)), it is
easy to see, using the defining condition (3.12), that C∞(M)G ⊂ C∞(G) is the
largest subring for which the C∞(G)-module on Γ(G,Ω) restricts to Γ̂(G,Ω). For
any morphic pair (ω, a)
ds ◦ ρˆ ◦ ω = ρ ◦ a ◦ s and dt ◦ ρˆ ◦ ω = ρ ◦ a ◦ t ,
2Note that the top multiplication µˆ(g,h) : Ω
(2)
(g,h) → Ωgh is fibrewise linear for the linear
structure on Ω
(2)
(g,h) by Ωg × Ωh. It is not linear in the separate components.
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thus the mapping ρ˜ : Γ̂(G,Ω) → X(M), ω 7−→ ρ ◦ a takes values in Der C∞(M)G :
for all f ∈ C∞(M), ρ(a)t(g)(f) = [dt ◦ (ρˆ(ω))]t(g)(f) = (ρˆ(ω))g(t∗f), and, analo-
gously, ρ(a)s(g)(f) = (ρˆ(ω))g(s
∗f); thus, if f is a G-invariant function, ρ(a)t(g)(f) =
ρ(a)s(g)(f) and ρ(a)(f) is also G-invariant.
Theorem 3.2.13. The space of morphic sections Γ̂(G,Ω) of an LA-groupoid (Ω,G;
A,M) is a C∞(M)G-Lie-Rinehart algebra for the Lie bracket induced from Γ(G,Ω)
and the anchor ρ˜ : Γ̂(G,Ω) → Der C∞(M)G defined above. In particular, for any
morphic pairs (ω±, a±), ([ω+, ω−], [a+, a−]) is also a morphic pair.
Proof. If the second statement holds Γ̂(G,Ω) is an R-Lie subalgebra and
a C∞(M)G-submodule of Γ(G,Ω); moreover ρ˜ is a morphism of R-Lie algebras.
The top multiplication µˆ : Ω sˆ× tˆΩ → Ω is a morphism of Lie algebroids, hence
Γ(µˆ) ⊂ Ω×3 is a Lie subalgebroid and Γ(µˆ)o ⊂ Ω∗×3 a coisotropic submanifold.
Since ω˜± ∈ IΓ(µˆ)o , {ω˜+, ω˜−} ∈ IΓ(µˆ)o ; moreover, for all ξ
1, ξ2, ξ3 ∈ Ω∗,
{ω˜+, ω˜−}(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) =
3∑
i=1
{ω+, ω−}(ξi) =
3∑
i=1
〈[ω+, ω−], ξi〉
= ˜[ω+, ω−](ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) ,
then [ω+, ω−] is morphic. Let us check the second statement. Since (a±, ω±) are
morphic pairs {E(a+, ω−), E(a+, ω−)} vanishes on Γ(εˆ)
o; being Γ(εˆ) coisotropic
and, for all (α, ξ) ∈ A∗ × Ω∗,
{E(a+, ω+), E(a−, ω−)}(α, ξ) = {a+, a−}(α) + {ω+, ω−}(ξ)
= 〈[a+, a−], α〉+ 〈[ω+, ω−], ξ〉
= E([a+, a−], [ω+, ω−])(α, ξ) ,
E([a+, a−], [ω+, ω−]) ∈ IΓ(εˆ)o , i.e. [a+, a−] is the base section of [ω+, ω−]. The
Leibniz rule follows:
[ω+, f ⋄ ω−]g = [ω+, s
∗f · ω−]g = (s
∗f · [ω+, ω−])g + [(ρˆ(ω+))]g(s
∗f) · ω−
= (f ⋄ [ω+, f ⋄ ω−])g + s
∗ρ˜(ω+)(g)ω−(g)
= (f ⋄ [ω+, ω−] + ρ˜(ω+) ⋄ ω−)g
holds, for all f ∈ C∞(M)G and g ∈ G.
Apart from multiplicative vector fields, other examples of morphic sections have
already appeared in literature.
Example 3.2.14. Morphic sections of the cotangent prolongation LA-groupoid
of a Lie groupoid are the multiplicative 1-forms considered in [47].
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Morphic sections are biinvariant in a sense we are about to specify. A section
ω ∈ Γ(G,Ω) is right pseudoinvariant, respectively left pseudoinvariant, if, for all
(g, h) ∈ G(2)
ω(gh) = ω(g) ·ˆRω(h) , respectively , ω(gh) = Lω(g) ·ˆω(h) , (3.13)
for some sections Rω, Lω ∈ Γ(G,Ω). The formulas (3.13) determine Rω and Lω
uniquely:
Rω(g) = ω(ε(t(g)))−1 ·ˆω(g) , respectively , Lω(g) = ω(g) ·ˆω(ε(s(g)))−1
and it is easy to show that Rω and Lω are both morphic: for example
Rω(gh) = ω(ε(t(h)))−1 ·ˆω(gh) = ω(ε(t(h)))−1 ·ˆω(g) ·ˆRω(h) = Rω(g) ·ˆRω(h) .
The base section rω, respectively lω, of the morphic section associated with a right,
respectively left, pseudoinvariant section is
rω(m) = sˆ(ω(ε(m))) , respectively , lω(m) = tˆ(ω(ε(m))) ,
m ∈ M . If ω is a pseudoinvariant section with associated morphic section X , we
shall say that (ω,X) is an invariant pair; we shall also say that X is the morphic
component of ω.
Example 3.2.15. Right, respectively left, invariant vector fields on a Lie grou-
poid are pseudoinvariant sections of the tangent prolongation LA-groupoid with
zero morphic component. Morphic sections of an LA-groupoid are right and left
pseudoinvariant sections, coinciding with their invariant components.
In the same way as morphic sections, right and left pseudoinvariant sections admit
a dual geometric characterization.
Lemma 3.2.16. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid and ω,R ∈ Γ(G,Ω). Then
the following are equivalent:
(i) (ω,R) is a right invariant pair;
(ii) The fiberwise linear function −→ω ∈ C∞lin(Ω
∗ × Ω∗ × Ω∗)
−→ω (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) := ω(ξ1) +Rω(ξ2) + ω(ξ3)
vanishes on Γ(µˆ)o.
The analogous statements hold for left invariant functions.
Proof. Adapt the proof of theorem 3.2.13.
We shall denote with
−→
Γ (G,Ω) and
←−
Γ (G,Ω) the R-linear spaces of right and left
invariant sections of an LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M); the natural R-linear structure of
Γ(G,Ω) restricts to the invariant sections, due to linearity of the top multiplication
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µˆ. A C∞(M)G-module can be defined both on
−→
Γ (G,Ω), respectively
←−
Γ (G,Ω),
precisely in the same way as for morphic sections and the anchor
−→ρ :
−→
Γ (G,Ω) −→ Der C∞(M)G , ω 7−→ ρ(rω) ,
respectively
←−ρ :
←−
Γ (G,Ω) −→ Der C∞(M)G , ω 7−→ ρ(lω) ,
is compatible with the multiplication by G-invariant functions; the images of −→ρ
and←−ρ actually lay in Der C∞(M)G , since, for any right, respectively left, invariant
section ω, rω, respectively lω is the base section of a morphic section.
Note that
−→
Γ (G,Ω) and
←−
Γ (G,Ω) are linearly isomorphic over C∞(M)G , the iso-
morphism being given (either way) by composition with the top inversion map of
(Ω,G;A,M). More precisely, under the mapping
· :
−→
Γ (G,Ω) −→
←−
Γ (G,Ω) , ω 7−→ ω := ιˆ ◦ ω ◦ ι ,
we have
ω(gh) = ω(h−1g−1)−1 = (ω(h−1) ·ˆRω(g−1))−1 = (Rω(g−1))−1 ·ˆ (ω(h−1))−1
= (Rω(g−1))−1 ·ˆω(h) = Rω(g) ·ˆω(h) ,
that is, ω is left pseudoinvariant indeed and Lω = Rω = Rω, since morphic sections
are · -stable. Then · is compatible with the anchors, in the sense that←−ρ ◦ · = −→ρ :
−→ρ (ω) = ρ˜(Rω) = ρ˜(Lω) =←−ρ (ω) , ω ∈
−→
Γ (G,Ω) .
Thinking in terms of linear functions on Ω∗,
ω = (ιˆt)∗ω and Lω = (ιˆt)∗Rω = Rω
for the Poisson automorphism ιˆt : Ω∗ → Ω∗. The isomorphism inverse to · enjoys
the same properties as · and we shall denote it also by the same symbol.
Proposition 3.2.17. For any LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) the space of right, re-
spectively left, invariant sections
−→
Γ (G,Ω), respectively
←−
Γ (G,Ω), is a C∞(M)G-Lie-
Rinehart algebra over R for the Lie bracket induced from Γ(G,Ω) and the anchor
−→ρ :
−→
Γ (G,Ω) → Der C∞(M)G, respectively ←−ρ :
←−
Γ (G,Ω) → Der C∞(M)G defined
above. Moreover, · :
←−
Γ (G,Ω) →
−→
Γ (G,Ω) is an isomorphism of C∞(M)G-Lie-
Rinehart algebras.
Corollary 3.2.18. For any LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M),
[
−→
Γ (G,Ω), Γ̂(G,Ω)] ⊂
−→
Γ (G,Ω) and [
←−
Γ (G,Ω), Γ̂(G,Ω)] ⊂
←−
Γ (G,Ω) .
Proof. The proof goes on the same lines of that of theorem 3.2.13. The
following facts hold
(i) For any ω± ∈
−→
Γ (G,Ω) with associated morphic sections Rω± ∈ Γ̂(G,Ω), [ω+, ω−]
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is right invariant with associated morphic section section [Rω+ , Rω−];
(ii) The anchor map −→ρ is a morphism of Lie algebras;
As in theorem 3.2.13, (i) can be proved using lemma 3.2.16, (ii) follows and the
check of the Leibniz rule amounts to a straightforward computation. The similar
statements for
←−
Γ (G,Ω) can be shown using the top groupoid inversion map, at the
same time proving the isomorphism
←−
Γ (G,Ω) ≃
−→
Γ (G,Ω). For any ω± ∈
←−
Γ (G,Ω)
and ξ ∈ Ω∗
〈[ω+, ω−], ξ〉 = {ω+, ω−}(ξ) = {(ιˆ
t)∗ω+, (ιˆ
t)∗ω−}(ξ) = (ιˆ
t)∗{ω+, ω−}(ξ)
= 〈[ω+, ω−], ξ〉
and
L[ω+,ω−] = L[ω+,ω−] = R[ω+,ω−] = [Rω+, Rω− ] = [Lω+ , Lω− ]
as it follows from the remarks above.
Morphic sections of an LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) are smooth functors G → Ω,
then the obvious notion of equivalence on Γ̂(G,Ω) is described by natural trans-
formations. However, we shall say that two morphic sections ω± ∈ Γ̂(G,Ω) are
equivalent if there exists a smooth natural transformation η from ω− to ω+, which
is moreover compatible with the projection functor Pr : Ω→ G, i.e. a smooth map
η :M → Ω, m→ ηm, such that Pr ◦ η = ε and
ω+(g) ·ˆ ηs(g) = ηt(g) ·ˆω−(g) , g ∈ G . (3.14)
An equivalence η from ω− to ω+ shall be denoted also by η : ω− ⇒ ω+. Note that,
for any equivalence of morphic sections as above, the base sections a± ∈ Γ(M,A)
are related by the formula
a+(m) = ηm ∗ a−(m) , m ∈ M ,
for the action of Ω on A by left translation.
The extra compatibility condition with the projection functor makes an equivalence
of morphic sections a section of the restriction of Ω to M and, technically, it is
required to make the groupoid Nat(G,Ω)→→ Γ̂(G,Ω) on the set of equivalences of
morphic sections a groupoid object in the category of C∞(M)G-modules. For any
pair of equivalences η1,2 : ω1,2− ⇒ ω
1,2
+ of morphic sections and F ∈ C
∞(M)G ,
setting
ηm := η
1
m +ε(m) F (m) · η
2
m
yields an equivalence η = (η1+F ⋄η2) : ω1−+F ⋄ω
2
− ⇒ ω
1
++F ⋄ω
2
+, where the sum
is taken in the fibre of Ω over ε(m). The algebraic properties of a C∞(M)G-module
can be easily proved using the commutation relation (3.14).
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There are interesting cases in which the extra compatibility condition is fulfilled
by all natural transformations:
Remark 3.2.19. Let η : ω− ⇒ ω+ be a natural transformation of morphic sec-
tions. One can compute, for all g ∈ G,
t(Pr ηs(g)) = pr tˆ(ηs(g)) = pr sˆ(ω+(g)) = s(g)
and similarly s(Pr ηt(g)) = t(g); thus for g = ε(q), s(Pr ηq) = q = t(Pr ηq). That
is, whenever all the isotropy groups of G are trivial, the compatibility with the
projection functor is automatically satisfied.
Theorem 3.2.20. For any LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M), the C∞(M)G-Lie-Rinehart
algebra on Γ̂(G,Ω) descends to the quotient Γ̂(G,Ω) := Γ̂(G,Ω)/∼.
Proof. The C∞(M)G-module descends to the quotient since Nat(G,Ω) is a
C∞(M)G-module. The anchors of equivalent morphic sections coincide as deriva-
tions of C∞(M)G : for any equivalence η : ω− ⇒ ω+ of morphic sections and
F ∈ C∞(M)
ρ˜m(ω+)(f) = ρm(sˆε(m)ω+)(f) = 〈d f, (ρ ◦ tˆ)ε(m)ηm〉 = 〈d t
∗f, ρˆε(m)ηm〉
and, similarly, ρ˜m(ω−)(f) = 〈d s∗f, ρˆε(m)ηm〉; then, ρ˜m(ω+)(f) = ρ˜m(ω−)(f), when-
ever f is G-invariant. Then the anchor descends to a morphism of C∞(M)G-
modules Γ̂(G,Ω) → Der C∞(M)G ; if the Lie bracket descends, the anchor is then
automatically a morphism of Lie algebras and the Leibniz rule holds. Let η1,2 :
ω1,2− ⇒ ω
1,2
+ be a pair of equivalences of morphic sections. Then, setting
(ω1,2+ ⋆ η
1,2)(g) := ω1,2+ (g) ·ˆ η
1,2
ε(s(g)) = η
1,2
ε(t(g)) ·ˆω
1,2
− (g) , g ∈ G ,
defines biinvariant sections with right and left morphic components
Lω
1,2
+ ⋆η
1,2
= ω1,2+ and R
ω1,2+ ⋆η
1,2
= ω1,2− .
According to the proof of theorem 3.2.17, [ω1+ ⋆ η
1, ω2+ ⋆ η
2] is a biinvariant section
with morphic components
L[ω
1
+⋆η
1,ω2+⋆η
2] = [ω1+, ω
2
+] and R
[ω1+⋆η
1,ω2+⋆η
2] = [ω1−, ω
2
−] ,
as a consequence [ω1+ ⋆ η
1, ω2+ ⋆ η
2]g = [ω
1
+, ω
2
+]g ·ˆ [ω
1
+ ⋆ η
1, ω2+ ⋆ η
2]ε(s(g)), by left
invariance, on the other hand, [ω1+ ⋆η
1, ω2+ ⋆η
2]g = [ω
1
+ ⋆η
1, ω2+ ⋆η
2]ε(t(g)) ·ˆ [ω
1
−, ω
2
−]g,
by right invariance. Note that η12 := [ω1+ ⋆ η
1, ω2+ ⋆ η
2] ◦ ε is, by construction
compatible with the projection functor, therefore we have found an equivalence of
morphic sections η12 : [ω1−, ω
2
−]⇒ [ω
1
+, ω
2
+].
Next we shall see that, for any LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M), Γ̂(G,Ω)/∼ is iso-
morphic to the Lie-Rinehart algebra of Γ(M/G, A/Ω) for the groupoid actions by
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left translation, whenever the quotient Lie algebroid exists. Note that the con-
struction of Γ̂(G,Ω)/∼ is independent of any assumption on (Ω,G;A,M), beside
the LA-groupoid structure; hence, even when the quotient Lie algebroid on the
topological bundle A/Ω → A/G does not exist, Γ̂(G,Ω)/∼ is to be regarded as a
model or a desingularization thereof.
From now on we shall assume that (Ω,G;A,M) is an isotropy free and proper
LA-groupoid, so that the quotient vector bundle A/Ω → M/G exists. A section
a ∈ Γ(M,A) is projectable if there exists a section a ∈ Γ(M/G, A/Ω), such that
A A/Ω
M M/G
//
a
OO
a
OO
//
commutes for the quotient projections on the horizontal edges. Clearly, a section
is projectable iff it is equivariant for the groupoid actions by left translation, that
is, for all m ∈M and g ∈ s−1(m), there exists an ωag ∈ Ωg, such that
a(g ∗m) = ωag ∗ a(m) . (3.15)
Since Ω→→A is free, ωag is uniquely determined by g; since it is proper, the factor-
ization ωa = χˆ-1 ◦ (a× a) ◦ χ defines a smooth section ωa ∈ Γ(G,Ω). It turns out
that ωa ∈ Γ̂(G,Ω); recall that the base section of a morphic section is always equi-
variant. Due to fibrewise linearity of the top groupoid action, projectable sections
form an R-linear space Γ↓(M,A); it is easy to see that Γ↓(M,A) is also naturally
a C∞(M)G-module.
Proposition 3.2.21. For any free and proper LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M),
i) The projection Γ̂(G,Ω)→ Γ↓(M,A) is an isomorphism of C∞(M)G-modules;
ii) Γ↓(M,A) ⊂ Γ(M,A) is a Lie-Rinehart subalgebra.
Note that Γ↓(M,A) is a C∞(M)G-LR algebra, thus a LR-subalgebra with change
of base.
Proof. (i) We only have to prove that, for any a ∈ Γ↓(M,A), the section ωa
defined by (3.15) is morphic: for any (g, h) ∈ G(2), applying (3.15) and associativity
of the groupoid actions,
ωa(gh) ∗ a(m) = a(gh ∗m) = a(g ∗ h ∗m) = ωa(g) ∗ ωa(h) ∗ a(m)
= ωa(g) ·ˆωa(h) ∗ a(m) ;
thus ωa(gh) ∗ a(m) = ωa(g) ·ˆωa(h), since Ω→→A is isotropy free. (ii) Straightfor-
ward consequence of (i) and theorem 3.2.13.
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The natural notion of equivalence for projectable sections is a+ ∼ a−, a± ∈
Γ↓(M,A), if a+ = a−; this is equivalent to requiring that, for all m ∈ M , there
exists an ηm ∈ Ω such that
a+(m) = ηm ∗ a−(m) , (3.16)
by equivariance. Once again, since Ω→→A is free and proper, equation (3.16)
determines a smooth map η : M → Ω, actually a natural transformation η : ωa− ⇒
ωa+. To see this, consider that, for all m ∈M and g ∈ s
−1(m),
a+(g ∗m) = ω
a+(g) ∗ a+(m) = ω
a+(g) ∗ ηs(g) ∗ a−(m) = (ω
a+(g) ·ˆ ηs(g)) ∗ a+(m)
and
a+(g ∗m) = ηt(g) ∗a−(g ∗m) = ηt(g) ∗ω
a−(g)∗a−(m) = (ηt(g) ·ˆω
a−(g))∗a−(m) .
It follows then from remark 3.2.19 that η is an equivalence of morphic sections,
since G→→M is free.
We are ready to conclude the proof of theorem 3.2.1.
Proof of theorem 3.2.1. Note that the base sections of equivalent morphic
sections are equivalent in the sense of (3.16). Then the isomorphism Γˆ(G⋉N,Ω⋉
B)→ Γ↓(N,B) descends to an isomorphism of C∞(N)G-modules
Γˆ(G ⋉N,Ω⋉ B)
∼
−→ Γ↓(N,B)/∼ ≡ Γ(N/G, B/Ω) ,
endowing the quotient vector bundle B/Ω→ N/G with a Lie algebroid structure.
For all β ∈ Γ(N/G, B/Ω) and b ∈ Γ↓(N,B) with qˆ ◦ b = β ◦ q, the equality
ρB/Ω ◦ β = ρB ◦ b
holds in the space of derivations on C∞(N)G , and similarly, for all β ′∈ Γ(N/G, B/Ω)
and b′ ∈ Γ↓(N,B) with qˆ ◦ b′ = β ′ ◦ q, by definition,
[ β , β ′ ]B/Ω([n]N/G) = [[ b , b
′ ]B(n)]B/Ω , n ∈ N ,
that is, the Lie bracket [ b , b′ ] is (qˆ, q)-related to the Lie bracket [ β , β ′ ]; the
quotient projection is then by construction a fibrewise surjective, base submersive
and surjective morphism of Lie algebroids hence a strong LA-fibration. Uniqueness
is clear.
Example 3.2.22. Consider the tangent prolongation LA-groupoid, and the ac-
tions of TG on TM , respectively G on M by left translation. It easy to see that
the reduction of the (tangent lift of) the action of G onM by left translation yields
TM/TG ≃ T (M/G), as a vector bundle. Since the quotient projection is submer-
sive for any δmm ∈ (TM/TG)m, one can pick a representative δm ∈ TmM , for all
m ∈ m; define TM/TG → T (M/G), δmm 7→ [δmm]. Such a map does not depend
on the choice of representatives since, for all δm± ∈ TmM , with δm+ ∼ δm−,
δm+ = ηm ∗ δm−, for some η ∈ Tε(m)G; for any class C
1 path γ±, such that
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γ˙±(0) = ηm, set γ
+ := t ◦ γ± and γ− := s ◦ γ±. Thus γ˙+,−(0) = δm+,−, [γ+,−] is
a C1 path with tangent vector [δm+,−] at 0 and by definition [γ
+] = [γ−]. The
mapping TM/TG → T (M/G) is fibrewise linear and injective, since, if [δm] = 0,
then δm is tangent to the orbits of G, i.e. δm = d t δg = δg ∗ 0m for some T
s
ε(m)G,
and δm = 0. Then TM/TG ≃ T (M/G), since both bundles have the same rank.
Moreover, consider that the quotient projection M → M/G is invariant for the
action of G on M , then so is the tangent map TM → T (M/G) under the action
of TG; the induced map TM/TG → T (M/G) is precisely the map defined above,
which is then a smooth isomorphism of vector bundles. Up to this identification,
the fiberwise linear map on the quotient associated with the Lie-Rinehart anchor
is the identity and the induced Lie bracket, namely that of multiplicative vector
fields, is the canonical bracket on X(M/G).
Example 3.2.23. From last example and the remarks in example 3.1.4, one can
see that, for any free and proper action of a Lie group G on a manifoldM , T (M/G)
is to be canonically identified with TM/TG for the tangent lifted action.
3.2.3. Reduction of the moment morphism: quotient Lie algebroids
and Poisson structures.
The kernel of the moment morphism (3.4) associated with a morphic action is
well behaved under reduction under mild regularity assumptions; in particular, in
the case of the cotangent lift of a Poisson groupoid action, these assumptions are
met whenever the action is free and proper.
Theorem 3.2.24. Let (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid acting morphically on mor-
phism of Lie algebroids jˆ : B → A over j : N → M of maximal rank. Then
i) The kernel of the moment morphism is an LA-groupoid of the form
G ⋉K K
G M
////
 
////
,
where K = ker jˆ ;
ii) If G acts freely and properly on N , the action on K is also free and proper and
there exists a unique Lie algebroid of rank
rankK/G = rankK = rankB − rankA (3.17)
on K/G → N/G making the quotient projection K → K/G an LA-fibration.
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Proof. (i) was already remarked in Subsection 3.1.1. (ii) For all (g±, k) ∈
G ⋉K, by fibrewise linearity of the top action, we have
g+ ∗ k = g− ∗ k ⇔ g
-1
+ g− ∗ pr(k) = pr(k) ⇒ g+ = g−
since the action of G on N is free. For all sequences {(gn, kn)} ⊂ G⋉K, such that
kn converges to some k∞ and gn ∗ kn converges to some k˜∞, we have
gn ∗ pr(kn) = pr(gn ∗ kn) −→ pr(k˜∞) and pr(kn) −→ pr(k∞) ,
thus gn has a convergent subsequence, due to properness of the action of G on N ;
(ii) follows specializing theorem 3.2.1.
The quotient Lie algebroidK/G → N/G is, in a sense, the push forward ofK under
the quotient projection q : N → N/G. In fact the action σK , in the language of
[45], defines a linear action of q on K and K/G is the unique vector bundle K
over N/G such that K = q+K. Last proposition shows that such a vector bundle
is canonically endowed with a compatible Lie algebroid structure.
Note that the restriction of a morphic action to the kernel LA-groupoid can be free
and proper even when the top action is not. We shall present below an example
of this phenomenon arising from Poisson groupoid actions.
Let us briefly review the basic facts about quotient Poisson structures. Consider
a Poisson action σ : G × P → P of a Poisson group G. If the action is free and
proper P/G, is a smooth manifold that can be easily endowed with a Poisson
structure for which the quotient projection is a Poisson submersion. For any
F ∈ C∞(G× P ), denote with FGp ∈ C
∞(G) and F Pg ∈ C
∞(P ), (g, p) ∈ G× P ,
(FGp )(g) := F (g, p) =: (F
P
g )(p) ,
the restrictions to the P - and G-direction(s). The Poisson bracket { , }G×P of
G× P can be expressed as
{F,H}G×P (g, p) = {F
G
p , H
G
p }G(g) + {F
P
g , H
P
g }P (p) , (g, p) ∈ G× P ,
in terms of the Poisson brackets { , }G of G and { , }P of P . Smooth functions on
P/G are to be identified with G-invariant functions on P ; for any f ∈ C∞(P/G)
and (g, p) ∈ G × P , f(g ∗ p) = f(p); then (σ∗f)Gp is constant on G for all p
and (σ∗f)Pg = pr
∗
Bf for all g. Since σ is Poisson, for all f, h ∈ C
∞(P )G and
(g, p) ∈ G× P ,
{f, h}P (g ∗ p) = {(σ
∗f)Pg , (σ
∗h)Pg }P (p) + {(σ
∗f)Gp , (σ
∗h)Gp }G(g)
= {f, h}P (p) ,
i.e. { , }P restricts to a biderivation of C∞(P )G. Thus, upon identifying C∞(P/G)
with C∞(P )G, { , }P yields a Poisson bracket { , }P/G on P/G; note that Jacobi
identity for { , }P implies the same property for { , }P/G and the quotient map is
Poisson by construction.
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It is well known that quotient structures also exist for free and proper Poisson
groupoid actions.
Theorem 3.2.25. Let a Poisson groupoid G→→M act on P → M freely and
properly (so that the quotient manifold P/G is smooth). If the action is Poisson,
there exists a unique Poisson structure on P/G, such that the quotient projection
is a Poisson submersion.
Proof. For any f ∈ C∞(M), define F ∈ C∞(G × P × P ) setting F (g, p, q) :=
f(p)− f(q); then f ∈ C∞(P )G iff F ∈ IΓ(σ). For all f± ∈ C∞(P )G,
{F+ , F− }G×P×P (g, p, q) = { f+ , f− }P (p)− { f+ , f− }P (q) ,
since Γ(σ) is coisotropic both sides of last equation vanish identically on the graph
of the action map, i.e. { f+ , f− } ∈ C∞(P )G.
Next we shall describe quotient Poisson structures within the framework of reduc-
tion of LA-groupoids. Consider the moment morphism
T ∗G ⋉ T ∗P T ∗P
G ⋉ P P T ∗G A∗
G M
////
 
//// ////
 
////
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S jˆ
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
R
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
j
))RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
associated with the cotangent lift of a Poisson G-space j : P →M .
Proposition 3.2.26. Let P →M a Poisson G-space. If G acts freely and properly,
the reduced kernel K/G of the associated action LA-groupoid is a Lie algebroid
canonically isomorphic to the Koszul algebroid on T ∗(P/G).
Note that for all (g, κ) ∈ G ⋉K(g,p) and (δg, δp) ∈ TG ⋉ TP(g,p)
〈 g ∗K κ , δg ∗ δp 〉 = 〈 0g , δg 〉+ 〈 κ , δp 〉
= 〈 κ , δp 〉 ,
i.e the canonical pairing of T ∗P with TP restricts to a (G, TG)-invariant pairing
of K with TP , which might be degenerate. However, passing to the quotients, we
obtain a nondegenerate pairing 〈〈 , 〉〉,
〈〈 [κ]K/G , [δp]T (P/G) 〉〉 := 〈 κ , δp 〉 , (κ, δp) ∈ K ⊕ TP ,
of K/G with T (P/G) ≡ TP/TG. The corresponding sharp map K/G → T ∗(P/G)
is clearly injective and according to formula (3.17)
rankK/G = dimP − (dimG − dimM) = dimP/G ,
thus it is an isomorphism. It is now easy to prove proposition 3.2.26.
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Proof. For all f ∈ C∞(P/G) ≡ C∞(P )G and a ∈ Γ(A),
〈 jˆ (df) , a 〉 = 〈 df , Xa 〉 = 0 ,
for the infinitesimal action X•. Thus df ∈ Γ(K) ⊂ Ω1(P ) represents the class
dP/Gf ∈ Ω1(P/G) ≡ Γ↓(P,K)/∼ and for all f± ∈ C∞(P )G, { f+ , f− }P/G is repre-
sented by { f+ , f− }. We have
ρK/GdP/Gf = [ρKdf ]T (P/G) = [π
♯df ]T (P/G)
= π♯P/GdP/Gf
and for all p ∈ P
[ dP/Gf+ , dP/Gf− ]K/G([p]P/G) = [[ df+ , df− ]K(p)]K/G
= [d{ f+ , f− }p]K/G
= dP/G({ f+ , f− }P/G)[p]P/G .
Then, up to the identification of K/G with T ∗(P/G) provided by 〈〈 , 〉〉, K/G
coincides with the Koszul algebroid.
3.3. Integrability of morphic actions
We discuss in this Section morphic actions in the category of Lie
groupoids, introduced in [7], and develop an integrated version of
the reduction procedures studied in the last Section. To obtain a
quotient Lie groupoid from a morphic action of a double Lie group-
oid, beside the natural requirements for the quotients to be smooth,
one has to further assume that the double source map of the double
Lie groupoid which is acting be surjective (theorem 3.3.2). Neverthe-
less a kernel reduction procedure on moment morphisms (of double
Lie groupoids) is effective under natural assumptions (proposition
3.3.5). On the one hand, a free and proper morphic action of a
double Lie groupoid always differentiates to a morphic action of the
associated LA-group-oid and we further show that the quotient Lie
groupoid of the original action is a Lie groupoid integrating the quo-
tient Lie algebroid of the induced morphic action of LA-groupoid
(proposition 3.3.3). On the other hand, under a suitable complete-
ness condition in terms of the LA-homotopy lifting conditions of
Chapter 2, a morphic action of an integrable LA-groupoid Ω on an
integrable Lie algebroid can be integrated to a morphic action in the
category of Lie groupoids (theorem 3.3.4).
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Consider a double Lie groupoid D and a morphism of Lie groupoids J
D :=
D V
H M
////
  
////
J :=
G V
N M
  
J //
j
//
.
It is easy to see that, if actions of D→→V on J and ofH on j are given, the diagram
D ⋉ G G
H⋉N N
////
  
////
(3.18)
is a double Lie groupoid iff the action maps, respectively σ˜ and σ, form a morphism
of Lie groupoids
σ :=
D sH×J G G
H sh× j N N
  
//
//
.
In particular the top horizontal source map sH⋉ of (3.18) is clearly source submer-
sive since
dtH
⋉ : T sV
⋉
D ⋉ G = T sVD dsH×dJ T
sG −→ T sG
is the restriction of the first projection and sH is an LG-fibration. Then a statement
analogous to proposition 3.1.1 holds true also in the case of a morphic actions of
double Lie groupoids.
Proposition 3.3.1. With the above notations diagram (3.18) is a double Lie grou-
poid iff σ is morphic in the category of Lie groupoids. In that case σ is an LG-
fibration.
For any morphic action σ such as described above, we shall say that D ⋉ G is
the associated action double groupoid. If both top and side actions are free and
proper and provided a suitable regularity condition on the double source map of D
is met, the top reduced space carries a natural Lie groupoid over the side reduced
space.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let (D,H;V, N) a double Lie groupoid with surjective double
source map act morphically on a morphism of Lie groupoids J : G → V over
j : N → M . If the action is free and proper (so that G/D and N/H are smooth
manifolds), then there exists a unique Lie groupoid G/D→→N/H making the quo-
tient projection G → G/D a strong LG-fibration over N → N/H.
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Proof. Thanks to proposition 3.3.1 it is sufficient to prove the statement for
the morphic action ofD on its side vertical groupoid by left translation whenD→→V
and H→→N are free and proper groupoids; the general case follows considering the
action groupoid associated with the morphic action. Note that the double source
map S⋉ : D ⋉ G → (H ⋉ N) s⋉h × J G is also a surjective, since it admits the
factorization
D sH ×J G (H⋉N) pr2×J G
(H sh× sv V) pr2×J G H sh× sv◦pr1 Γ(J )
≃S×idG

≃
OO
S
⋉
//
≃
//
.
For all (d, v) ∈ D sH× V,
sv(d ∗ v) = sv(tH(d)) = th(sV (d)) = sV (d) ∗ sh(sV (d)) = sV (d) ∗ sv(sH(d))
= sV (d) ∗ sv(v) ,
that is, the source map of V descends to the quotient; by similar arguments one
can show that target and inversion also descend. Note that for all v± ∈ V, with
sv(v
+) = h∗ tv(v−), for some h ∈ H, there always exist composable representatives:
since there exist an element d ∈ D such that sV (d) = h-1 and sH(d) = v, thanks to
the regularity condition on the double source map, d ∗ v+ ≡ tH(d) is composable
with v−. Then one can define a multiplication on the graph (G/D,M/H) by
picking composable representatives w± ∈ v± and setting, v+ · v− := w+ ·v w−
where v denotes the class of v ∈ V. Moreover, for all pairs w±1,2 ∈ v
± of composable
representatives such that w±2 = d
± ∗ w±1 , one has
sv(w
+
2 ) = sV (d
+) ∗ sv(w
+
1 ) and tv(w
−
2 ) = tV (d
−) ∗ tv(w
−
1 ) ,
therefore d+ and d− are vertically composable elements, since H acts freely on N ,
and
w+2 · w
+
2 = tH(d
+) ·v tH(d
−) = tH(d
+ · V d
−) = (d+ · V d
−) ∗ (w+1 ·v w
−
1 )
= w−1 · w
−
1 ;
that is, the multiplication on G/D does not depend on the choice of composable
representatives. It is straightforward to check that the induced source map is
submersive. By the snake lemma one can see that the quotient projection is an
LG-fibration iff the top vertical source map of D is orbitwise submersive, i.e. if
dsV : TvODv → T sv(v)O
H
sv(v) is onto; this can be checked easily using submersivity of
the double source map, since ODv and O
H
sv(v) are locally diffeomorphic respectively
to sH-1(v) and s-1h ( sv(v)).
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By functoriality, a morphic action of a double Lie groupoid differentiates to
a a morphic action on the vertically induced LA-groupoid; in particular, all the
fibred products relevant to the definition of the induced morphic action exist, since
LG-fibrations differentiate to LA-fibrations. Namely, when a morphic action as
above is given, the action morphism differentiates to a morphism of Lie algebroids
AV (D) sˆ× jˆ A(G) A(G)
H s× j N N

//
//

,
where we identify the Lie algebroid AV (D⋉ G) of D⋉ G→→H⋉N with the fibred
product AV (D) sˆ× jˆ A(G) for the morphisms sˆ : AV (D) → A(V) and jˆ : A(G) →
A(V), differentiating the top horizontal source map and the moment map of the top
action. It is immediate to check that, the associated action double Lie groupoid
differentiates to the action LA-groupoid for the induced morphic action of Lie
algebroids.
Proposition 3.3.3. Let (D,H;V, N) be a double Lie groupoid acting morphically
on a morphism of Lie algebroids J : G → V over j : N → M and assume that
the quotient Lie groupoid G/D→→N/H exists and makes the quotient projection a
strong LG-fibration. Then the quotient Lie algebroid A(G)/AV (D)→ N/H for the
induced morphic action of Lie algebroids exists and is canonically isomorphic to
the Lie algebroid of G/D→→N/H.
Proof. As in the proof of theorem 3.3.2 it is sufficient to consider the case
of horizontally free and proper double Lie groupoids for the action on the side
vertical groupoid by left translation. Since the tangent prolongation groupoid
TD→→TV is also free and proper, AV (D) ⊂ TD and A(V) ⊂ TV are embedded as
normal bundles and the induced groupoid anchor χ : AV (D) → A(V) × A(V) is
the restriction of the top horizontal tangent anchor dχH : TD → TV × TV, the
Lie groupoid AV (D)→→A(V) is a free and proper and the quotient Lie algebroid
A(V)/AV (D) → M/H exists. The quotient projection V → V/D is a strong
LG-fibration over M → M/H, thus it differentiates to a strong LA-fibration ℘ :
A(V)→ A(V/D). For all q ∈M , define
ψq : (A(V)/AV (D))q → A(V/D)q (3.19)
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as ψq([aq]) = ℘q(aq), by picking any aq ∈ A(V)q such that aq ∈ [aq]; ψq is well
defined since the commuting diagram
D sH× V
V/D
V V
pr2
 

 σ
?
??
??
?
??
??
 


differentiates to
AV (D) sˆ× A(V)
A(V/D)
A(V) A(V)
pr2
 

 σˆ
?
??
??
℘ ?
??
??
℘ 


Note that for all elements h ∗ q in the H-orbit through q,
ψh∗q([ah∗q]) = ℘(ah∗q) = ℘(ωh ∗ aq) = ψq([aq]) = ψq([ah∗q])
for the unique ωh ∈ AV (D)h, such that χ(ωh) = ((ah∗q), aq). Then ψq does not
depend on the choice of q and it is surjective, since ℘ is a strong LA-fibration;
by counting dimensions, one can see that it is actually a linear isomorphism, in-
ducing a bundle isomorphism A(V/D)→ A(V)/AV (D) over the identity of M/H;
up to this identification, the Lie algebroid on A(V/D) coincides with that on
A(V)/AV (D) by uniqueness (theorem 3.2.1).
Next we shall consider the integrability of morphic actions of LA-groupoids.
Under natural conditions for an LA-groupoid (Ω,G;A,M) to have a source 1-
connected integration Γ, all of its morphic actions on morphisms of integrable Lie
algebroids also integrate to morphic actions of Γ.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let Ω := (Ω,G;A,M) be an LA-groupoid and jˆ : B → A a
morphism of Lie algebroids over j : N → M . Assume that (Ω,G;A,M) has
integrable top Lie algebroid and B is also integrable with source 1-connected Lie
groupoid B. Then, if the top source map of (Ω,G;A,M) satisfies the LA-homotopy
lifting conditions of definition 2.3.5, any morphic action of Ω on jˆ integrates to
a morphic action of the vertically source 1-connected double Lie groupoid Γ :=
(Γ;G,A,M) on the integration J : B → A.
Proof. Note that, under the assumptions, the top source map sH : Γ→ A of
γ is a LG-fibration and the top source map sˆ of Ω and jˆ are strongly transversal;
therefore the fibered products Lie groupoids
Γ sH×J B and Γ sH×J (Γ sH×J B) ≃ ΓH
(2)
sH◦pr1×J B
are well defined and source 1-connected for the integration σ˜ : Γ sH ×J B → B of
the top action map σˆ : Ω sˆ× jˆ B → B. The compatibility diagrams 3.2 for σ˜ to be
an action map compatible with J commute then by functoriality.
It follows from the last theorem and proposition 3.3.3 above that the reduction
B/Γ→→N/G, provided it exists, is an integration of the reduction B/Ω→ N/G.
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As in the case of morphic actions of LA-groupoids there is a moment morphism
associated with each morphic action of a double Lie groupoid whose kernel is well
behaved under reduction.
According to lemma 2.2.12 the moment morphism
D ⋉ G G
H ⋉N N D V
H M
////
 
//// ////
 
////
prD
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR J
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR j
))RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
has a kernel double Lie groupoid iff J is source submersive, typically if it is an
LG-fibration. In that case it is easy to identify the kernel with an action double
Lie groupoid
H⋉K K
H⋉N M
// //
  
////
for the restriction σK of the top action,
h ∗K κ ≡ σK(h, κ) := σ˜(εV (h), κ) , εv( sh(h)) = J (κ) , (h, κ) ∈ H ×K ,
to the kernel groupoid K := kerJ . Remarkably, not only is σK a morphic action
of the double Lie groupoid trivially associated to H over σ along JK := sv ◦ J |K =
tv ◦ J |K, but it is also a compatible action in the sense of definition 1.3.12. As a
consequence the kernel double Lie groupoid always has a quotient, provided the
side action is free and proper.
Proposition 3.3.5. Let (D,H;V, N) be a double Lie groupoid acting morphically
on a morphism of Lie algebroids J : G → V over j : N → M . If J is source
submersive (so that the kernel double Lie groupoid exists), and the side action is
free and proper, then:
i) The induced action of H on K = kerJ is a compatible groupoid action in the
sense of definition 1.3.12;
ii) The quotient K/H carries a unique Lie groupoid structure over N/H making
the quotient projection a strong LG-fibration.
iii) The source fibres of K/H have the same homotopy type as those of K
Remark 3.3.6. Note that no surjectivity condition on the double source map is
necessary. Moreover, one can see from the proof below that the second and third
statements remain true when only a compatible groupoid action, in the sense of
definition 1.3.12, of H on K is given.
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Remark 3.3.7. It follows from proposition 3.3.3 that the Lie algebroid of K/H
is canonically isomorphic to the reduction ker jˆ /H associated with the moment
morphism of the induced action of LA-groupoids.
Proof. (i) Clearly the induced action is compatible with source, target and
inversion of K. Moreover, for all composable κ± ∈ K,
JK(κ+) = j(sK(κ+)) = j(tK(κ−)) = JK(κ−) ,
thus
h ∗K (κ+ · κ−) = (εv(h) ·V εv(h)) ∗ (κ+ · κ−)
= (εv(h) ∗ κ+) ·V (εv(h) ∗ κ−)
= (h ∗K κ+) · (h ∗K κ−) .
(ii) Since the side action is free and proper, N → N/H is a principal H bundle;
apply lemma 1.3.13. Alternatively the statement can be proved using a nonlinear
version of the proof of lemma 3.2.5. For all n ∈ N and h ∈ s-1h (j(h)), set
θh : s
-1
K (n)→ s
-1
K (h ∗ n) , κ 7→ h ∗K κ ,
this yields a smooth family of diffeomorphisms enjoying the usual pseudo-group
property. It is easy to see that the obvious equivalence relation ∼θ induced by θ• is
regular (properness of σK is implied by properness of the base action map). Being
σK an action map, one can check that actually Γ(∼θ) ⊂ K×K is a Lie subgroupoid
of the pair groupoid, as well as the graph Γ(∼) ⊂ N×N of the equivalence relation
associated with the action on N and Γ(∼θ)→→ Γ(∼) a Lie subgroupoid of the direct
product K×2. That is, in the language [45], (Γ(∼θ), Γ(∼)) defines a congruence
on K→→N , which therefore provides the descent data to push the Lie groupoid
forward on N/H along the orbits of the side action [45]3. (iii) Note that for all
n ∈ N and κ± ∈ s-1K (n), h ∗K κ− = κ+ implies that (h, n) ∈ H ⋉N is an isotropy,
therefore a unit; that is, H acts transversally to the source fibres and the quotient
projection K → K/H is sourcewise a diffeomorphism.
In complete analogy with the reduction of the moment morphism of a morphic
action in the category of Lie algebroids, the reduced kernel groupoid is really a
“pushforward” of the kernel groupoid, obtained by identifying the source fibres
along the G-orbits on P .
3A congruence in [45] is further required to fulfill certain surjectivity requirements which
are not met here; the extra condition is only needed to make the quotient projection a strong
LG-fibration, i.e. a fibration of Lie groupoids in the language of Mackenzie.
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3.4. Integration of quotient Poisson structures
We derive here two approaches to the integration of quotient Pois-
son structures for compatible Poisson groupoid actions. The first
consist in the integration of the action LA-groupoid associated with
the cotangent lifted action and in the kernel reduction of the cor-
responding moment morphism (theorem 3.4.1). This approach is
not always effective but, when it is, it has the advantage of provid-
ing an explicit description of the symplectic form on an integration
of the quotient Poisson bivector and control on the connectivity of
its source fibres (corollary 3.4.2). The second approach allows us
to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the integrability of
quotient Poisson bivector fields (theorem 3.4.4), but no explicit de-
scription of the symplectic form on the integrations. The result is
obtained roughly by a prolongation of the cotangent lifted action to
a compatible action on the space of Lie algebroid homotopies for the
kernel of the cotangent lifted moment morphism. We finally consider
a class of examples, i.e. the case of complete Poisson group actions,
where both approaches apply.
Let us consider the reduction of the moment morphism J associated with a
compatible morphic action of a symplectic double groupoid S
S =
S G•
G M
// //
  
////
J =
Λ G•
P M
  
J //
j
//
,
where Λ→→P is a symplectic groupoid, J an anti-Poisson map (hence a morphism
of Poisson groupoids Λ → G•) and both the top and side actions are Poisson; in
particular, since both S and Λ are symplectic, the graph of the top action is a
Lagrangian subgroupoid of S×Λ×Λ for the vertical groupoid of S. Let us denote
with Ω the symplectic form of S and with ω that of Λ, the last requirement is
equivalent to the multiplicativity condition
σ˜∗ω = pr∗SΩ + pr
∗
Λω (3.20)
on S ⋉ Λ. Explicitly, (3.20) reads
ωs∗λ(δs+ ∗ δλ+, δs+ ∗ δλ+) = Ωs(δs+, δs+) + ωλ(δλ+, δλ+) ,
where we have used the symbol ∗ for the tangent lift of σ˜, for all composable
δs± ∈ TS and δλ± ∈ TΛ. In this setting the kernel double groupoid of the
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moment morphism takes the form
G ⋉ J -1(ε•(M)) J -1(ε•(M))
G ⋉ P M
////
  
////
,
where ε• : M → G• is the unit section (here we assume that J is regular enough).
Under the hypothesis of theorem 3.3.5 for the underlying morphic action the re-
duction of the LA-groupoid above produces a Lie groupoid J -1(ε•(M))/G→→P/G;
the reduction procedure is compatible with the side Poisson action in the sense of
the following
Theorem 3.4.1. Let (S,G;G•,M) be a symplectic double groupoid acting morphi-
cally on a morphism of Lie groupoids J : Λ→ G• over j : P → M , where Λ→→P
is a symplectic groupoid, in such a way that Λ is a symplectic S-space. If J is
source submersive and the side action is free and proper, then
i) The reduced kernel groupoid J -1(ε•(M))/G→→P/G carries a unique symplectic
form making the quotient projection pr : J -1(ε•(M)) → J -1(ε•(M))/G a Poisson
submersion;
ii) J -1(ε•(M))/G→→P/G is a symplectic groupoid for the quotient Poisson mani-
fold P/G.
Proof. The quotient J -1(ε•(M))/G is smooth and carries a Lie groupoid on
P/G thanks to proposition 3.3.5. Set K := J -1(ε•(M)). (i) On the one hand, by
coisotropicity of ε•(M) ⊂ G•, K ⊂ S is also coisotropic, since J is anti-Poisson,
and evaluating the multiplicativity condition 3.20 on G ⋉K yields
ωg∗κ(δg+ ∗ δκ+, δg+ ∗ δκ+) = ωκ(δκ+, δκ+) ,
being G ⊂ S Lagrangian, for all composable δg± ∈ TG and δκ± ∈ TK. Setting
ω[κ]([δκ+], [δκ−]) := ωκ(δκ+, δκ−) (3.21)
for any representatives δκ± ∈ [δκ±] ∈ T[k]K/G over the same κ ∈ [κ], yields a
2-form ω on K/G. The left hand side of (3.21) does not depend on the choice of
δκ±, provided they are tangent to K at the same κ (in fact there are unique such
representatives) and, by changing the representative of [κ], we have
ωg∗κ(κ
′
+, δκ
′
+) = ωκ(δg
-1
+ ∗ δκ
′
+, δg
-1
− ∗ δκ
′
+) ,
for all δg± such that dε•(dt(δg±)) = dJ (dκ′±). Then ω is well defined and multi-
plicative; by construction pr∗ω = ι∗ω, thus it is closed. We claim that the charac-
teristic distribution ∆ of K spans TκO to the G-orbit O through κ at each κ ∈ K;
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it follows that ω is nondegenerate. To see this, note that all vectors δo ∈ TκO are
those of the form a ∗ 0k with a ∈ T
s
ε(j(k))G, thus
ωκ(δo, δκ) = ωκ(a ∗ 0κ, 0ε(j(κ)) ∗ δκ) = 0 , for all δκ ∈ TκK,
that is, TκO is contained in the symplectic orthogonal T ωκ K = ∆κ; the two spaces
coincide since
dimO = dimG − dimM = dimΛ− (dimM + dimΛ− dimG•)
= rankT ωK.
(ii) Since the characteristic leaves of K are the connected components of the G-
orbits, C∞(K)G ⊂ C∞(K)∆; thus all extensions F± ∈ C∞(Λ) of f± ∈ C∞(K)G are
in the normalizer of IK) and the restriction of the Hamiltonian vector fields X
F±
are tangent to C∞(K)G . Let XF± = dιY
F± for some (in general non smooth) vector
fields Y F± on K; we have
(dprtpr(κ) ◦ω
♯
pr(κ) ◦dprk)Y
F± = (dιtι(κ) ◦ω
♯
k)X
F±
ι(κ) = dPf± = dpr
t
pr(κ)dP/Gf± ,
i.e. the Hamiltonian vector fields Xf± of f± ∈ C∞(K/G) are given by X
f±
pr(κ) =
dprY F±κ and the Poisson bracket { , }K/G associated with ω can be computed using
extensions:
pr∗{ f+ , f− }K/G := ω(X
f− , Xf+) ◦ pr = pr∗ω(Y F−, Y F+) = ω(XF−, XF+) ◦ ι
=: ι∗{F+ , F− }Λ .
Let now { , }′ be the Poisson bracket induced by the symplectic groupoid of (i)
on P/G and u± ∈ C∞(P )G, since
{ u+ , u− }
′([p]P/G) := { s
∗
K/Gu+ , s
∗
K/Gu− }K/G(εK/G([p]P/G))
= { s∗Λu+ , s
∗
Λu− }Λ(εΛ(p)))
= { u+ , u− }P (p)
=: { u+ , u− }P/G([p]P/G) ,
for all p ∈ P , (ii) follows by uniqueness (theorem 3.2.25).
It follows from proposition 3.3.5 and the proof above that the source fibres of
J -1(ε•(M))/G have the same homotopy type as those of J -1(ε•(M)). Therefore
we obtain a condition for J -1(ε•(M)) to be source 1-connected in terms of the
infinitesimal data only, i.e. a condition for integration to commute with reduction,
as an application of corollary 2.3.4.
Corollary 3.4.2. Assume that Λ and G• ≡ G⋆ are source 1-connected. Then the
source connected component of J -1(ε⋆(M))/G is the source 1-connected integration
of P/G iff the loop groups K•(jˆ ) are trivial.
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The condition of lemma 3.4.2 was recently considered in [22], along the lines of
[21], in the special case of Poisson actions of Lie groups and in [64], in the case of
Poisson actions of Poisson groups.
Remark 3.4.3. Assume that a Poisson groupoid G induces a top source map
satisfying the LA-homotopy lifting conditions of definition 2.3.5 on the cotan-
gent prolongation LA-groupoid, and therefore is integrable to a symplectic double
groupoid. Then last result, together with propositions 3.2.26, 3.3.4 implies that,
for any integrable Poisson G-space P , the quotient Poisson bivector on P/G is
also integrable, since the integrated action map defines a symplectic action on the
integration J of the cotangent lifted moment map jˆ : T ∗P → A∗ (this follows rea-
soning in the same way as in the proof of theorem 2.4.10). In fact an integration
– generally not source (1-)connected – is given by the quotient J -1(ε⋆(M))/G.
By a suitable path-lifting procedure of the cotangent lifted action of T ∗G→→A∗
we can prove integrability of quotient Poisson manifolds arising from Poisson G-
spaces, independently of the existence of a double (or any integration ) of G.
Theorem 3.4.4. Let a Poisson groupoid G→→M act freely and properly on j :
P →M . If the action is Poisson, then P/G is integrable to a symplectic groupoid
iff ker jˆ is an integrable Lie algebroid.
In particular, we give a positive answer to the above question under most nat-
ural assumptions: since a Lie subalgebroid of an integrable Lie algebroid is also
integrable (theorem 1.4.2), we have:
Corollary 3.4.5. If P is integrable, then so is P/G.
We show in two steps that integrability of ker jˆ is a sufficient condition:
Step 1. Through the cotangent lift of the G-action on j, we obtain a compatible
groupoid action of G on the Weinstein groupoid W(K) of the kernel Lie algebroid
K := ker jˆ of the moment map jˆ : T ∗P → A∗
Step 2. We identify the quotient W(K)/G with the symplectic groupoid of P/G
Finally we explain why the integrability condition is also necessary.
Let us fix some notations. For i = 1, 2, denote with ∆i the diagonal morphism
TI×i → TI×i × TI×i and regard 0g ∈ T ∗G as the constant morphism of Lie
algebroids TI×i → T ∗G, denoted g(i).
Proof of theorem 3.4.4. (Step 1.) Note that, for all morphisms of Lie
algebroids hi : TI
×i → K over γi : I
×i → G,
dj ◦ dγi = dj ◦ π
♯ ◦ hi = ρA∗ ◦ jˆ ◦ hi = 0 ,
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where π is the Poisson bivector of P , thus the image of the base map γi is contained
in some j-fibre. If j ◦ γi ≡ s(g), g ∈ G, setting
g ∗ hi := σˆ ◦ (g(i) × hi) ◦∆i
yields a morphism of Lie algebroids TI×i → K, since jˆ ◦(g∗hi) = tˆ◦g(i) ≡ 0t(g). The
moment map J :W(K)→ M for the lifted action is induced by post composition
with jˆ of representatives of classes of K-paths, equivalently
J([κ]) := j(prKκ(0)) ,
[κ] ∈ W(K); the action map σW(K) : G s×J W(K)→W(K) is given by
σW(K)(g, [κ ]) := [g(1) ∗K κ ]W(K)
=: g ⊛ [κ ] . (3.22)
For all representatives κ± of the same class and K-homotopy h from κ− to κ+,
g(2) ∗ h is a K-homotopy from g(1) ∗ κ− to g(1) ∗ κ+, thus σW(K) is well defined by
(3.22); that it is an action map compatible with J , follows straightforwardly from
the cotangent lifted action being morphic. Whenever g ⊛ [κ ] is defined, we have
sW(K)(g ⊛ [κ ]) = prK(g ∗ κ(0)) = g ∗ prK(κ(0))
= g ∗ sW(K)([κ ])
and similarly tW(K)(g ⊛ [κ ]) = g ∗ tW(K)([κ ]). For all composable classes [κ±] ∈
W(K) we may choose compactly supported smooth representatives to compute
g ⊛ ([κ+] · [κ+]):
g⊛ ([κ+] · [κ−]) =
[
2 · g ∗ κ−(2u) 0 ≤ u ≤ 1/2
2 · g ∗ κ+(2u− 1) 1/2 ≤ u ≤ 1
]
= (g⊛ [κ+]) · (g⊛ [κ−]) ,
that is, the lifted action is compatible with the concatenation of K-paths.
(Step 2.) Under the integrability assumptions W(K) is the source 1-connected
integration of K; thus it is possible to form an action LA-groupoid
G ⋉W(K) W(K)
G ⋉ P P
// //
  
////
and, according to theorem 3.3.2 (with D = G ⋉ W(K), J = idW(K), for the
action by left translation), to push W(K)→→P forward to a source 1-connected
Lie groupoid W(K)/G ≡ W(K)/(G ⋉W(K)) over P/G. Since the Lie algebroid
of W(K)/G is K/G, thanks to proposition 3.3.3, which in turn is isomorphic to
T ∗(P/G) (proposition 3.2.26), W(K)/G is a Lie groupoid integrating the Lie al-
gebroid of the quotient Poisson structure on P/G. It follows by the uniqueness of
quotient Poisson bivector fields (theorem 1.4.13) that the quotient Poisson mani-
fold is integrable to a symplectic groupoid.
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Conversely, assume that P/G is integrable to some symplectic groupoid Λ. The
projection pr : P → P/G is a surjective submersion, then the pullback algebroid
pr++T ∗(P/G) always exists and K can be embedded (as a Lie algebroid) in it by
factoring the projectionK → T ∗(P/G) along the identity of P (proposition 1.2.10).
Note that the Lie algebroid on pr++T ∗(P/G) coincides with the fibred product
TP dpr× π♯ T
∗(P/G). The pullback Lie groupoid pr++Λ→→P , namely the fibred
product (P × P ) pr×pr×χΛ Λ, exists thanks to the regularity of pr and integrates
TP dpr×π♯ T
∗(P/G). Thus K is integrable by 2nd Lie’s theorem.
Example 3.4.6. Consider a Poisson groupoid G→→M and the Poisson action of
G on itself by left translation. The quotient Poisson manifold G/G ≃ M exists
and the quotient projection is given by the source map. Therefore for any Poisson
groupoid G→→M with integrable Poisson structure, the Poisson structure induced
on M is integrable. Note that T ∗M ⊂ T ∗G is a Lie subalgebroid, being the core
Lie algebroid of the cotangent prolongation LA-groupoid; thus its integrability
follows straightforwardly from that of G.
Our proof of the integrability of quotient Poisson bivector fields, even though
constructive, does not produce explicitly a symplectic groupoid for the quotient
Poisson structure. In fact we obtain a Lie groupoid integrating the corresponding
Koszul algebroid, which is in general source 1-connected (the projection W(K)→
W(K)/G is sourcewise a diffeomorphism), thus it carries a compatible symplectic
form, thanks to Mackenzie and Xu’s theorem 1.4.13. Nevertheless we have no
explicit characterization of the symplectic form. On the other hand the integration
of quotient Poisson bivector fields “via symplectic double groupoids” (theorem
3.4.1) produces an integrating Lie groupoid and a canonical symplectic form.
We conclude by discussing a class of examples where the latter method is effective.
3.4.1. The case of complete Poisson group actions.
The functorial approach of Chapter 2 to the integration of LA-groupoids can be
applied to a wide class of LA-groupoids, namely action LA-groupoids associated
with the cotangent lift of a Poisson action of a Poisson group (G,Π) (including all
actions of Lie groups by Poisson diffeomorphisms in the case Π = 0).
Proposition 3.4.7. [64] Let G be a complete Poisson group and P an integrable
Poisson manifold with source 1-connected symplectic groupoid Λ. If P is a Poisson
G-space, then
i) J : Λ → G⋆ is a symplectic S-space for the top horizontal groupoid S→→G⋆ of
the vertically source 1-connected double of G;
ii) The action map σ˜ : S sH ×J Λ → Λ is a morphism of Lie groupoids over the
action map σ : G× P → P ;
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iii) The action double groupoid of the integrated action
S ⋉ Λ Λ
G⋉ P P
////
  
////
(3.23)
is the vertically source 1-connected double Lie groupoid integrating the LA-groupoid
(3.9) associated with the Poisson action.
Proof. It follows from corollary 1.5.10 that J is anti-Poisson, since it inte-
grates a morphism of Lie bialgebroids (T ∗P, TP ) → (A∗, A); theorem 3.3.4 and
lemma 2.4.13 imply that the cotangent lift of the given action integrates to a mor-
phic action of the vertically 1-connected double of G. (i) It remains to show that
the graph Γ(σ˜) of the integrated action map is coisotropic, by the same reasoning
as in the proof of theorem 2.4.10 one can show that it is actually Lagrangian; (ii)
holds by construction and (iii) is now obvious.
We are therefore in the condition to apply theorem 3.4.1 and corollary 3.4.2 to
obtain an integrating symplectic groupoid for quotients of Poisson group actions
Corollary 3.4.8. Under the hypotheses of proposition 3.4.7, if G acts freely and
properly on P , then
i) J -1(e⋆)/G→→P/G is a symplectic groupoid for the quotient Poisson structure;
i) The source connected component of J -1(e⋆)/G→→P/G is source 1-connected iff
the groups K•(jˆ ) are trivial.
Remark 3.4.9. Theorem 3.4.8 generalizes a result by Xu ([74], theorem 4.2),
regarding Poisson actions with a complete moment map. A moment map [36] for
a Poisson G-space (P, π) is a Poisson map j : P → G⋆ such that σ(x) = π♯j∗←−x ,
for the infinitesimal action σ(·) : g → X(P ) and the left invariant 1-form ←−x on
G⋆ associated with x ∈ g ≃ g∗∗; such a Poisson map is called complete, when
the Hamiltonian vector field of j∗f is complete for all compactly supported f ∈
C∞(G⋆). If G is 1-connected, so that the right dressing action of G on G⋆ is globally
defined, j is always equivariant. When the action admits a complete moment
map j, defefine J : Λ → G⋆ and J(λ) = j(t(λ)) · j(s(λ))-1 (this space carries
a natural action of G). Assuming that J-1(e⋆)/G is smooth, the construction of
[74], produces a groupoid J-1(e⋆)/G→→P/G, when G is complete and 1-connected.
Note that J is by construction a morphism of Lie groupoids and one can check [75]
that it differentiates to jˆ , therefore J coincides with our J ; it is easy to see that
the G action on J-1(e⋆) of [74] is the same as that induced by the S→→G⋆-action
on Λ (S ≃ G⋆⋉⋊G, under the assumptions). Specializing last theorem to the case
considered in [74], shows that Xu’s quotient is always smooth.
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Remark 3.4.10. A Lie groupG is trivially (Π = 0) a complete Poisson group, with
the abelian group g∗ as a dual Poisson group; in this case a Poisson group action is
an action by Poisson diffeomorphisms and our approach reproduces the “symplec-
tization functor” treatment of Fernandes [21] and Fernandes-Ortega-Ratiu [22]
from the viewpoint of double structures. The construction given in [22] (propo-
sition 4.6) of a symplectic groupoid for the quotient Poisson manifold is precisely
the construction of theorem 3.4.1 in the special case Π = 0.
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